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Preface
For some, writing is a vocation. For others, it is a cherished 
hobby. And for a few, it is a means of survival, a connection 
between the “real world” and individual consciousness as 
necessary to life as oxygen. Some may be published or harbour 
dreams of fame, others may not care. Yet all writers share at least 
one thing: the joy that can accompany the act of translating 
experience (imagined or otherwise) into words.

This is not the kind of outwardly exuberant joy we associate 
with collective celebration such as one’s team winning the 
Stanley Cup (of course if you are a Leafs fan, you won’t be 
familiar with this particular sensation), or the overflow of 
emotion we feel in love, in familial connection, in intimacy 
with the natural world. Those are ways of reaching outward. 
Writing, on the other hand, reaches in. The joy that visits those 
of us committed to the writing life is fleeting but no less intense 
than the showier versions. It is the pleasure of self-expression. A 
moment when we might whisper to our very souls Yes! That’s it! 
That’s exactly what I mean!

Clarity. There isn’t much of that in our everyday lives. But in 
writing, we can sometimes catch hold of something that is as 
close to the truth as we’re ever going to get. It’s this clarity of 
expression the pieces in this collection have been chosen for, 
which is another way of describing that which is well-written. 
We hope you read them for their craft, their accomplishment. 
And we hope their authors continue to write in the name of a 
quietly pursued joy. 

 — Andrew Pyper & Lee Gowan, 2011 INCITE Judges
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support of CITE. 

Congratulations to Sophia Woge,  
Grade 12 of Ridley College, winner 
of our 2011 INCITE cover contest  
for her illustration, ‘Civilization’.



It is a pleasure to host and welcome the Conference of Independent Teachers of 
English here at Ridley. English teachers are a special breed; they teach little that is 
of utilitarian use, but they nurture the creative urges in their students and even oc-
casionally plant the seed. INCITE celebrates the rich harvest of this year’s student 
writing.  

We are grateful to Adrian Hoad-Reddick and to Friesens for this publication; Adrian 
has worked tirelessly to collect and format the many student submissions in all 
categories, and our publishers have generously declined to accept a fee. We are also 
indebted to Lee Gowan and Andrew Pyper for their patience and time in reading the 
selections in order to determine the  prize winners.  

Congratulations to all the students whose writing is now published.  In an age of  
e-publishing that gives out no rejection slips, it is important to acknowledge the 
distinguished achievement of these students, whose work has passed through the 
editorial board of their own teachers and earned its place in a printed book.

Writing remains alive and well in our schools.  Among the writers featured in the 
pages to follow may likely be found the Atwoods, the Wrights, McIntyres, Gowans 
and Pypers of the Canadian literary scene to come.  

We toast the English teachers who have inspired and guided our new generation of 
literary enthusiasts.  Kudos to Sophia Woge of Ridley College for her piece titled 
“Civilization” which has been chosen as the cover art for this edition.

Colin Brezicki   |   Shelley Thomas
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Shivani Pradhan | Grade 7 | Bayview Glen 

Being Human
 I turned my head, trying to stop the cold droplets of water from 
dripping on my face. My eyes blearily opened and I stood up.  
 I couldn’t remember why I was even in the woods… Had I been 
camping the night before? It was raining heavily. I saw a gleaming house that 
was made of glass and began to walk towards it. Maybe the person in the house 
could help me?
 But why did these woods look so different? I had played tag with my 
friends in the woods when I was seven and had jumped into the lake as a dare 
when I was twelve. If I remembered correctly, there had never been a house in 
the woods!
 Arriving at the door, I hesitantly knocked.
 A woman with sapphire coloured eyes and shoulder- length blonde hair 
opened the door with a confused look on her face.
 “Who are you?” she asked, raising her eyebrows
 “Uh, my name is Val. I think I’m lost.” 
 “Come in, perhaps I can help you find your way home. My name is 
Alicia Flowers,” the woman said while shaking my hand.
Suddenly, I felt very self- conscious, Alicia was looking at me with an awkward 
look.
  “Why are you dressed like that? “ She asked curiously.
 “Excuse me, but what do you mean?”  I stuttered. 
 “You look like you are from an old television show!” Alicia chuckled
 “I’m only wearing jeans and a t-shirt, Miss. Flowers.” I replied feeling 
confused
 Alicia smiled faintly, “Oh, please don’t call me Miss Flowers, it makes 
me feel old!”
  “Okay… Alicia, do you think you could help me find out where I am?” I 
asked.
 “Sure, but why don’t you take a shower now? I don’t mean to offend you, 
but you’re coated in mud and I can barely see your face.”
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 “It’s fine, I’ll shower when I get home.”  I said to Alicia
 “Val,” Alicia said in a calm tone,” You’re dripping water on the floor, 
please take a shower. ”
 Now I felt bad. I looked at the floor and saw that there was a puddle 
of muddy water that Alicia would probably have to clean up. I nodded, not 
wanting to burden Alicia even more. 
Alicia strode over to a screen that was embedded into the wall and pushed a 
button. A girl with gray eyes and long reddish brown hair appeared on the 
screen.
 “Lauren, bring some of my old clothes to the bathroom. Val is 
dressed in fashion trends that died out a long time ago.”  
  “Yes.”  The girl on the monitor replied in a monotone voice. The 
screen which she appeared on faded into a black screen.
 “Is Lauren your assistant?” I asked Alicia.
  “Sort of,” Alicia replied before pushing me into the bathroom.
  Inside the bathroom, the walls were white and everything was scarily 
neat and tidy. I didn’t even see one personal knickknack or picture frame 
on the counter. I looked at my reflection in the mirror; my brown hair was 
tangled and I had smears of dirt, dust, and mud on me. 
 I quickly showered and changed into a forest green dress with 
a triangular collar and black knee-high boots. The dress didn’t look like 
something I would wear but I put it on anyway.
 Cold tendrils of panic crept up on me when I realised I couldn’t 
remember the date. I turned on the screen that was in the wall. Lauren 
appeared, “Yes?” she asked.
 “What day is it?” 
 “March 13, 2033” Lauren replied.
  What kind of joke was this? I quickly jabbed the off button and ran 
down the hall to Alicia but stopped before I entered the room she was in.
I saw that she was talking to a man who was on the wall monitor.
 “The shipment of new parts for the machines didn’t get shipped.” 
The man said stoically. 
 Watching from the hallway, I saw Alicia whisper to the monitor in 
a mildly annoyed tone, “We needed them for today; you know our company 
doesn’t make mistakes anymore! “
 “I know.”   The man on the screen replied.
 “I need to go, Jack. Make sure those parts are shipped by tomorrow 
or all our plans will be delayed again” Alicia smoothly said.
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 I quickly turned back to the bathroom and loudly opened the door so 
it seemed like I just came out of the bathroom. 
 I quickly ran back into the room Alicia was in, “Why is it 2033?” I 
shouted.
Alicia looked up at me and gasped, “You’re Valencia Pierce!” Alicia looked 
astonished and extremely surprised.
 “Why is it 2033?” I repeated.
 I saw Alicia smile as she walked over to her desk but when I looked 
at her again, the smile was gone.
 She began to type my name into a sleek, paper thin tablet, and then 
pressed search. She looked at the page of links and pressed the top one. I 
gasped when I read the article and I felt as if I had all the air knocked out of 
me.
 The article explained that some other kids and I had been kidnapped 
on February, 13, 2011 and we were part of the “Pretty One Experiment” 
conducted by an organization called “Being Human.”  The experiment was 
conducted to find out how to completely stop or slow down the aging process.
 The article explained what the experiment was. The scientists began 
to study time and try to figure out how to manipulate it. They discovered 
that there were special spots around the world that were able to send people 
through time. One of these places was Stonehenge, England. They tried 
sending all thirty kids back in time at Stonehenge and ever since then, the 
kids had been in a continuous time loop. 
 The Project Manager of “Pretty One” was quoted as saying that he 
didn’t know if the teenagers would ever come back. At the very end of the 
page, there were pictures of the teens that had been experimented on. I was 
fifteen years old in 2011, now it was 2033 and I still looked like a fifteen year 
old girl.
 Last of all, Alicia clicked on the website of “Being Human“and on 
the website, there was a quote from the CEO of the company.
 “Our company is turning every want and desire into reality- this, is 
‘Being Human’.”
 I scoffed when I read the quote. 
 Being human was about family, love, and friends. Being human was 
about living your life to the fullest and making new discoveries. I reread the 
quote and saw that “CEO- Alicia Flowers” was written under it. 
 I spun around to glare at Alicia. The CEO of the company that sent 
me in a time loop was… next to me? Was I going to be experimented on 
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again? I jerkily stood up from my chair and backed away from Alicia.
 “Welcome back, Valencia. Looks like the experiment did work after 
all!” Alicia exclaimed proudly.
  Suddenly, I felt dizzy. Something sharp had stung my arm. I looked 
down weakly to see Alicia holding a syringe to my arm. My vision was 
fading. I struggled to stay awake. Darkness was coming. All the light faded. 
Darkness...
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Adrienne Klein | Grade 7 | Bayview Glen 

Timeless
 “This is unthinkable! We’ve always told time, the right time! 
Preposterous! Why, nothing has changed, why now?!” voices rang through 
Big Ben’s head.
 He was the most famous clock to the humans, and the Head of 
Clocks in the Secret Clock Society. The clocks could talk to one another with 
their minds, and just right then, all of the clocks were yelling in protest at 
him.
 “Silence!” he bellowed,” All clocks, I need your attention. I know 
it’s an idea that you have to get used to, but we need to teach the humans a 
lesson. They have been taking us for granted far too long. We do more than 
just tell time, we keep their lives on schedule, without us, there would be no 
schedule. And all they do is glance at us; they show no appreciation for what 
we do! I’m not saying we rebel forever, only until the humans realize how lost 
they’d be without us, “Big Ben could feel anger towards the humans rising in 
him, but he smiled at himself for sounding a lot more confident than he felt.
 What if, after the rebellion, humans went back to old ways, where 
they used the sun to tell time? Then clocks would be completely useless, and 
they would be thrown into one of those filthy dumps, where they would 
be forgotten, and eventually fall apart, sad and alone, with only the sound 
of the other clocks’ weeping. He shuddered at the thought, and his anger 
disappeared, replaced with a sickening fear.
 After a few moments of silence though, the clocks had made their 
decision.
 I waited in the passenger seat of my mom’s Toyota. After a few 
minutes of foot tapping, I got out of the car and ran into the house.
 “Hurry up, Mom,” I shouted,” Were going to be late!”
 “Coming,” my mom yelled back from upstairs.
 My mom just loved to take her sweet time. A second later, she 
walked around the corner, trying to look calm, but you could tell that she 
was giddy with excitement. She practically ran down the stairs like a little 
kid racing to go outside. Once she was all the way down, she paused in front 
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of me, wanting me to comment on her done up hair, subtle makeup, and 
sophisticated suit.
 “You look great,” I said reassuringly,” and you’ll do fine at the 
interview; we’ve practiced it a hundred times.”
 “You’re right, I’m probably just worrying for nothing,” she said, trying 
to be nonchalant.
 I looked at my watch. 11:50 am already! I grabbed my mom’s arm 
and pulled her out the door, practically dragged her down the stairs, and 
shoved her into the front seat.
 When we got to the news office, I checked my watch again; it was 
12:00 pm, which meant we were right on time for my mom’s interview with 
the editor of the Toronto Star. I sat down in the lounge area with a magazine. 
My mom came out two minutes later. Her facial expression went from 
confused, to disappointed, and I knew immediately that it hadn’t gone well.
 “Megan, what time is it?” her voice trembled.
 I thought that was an odd question to be asking right then, but I 
looked at my watch anyway.
 “It’s one pm, wait that doesn’t make any sense. Five minutes ago it 
was twelve ten! Oh no, you missed the interview!”
 I guided my mom oustside, and led her to the passenger door. I had 
just gotten my full license, so I decided it would be better for me to drive, 
considering how upset she looked. We didn’t speak on the way home, and I 
didn’t pry for details about what had happened.
 Once we got home I led my mom to bed, and I decided to take a 
nap as well. When I woke up, I came downstairs, and saw my mom sitting 
on the couch watching soap operas, and eating “Chunky Monkey” Ice Cream 
straight from the tub, which she always does when she’s upset. I looked at the 
clock right above the TV without going into the room. It was always best to 
leave her alone at times like these. The clock said 3:30 pm and so I headed to 
the front door, because I was supposed to be at my boyfriend, Greg’s house at 
4:00 pm.
 I checked myself in the car mirror before walking to his door. Greg 
wouldn’t tell me what he had planned today. He said it was a surprise, and so 
I walked up to the front door, pondering what it might be. When I rang the 
doorbell, he opened the door, looking bedraggled.
 “Megan, you’re supposed to be here at four. It’s only two thirty, what 
are you doing here?” he said, sounding nervous, like a little kid being caught 
with his hand in the cookie jar.
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 I didn’t bother answering his question. Instead, I asked one of my 
own “What happened to you? You look like you just got out-”
 Then, a female voice called from upstairs, “Honey, who is it? You’re 
keeping me waiting”
 Wait a minute. I knew that voice. It couldn’t be, though. But that 
voice was unmistakable. It was Amanda, my best friend.
 “You and...Amanda!” I screeched “You cheating jerk! I fell for it, too, 
all those nights that you said that you were hanging out with her brother was 
a lie! Both of you go rot in hell!”
 I slapped him hard, then ran to my car, holding in my tears, 
determined not to let him see me cry. When I got in the car, tears exploded 
from me, blurring my vision, but I fumbled with the ignition, then drove 
away. All of my thoughts were colliding. The good times I’d had with them, 
and all of the times that I now knew they’d spent together.
 What I needed to do was stop and think. I pulled over at the side 
of the road. What was going on today? Even with what had just happened, 
there was one thing he’d said that stuck in my head. He’d said that it was 
2:30. But I distinctly remembered it being 3:30 when I left my house. And 
then earlier, at my mom’s interview, when I had checked, it had been 1:10. At 
first, I thought I’d just seen it wrong, but now I knew differently.
 It was the first moment in my life that I realized how important time 
really was. Our lives were so planned out. Timed so perfectly. If anything 
went wrong in our schedule, it could ruin our lives entirely.
 I drove home, suddenly feeling as light as air, for no reason, except 
the simple joy of figuring something out.
 Big Ben felt very pleased. His plan had worked out perfectly! 
Humans finally realized how important time really was, and so, him and 
all the clocks put their time back to normal, with the knowledge that most 
humans would remember this day for the rest of their lives. And if they 
forgot, well...you know the saying, if you forget the past it’s bound to repeat 
itself.
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Hannah Nicole Malhoyt | Grade 7 | Bayview Glen

Blades 
 And I quote, “Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius and it’s 
better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring.” – Marilyn Monroe. 
 In 1990, a magical and wonderful character named “Edward 
Scissorhands” was created and showed us that the man behind it all was 
brilliant. The brainchild of Director, Producer and Writer, Tim Burton. It is 
clear in the film that “Edward Scissorhands” demonstrates the genius of Tim 
Burton. Here is why I think that “Edward Scissorhands” is an example; the 
visual style, the character, and the worlds. 
 The Visual Style of “Edward Scissorhands” is his long sleeved, black 
shirt and pants and his black buckled, Goth looking boots. His hair is black, 
messy, very fragile and thin. His skin is pale white and he has scratches on 
his face due to the blades. He has very sharp blades for hands. These blades 
disable him because he is unable to do simple everyday tasks by himself like; 
brushing his teeth, using a fork, and getting dressed. 
 The Character of “Edward Scissorhands” is a soft spoken, quiet, kind 
and genuine person that does not have the mental ability to hurt someone. 
He does talk somewhat but is a naturally quiet person so, you do not hear 
him speak very much in the film. Edward learns to cut and style hair and 
create beautiful lawn sculptures, which everyone praises him for. In the film, 
he develops feelings for a young lady named, Kim. Although he is not a 
technical “human”, his creator did give him a heart and tried to give Edward 
the chance to love. 
 In the world of Edward Scissorhands he lives in a mansion, which 
belonged to his creator before he died. The mansion is located on a 
mysterious, big, stormy hill. Edward has been there all his life. He feels safe, 
secure and he has practically no worries. No one, besides the creator, has ever 
seen him before so he has not subjected to the criticism of real people. 
 In The Stepford Community, where he is brought to by Peg Boggs, 
everything is the same. The houses are lined up in a ruler like line. They all 
have the same build to them. They are all in light pastel coloring. At first he 
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is loved by all for his lawn cutting, very unique hair styling and his general 
kindness. Soon, things go wrong; people assume that he has hurt his “family” 
members, that he is a threat to the community.  
 In his world that he wishes he could go back to before the problems 
started, he wishes that he could go to his safe and secure life before Peg 
discovered him. At the end of the film, Edward and Jim, Kim’s boyfriend, get 
in a fight. The fight ends after Edward stabs Jim and kills him for pushing 
Kim and knocking her into a fire place. Kim later goes out and tells the 
towns people that followed them to the mansion, that Jim and Edward had 
killed each other in the fight. Only Jim had died. Kim did not want to risk 
Edwards’ life so she took a look-a-like hand and lied to the towns people. She 
was believed. 
 The genesis of “Edward Scissorhands” reflects Tim Burton’s 
childhood because he felt very isolated and his being unable to communicate 
with others, just like his character. Tim Burton uses his genius by creating 
such wonderful characters and brings them to life, just as if they were a real 
human being, just like you and me. “Edward Scissorhands” is a very fine 
example of this. 
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Clare Downie | Grade 8 | Montcrest School

Evolution of an Idea
Hand touches brush,
Brush creates opportunity
Opportunity can lead to failure
Failure can result in success
Success can be addicting
Addiction is undetected, until it’s too late
Late, an awkward situation for many people
People, the developers and destructors of our world
World, constantly orbiting around the sun above
Above is our universe, full of the unknown
Unknown is a place where no one seems to consider
Consider the many varieties of poems
Poems can be maddening, considering all the possibility
Possibility is endless, and to some a mystery
Mysterious is the imaginable options available when brainstorming an idea
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Gabriel Marcuzzi-Herie | Grade 8 | Montcrest School

The Mind
A delicate sphere
The most innovative of devices
Precariously balancing upon the consciousness
Each moment within it a shard of glass
So transparent you can see right through them
They spin safely within your head
Encapsulated in the mind
The mind
The glass shatters
The moments scatter
Out of memory and time
You cannot put them back together again
The impossible jigsaw of the mind
Once it has been lost
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  Marcuzzi-Herie | Grade 8 | Montcrest School

The Bradbury
An old hotel stands on a derelict street
Its crumbling façade a shadow of its glory
A light flickers in the second storey
A tarnished brass plaque lies on the concrete 
The carved wooden doors sag at your feet
Dilapidate mannequins are a memento Mori
The building echoes with a thousand sad stories
The smell of decay bears down in the heat
Splashes echo in the flooded downstairs
Sounds reverberate on the deserted landings
Above the glass ceiling old hover-cars fly
Empty voices laugh in understanding
Murky puddles of water ripple when nobody’s there
Light from LCD billboards cuts through the black sky
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Kathleen Chen | Grade 7 | Toronto French School

Beneath the Surface
	 A young lady sits down beside me on the park bench. I look up 
quickly; I do not want her to leave. She must not leave, no, not the first 
person to sit next to me today. I try to think of something to say, anything 
that will trigger conversation. I flip through the pages of the encyclopedia in 
my head. Hmm, jellyfish. Yes, I know a lot about jellyfish.
 “Did you know that a jellyfish’s mesoglea is surrounded by two layers 
of epithelial?”
 “Oh,” she replies nervously, forcing a smile.
 I thought that was quite interesting. It seems that she does not think 
the same. I will try again. I cannot let her leave.
 “Even dying jellyfish can release nematocysts.”
 “Mm.”
 Perhaps she likes more violent things. Many people appear to.
 “They are known to crush fish. I wish humans could do that, don’t 
you?”
 “Look at the time! I’ve gotta run,” she exclaims, pointing at her bare 
wrist.
 “I’m not stupid.”
 “I never said you were! I just have a… meeting to get to.”
 “You don’t!” my voice turns into a hoarse hiss. I seize her arm.
 “Get off me!” she shrieks. 
 Suddenly, her eyebrows twist downwards and begin to thicken. Dark 
coarse hairs sprout from her pores, thickening with every moment. Her irises 
turn grey, and enlarge until the whites of her eyes are no longer visible. They 
move apart from one another, until they are on opposite sides of her head. 
The hairy forehead widens and sinks. Elongated ears jerk to the top of her 
head. Her nostrils shrink and the skin around them hardens into a black 
membrane. As she opens her mouth, her lips disappear beneath the shaggy 
fur. Fangs burst through her gums, dripping with saliva. I am so startled that 
I loosen my grip. The wolf slips away, leaving as fast as she came.
 I am very lonely. Every person who passes seems to want to get away 
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from me as soon as possible. And the generous few who drop a coin in my 
paper cup do it hurriedly, reluctant to get close.
 I rake my hands through my untidy hair. Shivering in the frosty 
breath of winter, I wrap my comforter tighter around me. I breathe on my 
trembling hands as I rise from my wooden seat.
 Nobody likes me. No matter how hard I try, I cannot fit in. At school, 
I would talk about white blood cells to anyone, trying to forge friendships.
Despite my earnest efforts, I was labelled a freak. A nerd. A weirdo.

Comments on my report card said, “Speaks inappropriately.”
My mother shouted at me that day.

“You embarrass me! I can’t take it anymore!”
 My family was no sanctuary. After a day of insults and pain, I would 
come home to hell. I would run away to save my sanity.

Everyone still hates me.
 I drag my feet along the zebra crossing, feeling out of place among 
shiny leather coats. Almost everyone ignores me, and those who make eye 
contact with me view my shabby attire with a blend of disdain and pity.
 I amble into McDonald’s, and take my place at the back of the line. 
Soon, it is my turn. I place the paper chalice on the counter. Greasy smells 
tickle my nose as I collect my Happy Meal.
 The McDonald’s employee places my change in my hand. As his 
fingers brush mine, the hairs on my neck rise. His pink joints merge together.
 I raise my head to see his ears develop triangular points. They turn 
inside out and expose pink against flesh. His black moustache begins to 
lengthen, the fur spreading over his face like a disease. Already prominent 
cheekbones curve into half-moons, jutting against his eyes. The colours of 
his irises change. His pupils dilate, then narrow into slits, black against amber. 
Dark spots consume his once pink nose and build tissue, covering his nostrils. 
Silver whiskers shoot from above his lips. Neat, sharp teeth protrude as the 
black cat snarls at me.
 I turn away quickly and rush over to the communal table in the 
centre of the room. As I take a seat, people hastily move away to make room 
for me, painfully faking grins. Sighing, I disassemble the glorified take-out 
container and seize a chicken nugget. 
 I take out the plastic Spiderman and smile. I had always wanted one 
of these. Suddenly, its head tilts and it blinks. Its joints crack as it stretches. 
Flexing its muscles, it grins eerily. It leaps onto my hand, then scuttles up my 
arm. Soon it is on my neck, out of my sight. It cackles, gleefully sinking its 
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teeth into my skin. I shriek and the toy flies across the table. All heads turn to 
look at me. Embarrassed, I pick up my tray, and hurry away from the table. I 
dump my mess in the garbage, ignoring the recycle bin next to it.
 I open the washroom door: my escape. I shuffle to the sink and twist 
the spigot. I raise my eyes, and am surprised to see a stranger staring back at 
me. His bushy eyebrows almost cover his sunken, bloodshot eyes.
 His skin begins to crack, as if all moisture were sucked from his cells. 
Green flows through the fissures, then rises to the skin’s surface. It solidifies 
forming a film. As light hits the green scales, they glint. The man’s face 
flattens, and he twists in agony. He begins to bald, hair overpowered by the 
emerald armour. His eyes redden, shrinking into beads, and sink further into 
his skull. His nose is squashed by an invisible force, vanishing beneath the 
green scales. Only his nostrils are not submerged, and these shrivel into slits. 
His red lips are sucked into his face, and a purple forked tongue flits out. Two 
white daggers pierce through membrane. The snakeman’s muscles convulse as 
he lashes out at me.
 My senses are out of control. I swing my fist at the snake, willing 
the creature to fall back. Instead, my skin stings, torn and throbbing. Shards 
of glass shatter to the tiled floor. My eyes bubble with tears as I scream. My 
vision returns to the mirror. The snake seems to snicker, mocking me, as it 
slithers across the sink. It launches its slippery body at me, and I move my 
hands to protect my face. My shoulders shudder as I sob. This is too much, 
too much. I feel a great weight pressed against my shoulders as the reptile 
lands on me, pushing me down. It opens it great jaws, fangs dripping with 
venom. It forces me to a corner, the cold of a urinal pressed against my neck. 
I hit its huge, cunning head, terrified out of my wits. I feel pressure build 
around me, as the snake coils its slimy body. I writhe, in a futile effort.
 Sssssupper, it hisses. He doesn’t realize that it’s only lunchtime.
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Kathleen Chen | Grade 7 | Toronto French School

The Meeting Point
	 The car slides across the asphalt, wheels skimming the blackness. 
Rain beats down heavily on the windshield. The fog is so thick that I can 
barely see the car in front of us, or the yellow lines dotting the road. The 
grinding of crude truck engines zooming by penetrates the glass window, 
pummelling my eardrums. Our wheels plough through the water with barely 
any traction. The seatbelt digs into my shoulder. I am scared. This speed is 
too much for me.
 I look out the window. Tree trunks whiz by so quickly they blur. I 
feel sick. I would turn away, but my muscles are locked in place. I squint, an 
attempt to shut my lids. What I see makes my head spin.
 At first they are grey wisps of smoke, curling at the ends. But unlike 
the grim objects outside, these strange appearances do not smudge. Instead, 
they form outlines. A mercury face of a young woman appears. Her torn lips 
twitch as she screams hysterically.

 Dad, slow down! You’re going way too fast!

 Then, I notice she too is restrained by a seatbelt. Her eyes swivel 
in their sockets. Her body jolts as an unexpected force shatters her. She 
disappears in a flash.
 I see a blue squiggle in the air. A silhouette of a man dressed as a 
pilgrim comes into focus. He lies on a straw covered cart, with damp hair 
plastered to his skull. His panting gasps are irregular and painful to watch. 
He smells horrible, of vomit, sweat and human waste. Small bumps dot his 
face and neck. He whispers agonizingly, a raspy cough. 

 My forehead burns. When will we arrive at the wise woman’s?

 Then, he twists and writhes in agony. His chest stills. His limp body 
evaporates.
 A delicate indigo forms the figure of an unshaven man. He limps 
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painstakingly along a sidewalk, supporting himself with a makeshift cane. 
Suddenly, blinding bright lights appear. I hear the vroom of a motorbike and 
a shriek of alarm, then an explosive bang. The vision vanishes.
 As I squint harder, more figures erupt. They are a myriad of colours 
merging together. They cry for help, each wanting me to hear their story. 
Their shouts fuse together, a tumultuous cacophony. I hear my heart thump 
as I cover my ears to block out the overwhelming noise.
 I clench my teeth to stop myself from shouting. I try to close my eyes 
but they remain stubbornly open.

 You’ll be ok, just calm down. Take deep breaths. In, out, in, out.

 My breaths turn into desperate gulps, the frantic rhythm rising in a 
crescendo. 
 The next few seconds happen quickly. I feel the wheels beginning to 
slip. The car skids suddenly. I cannot stop screaming.
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Gwyneth Maund | Grade 8 | MacLachlan College

The Clockwork Angels
	 Evelyn walked swiftly and with purpose down the narrow lane. The 
houses along the road leaned inwards and blocked most of what little light 
the distant moon had to offer, leaving her to find her way by memory. She 
knew the area well. She’d been down here hundreds of times with the others, 
though never with intentions such as these. She knew that she was nearing 
her destination, but she didn’t slow. She could see the shapes moving in the 
darkness; hiding in doorways and alleys barely wider than she was. If she 
hesitated, they might see this as weakness or fear. Not that she couldn’t take 
them, but it would cost her time, time which she didn’t have. So no, she didn’t 
slow. Well, not at first anyway. As she drew nearer to the last house on the 
lane, a strange sound greeted her ears. It was a quiet, almost undetectable 
thrumming. It sounded... almost like tiny metallic heartbeats. But it wasn’t.  
The closer Evelyn drew to the building, the more she thought she recognized 
the sound. Suddenly, she froze. She did recognize the sound. It wasn’t a 
heartbeat; it was the sound of beautiful clockwork wings, flapping to keep 
their equally beautiful owners aloft.
 “Angels!” she spat.
 Evelyn turned tail and sprinted back up the street, her dark hair 
flying. She could hear them following. She was sure they had known that 
she was coming from the moment she set foot on the narrow lane, but were 
curious to see what she was up to. She knew that she had almost no hope of 
outrunning them, but she ran none-the-less. Unexpectedly, she heard rapid 
footsteps approaching from behind. Thinking it was one of the wretched 
folk who hide in the shadows; she spun around, crouched, and sprang at her 
pursuer. She saw the blade before she felt it; a flash of silver, bright in the 
moonlight, before it plunged into her chest. She felt the warm, wet blood 
soak her shirt as it flowed from the deep wound. As her knees shook and 
gave way and her vision blurred and faded, she looked up into the face of 
her attacker. With a shock and a surge of rage, she recognized his handsome, 
perfect features, looking down at her with a look of a triumph and contempt. 
She could see the Angels hovering not far behind him, and knew that with 
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her death, no good would come. As she drew her final breath, she spat out his 
name with as much hatred and hostility as she could manage, and fell to the 
ground.
 Alderik Missing looked down at the young girl lying at his feet with 
not a hint of remorse or guilt. He watched as the dark pool of blood around 
her grew in size, thinking that by morning, it would be almost unnoticeable.  
As he stooped down and pulled the dagger from her chest, wiping it clean 
on a cloth he produced from his cloak, he looked down at the child in mock 
disappointment.
 “I really thought that dealing with you would prove to be more 
challenging than it was.” He said, slowly shaking his head as he addressed the 
lifeless body. “I guess I thought wrong,” he muttered to himself.
 He turned away from the girl and looked up at the beings floating 
above him, their expressions ranging from curiosity to revulsion as their 
eyes swivelled from him to the corpse beyond. He cleared his throat to gain 
their full attention and flinched slightly as four pairs of piercing, golden eyes 
focused on him.
 “You know what to do,” he said, his voice devoid of any emotion.
 He looked once more over his shoulder and walked away towards the 
building that Evelyn Ryder had been heading for from the beginning. With a 
smile, he thought of how she needn’t have been so sneaky, seeing as that was 
where she was headed now.
 Avris flopped back into her chair with a sigh, temporarily 
abandoning the mess in front of her. She knew that she should keep working, 
but couldn’t bring herself to continue. How could she, when one thought 
occupied her mind and refused to let her think of anything else? Once again, 
she turned herself in her chair and glared at the double doors behind her. 
She’d been doing the this every so often for hours now, each time praying 
that they would fly open and the one she was waiting for would run in and 
apologize profusely for being so very late. But, just like every other time, the 
doors remained firmly closed. Where was Evelyn? With another sigh, Avris 
rose to her feet and wandered over to the railing of the balcony. Looking 
down on the other members, she could see that she wasn’t the only one 
waiting for Evelyn’s return. 
 Pentecost was on the floor, lying on his back, his bright green eyes 
darting around the room as they followed the little clockwork birds he was 
so adept at making. Avris watched them too for a spell, then returned her 
attention to the scene below. Bricklan was sitting on the window seat, her 
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eyes blank as she watched the early morning commuters trickle by on their 
way to the airship docks. A book lay forgotten in her lap. When she saw 
Avris reflected in the glass, she gave her a slight smile before resuming her 
deadpan stare out the window. Lastly, Avris looked to Gabriel, easily the most 
agitated of them all. He was pacing the length of the room, wringing his 
hands as he went. He was muttering assurances to himself as his expression 
grew more and more worried. Avris watched his progress from her perch on 
the balcony and wondered what he would do if Evelyn didn’t come back. She 
was his young sister after all. He’d do anything to protect her, and here he 
was, having no idea where she might be. Avris turned to watch Pentecost’s 
birds as they soared around the room, but saw that they were no longer there. 
She looked down to see that he had sat up and was watching her; the two 
small birds perched on his finger. He glanced over at Gabriel, who was still 
pacing, then back to her.
 “You shouldn’t have let her go alone,” he said in a disapproving voice.
 Pentecost was older than her by a couple years, and though he 
followed her orders and requests without much question, she still trusted his 
judgement more than anyone else’s. That’s why the disappointment she could 
hear in his voice and see in his expression made her feel so guilty. Her cheeks 
burned with shame as she looked back at him.
 “I know,” she said in frustration, more at herself than anyone else. 
She kicked herself for ignoring Gabriel’s pleas to go with her and allowing 
Evelyn to go alone. She was about to tell him how much she regretted the 
decision, when she saw the look on his face. He had stopped pacing and was 
glaring up at her, anger burning in his eyes, and as he opened his mouth to 
speak, she prepared herself for the worst.
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Chantelle Lee | Grade 8 | The Bishop Strachan School

The Wall
	 When I was a little girl, I used to whisper things aloud to myself. 
When Mickey Parker told me he had a crush on me, I kept repeating it over 
and over again in my dark bedroom before I went to sleep. “Mickey Parker 
likes me, Mickey Parker likes me.” Even though my mom yelled at me every 
five seconds to keep quiet, I ignored her. I thought that whenever things were 
spoken out loud, they were real, that they would remain permanent. 
 Then when Mickey left me for another girl, I guess I stopped 
believing in permanent things.
 Ten years later I’m living in a small, dirty, run-down apartment right 
across the street from the train station. Every morning at five the sounds of 
the train screeching on the railroad tracks wakes me up. Every morning I 
get out of bed and slowly get dressed, and eat the same thing for breakfast 

– oatmeal with fruits. Every morning I go to my same, boring job being a 
telemarketer for a credit card company. Everyday I spend eight hours straight 
calling people asking if they’d like to get the same old card that they already 
have plenty of in their wallet. Every night I go home, take a shower, and 
eat the same boring dinner – leftover oatmeal. And every night I go to bed 
dreading tomorrow. 
 And then tomorrow comes and the whole cycle starts all over again.

 One day, I don’t remember when, as I was getting dressed in my usual 
boring routine, I pulled the curtains to my room aside and saw a crack in my 
apartment brick wall.
 I leaned down and peered through the crack, and saw my next-door 
neighbour eating pancakes at his table.
 And that’s when I started.
 I don’t really know why I did it. All I know is that I’ve been talking 
through that crack of my apartment wall to my neighbour for a very long 
time.
 I guess what I liked about talking through the crack was that I could 
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finally say all the things I’ve been hiding aloud. Most people would probably 
just start a journal, but I guess things still didn’t seem real to me unless I said 
them aloud, for anyone to hear.
 Talking through the crack, I didn’t have to worry about looking my 
neighbour in the eye. I didn’t have to worry about his judgement because he 
never saw me.
 I don’t even know if he listens to what I confess through the wall. 
Honestly, I don’t really care if he does. But whenever I open my mouth, and 
all my secrets come blurting out, I always have the feeling that someone is 
listening to me. And it feels good to be listened to for a change. After years 
of being ignored and being spoken for, having someone listen to my side of 
the story feels nice.
 Sometimes I wonder what would happen if I met my neighbour face 
to face. If he’d recognize me, how he’d react. Because honestly, despite the 
fact that he knows me so well, I know absolutely nothing about him. It feels 
strange to confess my whole life story to a man I’ve never even met. But it 
feels good to know that someone out there will listen to what I have to say.
 It’s ironic. I talk to people for a living every day. And yet I feel so 
closed, so alone. I have hundreds of phone numbers just lying on my desk. I 
could call any one of those people and talk to them, confess everything to 
them, but I don’t. Because I’m afraid. You’d think someone like me would 
have the guts to pick up a number and make a stupid call, considering the 
things I’ve done. But I don’t. Somehow, talking through the crack in my 
apartment wall seemed safer, easier. Somehow, it was easier to sit next to the 
wall and whisper everything I’ve ever done through it to my neighbour. 

 After using the wall for weeks to tell my entire story to a total 
stranger, I became accustomed to whispering to it every night before I went 
to bed, and every morning before I left. It was part of my new routine. And 
somehow, this little thing made my life seem less dull. 
 But the other day, I went to the wall and discovered that the crack 
had been clogged up with cement. Frustrated, I took my hammer and tried 
to make the crack again. It worked, but when the cement broke I saw a note 
lying in the crack.
 “Stop whispering through the wall, crazy. If you ever do it again I’ll 
call the cops,” he threatened. 
 I don’t know what I was so surprised about. As if anyone would 
waste their time listening to me. But I still felt like I’d been sucker punched 
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in my gut. It seemed like every time I tried to start over, tried to open up to 
someone, things went wrong.
 So I did what I had to do and packed up my things and left. Now I’m 
in a different apartment, a different city. As soon as I got in my room I took 
my hammer and made a crack in the wall. The owner told me the apartment 
next door was abandoned – I made sure this time. I wasn’t taking any more 
chances. I wasn’t going to be hurt again.
 I sat down beside the wall, and even though I was pretty sure there 
was no one on the other side, I started off as I always did.
 “I know I’ve made a lot of mistakes, and I wish I could take them all 
back, but I can’t. You don’t have to listen, but I’d like it if you did, because no 
one else did before, and I get the feeling that if you won’t, no one ever will. I 
swear to be completely honest and open with you, forever. And all I ask in 
return is that you listen, but don’t speak or judge me. My last neighbour made 
the mistake of not listening, so I buried him in the wall. From now on, when 
people are lost, and need someone to talk to, he has no choice but to listen, 
and listen he will. And someday, when I want to visit old friends, I’ll go back, 
and he’ll be there, waiting for me, ready to listen this time.”
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Sarah Dissayanake | Grade 8 | Hillf ield Strathallan College

Why Do I Know Sadness By Name?
Why do I know sadness by name?
Why I who feels hunger and pain?
Is there a reason, my head hangs in shame?
For how much longer should this smile I feign?

For I believe that a day shall come
When hand in hand, we will all stand as one
When the old, weak, and young will all sound as one
We’ll sing like the angels in heaven above.

With hearts filled with joy, and peace in our mind
No more shall we fear, no more shall we hide

For the day has come, the time is near,
For all of us, to bid well our fear

In spite of our plight,
We’ll raise up a song
And praise GOD forever
Who’s been here all along
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Sarah Dissayanake | Grade 8 | Hillf ield Strathallan College 

Through Trial and Through Plight

Through trial and through plight, love is the key
For each beam of light, that shines on the sea
For each and every deed is like fruit on a tree
That proves what you sow is that which you reap

So for now I’ll say, and later I’ll remind
Hold love in your heart, keep faith at your side
For that which you treasure, shall always abide.

Your fears heed them not, for they know not the way
That guides and will lead you
To the light of the day

The path you are on, and continue to tread
Will show you to GOD, who is your daily bread

At the end there is love, there is hope, there is joy
For all to receive, to keep and employ
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Sarah Dissayanake | Grade 8 | Hillf ield Strathallan College 

Child Cry Child
Cry child cry
Now while it is still night
Cry, right now, for tomorrow shall come our plight
Hold not your tears, for the LORD GOD is here
To keep and protect, and to swipe away your fears
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Jodi Euteneier | Grade 8 | Appleby College

Bleak
 A few hours before dawn, and dark waters of the distressed ocean 
lapped at a steady rate against my base. Grey seagulls rested upon me as near 
my foundation the fishes stirred from their rest Deep within my machinery I 
felt my core lurch violently and once again I had to withstand the sensation 
of having it burn up. My old structure let out a depressing moan and pressure 
built up again. I hated whenever this happened. It feels as if all your insides 
are being sucked into each other like a black hole, and then released harshly 
in a supernovic matter. And my system weakened for a bit, with me unable 
to do anything about it. I was a helpless giant. The only thing I could ever do 
was watch the snow steadily fall into the churning ocean, while a storm of 
its own stirred within my very structure. It was clear that the end of my path 
was near. 
 I saw myself as a large skeleton of iron beams and pipes. I am unable 
to move since I am attached to the earth. Rust and blackness encrusted the 
steel of my foundation, and the rest of my frame stood like a ghost amidst 
the dark and tranquil dance of the sparkling snowflakes. I spend every single 
one of my days in this spot, never budging in the slightest, and the setting 
mapped out already in my memory. There are two sides of the surroundings. 
There was an old, grey side, in the direction of the west. Buildings loomed 
and blinking skeletal towers sprouted up. Chimneys peeped up from the 
roofs, with billowing, somber smoke marking their spots. Boxlike trucks 
rushed on the dark paved ground like busy ants. And then there was the 
pretty side. On east side, the ocean churned. It breathed and flowed, it rose 
and it fell. The ocean was so vibrant and alive, a quality so unique that I 
found it beautiful. It was so much different than the synthetic, industrial side, 
man’s personalized creation. The ocean is an infinite edged masterpiece of the 
earth, ever changing and eternal. 
 What my existence really depended on were the people. The people… 
they were seemingly small and delicate compared to me. The people are my 
creators however. They are more powerful than I’d ever dream of. They have 
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power rivaling the earth’s, to make something like me. And what gave them 
power was the fact the people weren’t all just one being. The people were 
separate beings, all being unique. So they had unique opinions. Especially 
on my existence. My creators were a certain group of people, and they loved 
me. I am a pet to my creators, and it was my sole purpose in life to satisfy 
them with their needs. But like what I said before this, people had different 
opinions on me. To some my being is hated. To some I am wanted to be torn 
down. They called me a ‘filthy abomination’, a ‘terrible burden to the earth’. 
Why? Hearing the protesters come down to the industrial area and crowding 
around me, wringing out lectures on what will happen if I stick around, and 
posting ‘Go Green’ posters on my base, the very thought of those protests 
struck a low tone deep down in my hard-working core. Me? Destroying the 
beautiful earth, the beautiful crystal sea?
 I spend my days in a cold industrial port, constantly sucking the 
valuable black energy from the earth, like a bleak and unwanted syringe. 
Every morning, the heavens would send down tiny stars to help cool my ever-
burning structure and ease my breakdown. And knowing that the heavens 
were pitying me, I at least felt lighter. I tensed as I felt a fissure burst inside 
the core. I wasn’t surprised; I knew this day was coming soon. Like a chain 
reaction, more fissures popped. It was all happening too quickly, yet what 
scared me was that I didn’t know how I felt.  I’m sorry, seagulls. I’m sorry fish. 
I’m sorry, creators. I’m sorry, protestors.  
 The waters breathed one last auric melody to ease me of my 
collapsing limbs.
 I’m sorry.
 A newborn sun that peeked from the horizon vanished in a ghastly 
whiff. 
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Olivia Pestrin | Grade 7   | Greenwood College School

Black
Black.
A raven as it swoops down to collect its prey.
Engulfing smoke that holds you in its smouldering grip, as it slowly takes 
your life.
A black widow spider’s fangs as it inserts them and injects its horrifying 
venom that will kill its prey.
Black.
The colour of racism, that enforced slavery, that killed millions.
The barrel of a gun faced towards you.
A black cold night when the only thing you can see is your breath.
When you can’t see anything around you and you can’t go anywhere.
Black.
The last thing you see before death.
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Claire Cislak | Grade 7 | Branksome Hall

haiku with two endings
fear and sweat slip down
an arm onto tight fingers
grasped ‘round a pencil/pistol
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Bryn McCutcheon | Grade 9 | Havergal College

Grave Yard 
grey. marble. 
pretty.  clean. 
cut. edged. in 
the yard. the  

children weep 
small tendrils of weeds seed their f ingers into jagged nooks. 
when the rose petals have died and been replaced so many 

times. it seems so pointless to waste so much on preservation 
when you know that nature will always get its way. but then 

down down 
underground 

dark. damp. dim. 
cold. crushing. 
moss. worms.  
earth. wood. 

boxed up. trapped. 
while all the world 

goes on with living. you are merely a memory. a name. a date. and a statement.  
a statement written by people proclaiming their love to you. their love that 

will last longer than your mortal body. a love that will escape all boundaries. 
a love that will love you. 

forever. 
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Georgia Morris | Grade 9 | St. Clement’s School

Harold
 Harold sat in the bus station, eating a bag of trail mix, staring at 
the people who walked by. Absentmindedly, he tapped his foot along to the 
melody blasting out of the headphones of the kid sitting next him. Harold 
went there often, because as all good people-watchers do, he knew that these 
were the best kind of places for his hobby. 
 Twenty-five years ago, he didn’t come to the bus stop to look at 
people; he planned on getting on a bus and leaving his small town. But he 
hadn’t had the courage to do it, so he sat and watched the others around him, 
envious of their inner strength.
 It became a tradition. Every Saturday, Harold would pack his small 
grey suitcase, and get to the station just in time to buy a ticket and get on the 
bus. And every time, he would back out and watch people coming and going.  
 Eventually, he stopped taking his suitcase, and instead, he brought 
something to snack on.
 By now, Harold felt he was too old to really go anywhere. To start a 
new career this late in his life would be insanity, and he didn’t even consider 
going to school. 
 Though he hated to admit it, he did not have a post secondary 
education. As a teenager, he worked at his parents’ flower shop, and after 
high school, Harold was expected to ‘take up the family business.’ In his 
grandfather’s words, why go to university when you already have a terrific 
job?
 So, he didn’t, and regretted it his whole life. Harold saw how happy 
his parents were that their son would keep the store going, and he just 
couldn’t bring himself to tell them what he really wanted. But oh – if he had!

 He would not be living in a retirement village, married to a woman 
he didn’t really love, and arranging flowers all day. Harold was stuck in a rut, 
and no matter how hard he tried, he could not get out.
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 Before his parents starting filling his brain with roses and daisies 
and the like, Harold had wanted to be a field biologist. Measuring trees, 
inspecting frogs, recording water levels, something along those lines. He 
imagined himself doing the research that lead to an amazing discovery, and 
he, Harold Smith, would be a famous scientist. Maybe that would make up 
for him ignoring his parents’ desires.
 He would live at peace with nature; get a place on Manitoulin Island. 
Many years ago, Harold had visited the island for a week in the summer, and 
instantly fell in love. The huge forests, the deer everywhere, water minutes 
away no matter where you were. These were only a few of the enticing things 
that belong to Manitoulin. It’s where he belonged; on a long hike, kayaking, 
or just reading a book by the lake.
 After he got settled, he would invite his parents up to stay for a 
while. He would take them on a beautiful trail through the forest that led to 
a clearing, and they would have a picnic that he prepared for them. For once, 
they would be proud of him for branching out away from them. Their eyes 
would fill with tears of joy as their son, their boy, had done so well without 
their constant help. Harold could feel his father patting him on the back, his 
mother’s warm embrace.
 A loud beeping sounded, pulling Harold out of his daydream, and 
announcing the bus’ departure. He glanced around and his eyes fell upon a 
young man, about twenty. The man seemed confused, unsure of what he was 
doing. He was looking uneasily at the bus in front of him.
 Go! Thought Harold Quick! Go before it’s too late!
 As if hearing Harold’s mental urging, the man climbed through the 
double doors and up the steps. Harold could see him through the window, 
walking towards the back. He picked a seat and settled himself in.
 Harold breathed a sigh of relief. He threw his empty plastic bag in 
the garbage and walked home.
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Sabrina Alsaffar | Grade 10 | Ashbury College

Behind the skin
Man, white bone, red blood
Independence could be in personality
Rip the flesh
Rest. In. Peace. flesh
Keep the piece of flesh 
To keep peace of mind
To keep peace in mind
Mind your manner and try kind thoughts 
Thought that was listening guess not
Guess who?
Who we are is not the same
Same is boring let’s change the game
BAM, POW, POP, game changer
Pop culture, pop art, pop goes the weasel, meaning re-arranger
Weasel out of the cold blank stare
Cold feeling in your heart did something wrong but didn’t care
Something sadly seen before
The same scene playing over again
Finally over again leaving will be easy
We’ll be done, no more meaning to words
Meaning it must end
End is now
Now rip the flesh and leave the man
Man, white bone, red blood
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Eleanor Davidson | Grade 10 | Ashbury College

Reflective Ramblings on a Regime 
 The first thing I noticed was the heat. It hits you like a slap to the 
face- moist, scalding and suffocating. It’s omnipresent- inescapable. Then 
came the smell- an intoxicating mix of sweat, gas exhaust, strong perfume 
and the most delicate jasmine. In the blink of an eye it could turn from 
ghastly to wonderful, and vice versa. The last hit to the senses was the noise- 
a cacophony of car horns and screams in a rough, foreign language. So this 
was it- “home.” The much talked about land that was supposed to somehow 
become familiar over the course of the next year.  
 The life of an only child who happens to be the daughter of a 
diplomat- plane after plane, house after house, school after school. Things 
that others consider to be cherished become tedious when repeated. Like a 
once loved song, played far too many times, they become awful. Moving is 
my song. The rip of packing tape- so terribly similar to the screech of nails 
on a chalkboard; the seemingly never-ending sound of moving boxes being 
assembled. The soundtrack to change. In the background of that soundtrack, 
like a subtle drum beat, were the tears. There were always two moments that 
inspired this clichéd reaction-arrival and departure. The two played off of 
each other in a vicious, continuous cycle.
 This time, however, was different. For me, adventure had always 
come with all-inclusive resort trips; adventure was something confined to 
the lens of my camera, to what the tour guide decided to show. This wasn’t 
so much an adventure as a dive. Stepping onto the 3pm plane from Vienna 
to Damascus, I felt like a young child, unable to swim, about to hurl themself 
off of the highest diving board. Praying to somehow do it gracefully, no belly 
flop, no struggle, just perfection. Perfection, however, is extremely over-rated. 
Long-abandoned ruins sitting quiet in the desert, the flickering green neon 
lights of a mosque at night, a bright yellow taxi cab from the 1970s chugging 
up a hill with great difficulty. And that was the first lesson I learned upon 
arrival at a place that I considered my own personal form of prison before I 
even set foot off the plane.
 It takes time to realize that what you resent most in life can become 
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what you learn the most. Take something as simple and shallow as clothing, 
for example. In Europe, clothing defines your social class, your family 
upbringing. In Canada, clothing is used to shield you from the frostbite 
during the merciless winters. And in the Middle East, your clothing, or lack 
thereof, gives people a complete picture of you before you’ve even uttered a 
word. A black shapeless cloth can be a blessing or a curse. Jeans and a shirt 
can be a sign of modernity, or a lack of respect. It all depends on the angle 
that you’re looking from. 
 It’s so simple to forget a life straight out of Aladdin (sadly, minus 
the flying carpet) while living at boarding school thousands of miles away. 
It starts to feel like a colourful dream, filled with too many impressions to 
recall. One of those dreams where you wake up with a start, amazed that your 
mind is capable of conjuring up such abstract fantasies. But then you take 
a moment to remember- and all of a sudden it feels like you’re still living it. 
Living the eleven months of curiosity, intrigue and yes, fear. A very unique 
type of fear; that of the unknown and the undiscovered. I came to Damascus 
terrified- the Western stereotypes of terrorists, burqas and never-ending sand 
constantly resonating through my mind. But that fear soon began to melt 
and disappear, as quickly as the Syrian specialty of rosewater ice cream left 
out in the scorching sun. As these stereotypes and fears left my mind, they 
were replaced with an astounding world- brimming with long lost secrets 
and stories perilously close to being forgotten. Under the grim outer layer of 
a rather unforgiving Dictatorship lies a city with memories reaching back to 
the dawn of civilization. 
 And so I sit here, staring out the window at the bleak Ottawa slush, 
reflecting on a year that seems like something out of someone else’s life. I first 
arrived in Syria at dusk, the plane circling over the arid desert, with the sun 
casting a menacing, blood-like glow over the endless sands. This land was an 
exile, a prison cell with my name waiting on the door. However, almost a year 
later, my plane took off at dawn, to the backdrop of the rising sun, casting its 
bright rays over a country that had somehow, against all the odds, become 
home. 
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Marci Shaver | Grade 10 | Branksome Hall

Small Eternities
The clock has stopped –
Again.
Gears corroded, hands stilled, joins unbound.
And yet the Earth does onward turn,
Time still ebbing
And flowing,
As the tides of the ocean.

Why does the time not
Stop?
That we might come to a halt,
A finale, a rest.
There was never an abundance.
No-one would dare to object.
Wishful thinking, you say?
Perhaps.

It simply seems quite
Unfair,
That we are denied our (reasonable) request.
To end at last this breathless, helpless rush
That flows without hope
Of ever truly…

Ceasing.
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Alex Simmons | Grade 10 | MacLachlan College

The New Normal
 The sun slowly crept over the city skyline revealing its destroyed 
streets, littered with rubble, bombshells and sleeping beggars. Its rays poured 
through the blinds of every building until they fell upon the face of Charles 
Murphy, who was sleeping peacefully in his eighth floor, one bedroom 
apartment. The alarm clock began beeping mercilessly and he sat up with a 
groan. He looked around at the pale, gloomy walls of housing unit 815; the 
same walls that he had woken up to every morning for the past fifteen years. 
 He got up and walked to the other side of the apartment, threw 
on his coat and boots, opened the door and began making the long journey 
down the staircase to the bottom floor. When he finally reached the lobby 
nobody was to be seen and all he could hear were the faint shouts of 
shopkeepers setting up market away down the road. As he walked outside 
a gust of freezing cold wind blew towards him and made his exposed face 
ache. He made his way to the narrow pathway that had been forged between 
the two massive piles of wreckage. As he walked those who had not been 
fortunate enough to receive housing units began peering out of the doorways 
of the broken down buildings. Out of the corner of his eye he saw an old 
woman hunched over her cane, making her way down towards him through 
the debris.
 “Change, change, any change to spare? ” she mumbled with difficulty. 
Charles glanced at her pitifully; she was barely strong enough to stand on her 
own. 
 “No, I’m sorry”, he replied as he forced himself to look away and 
speed up. She stumbled after him and grabbed at his coat.
 “Please, please, food for my family!” she cried. Charles turned around 
and broke free of her grip.
 “I’d give you anything if I had it”, he said, turning away and walking 
faster. The old woman fell to her knees and began to cry out in despair. 
 He shivered as the wind continued to hurl itself at him ruthlessly and 
he began to realize how hungry he was. He sniffed the glorious scent of food 
in the air and began to walk even faster. He turned the corner and sighed 
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with relief at the sight of the food tent. He rushed into the line just before 
another group and looked eagerly at what was being served, while people 
grumbled angrily from behind. The line moved slowly and a few minutes 
later he came to a large, middle-aged, serious-looking woman.
 “Ration card?” she asked in a bored voice. He quickly began 
scrambling through his pockets in search of the card. Feeling flustered he 
glanced up at the unimpressed women and apologized many times. For a 
terrifying moment he thought he had lost it until he felt the rectangular card 
in his back pocket. 
 “Here you go”, he said with a smile. She accepted the card and eyed it 
suspiciously before handing it back to him and beginning to put together his 
plate. “So how much longer till the food runs out?” he asked.
 The woman looked at him sternly, “We’re serving as long as they’re 
supplying. ” She looked back down and again busied herself with his plate, 

“It’s hard to tell how much longer they’re going to be able to send food with 
the city almost entirely blockaded.” She handed him his plate and looked to 
the next person in line.
 “Thanks”, said Charles as he moved to the seating area. It was quite 
busy but all that could be heard were hushed conversations here and there. 
He saw his friend, Joe, waving to him from the other side of the room. He 
quickly made his way through the crowd and grabbed the empty seat next 
that had been saved for him. “Hey, so how’s it going down at the medical 
centre?” he asked casually.
 Joe looked up from his plate, looking exhausted, and swallowed 
quickly, “Not bad, it’s becoming a bit overcrowded though.” He took a quick 
bite from his toast and speaking with his mouth half full said, “But honestly, 
I don’t know how the medical staff are going to keep on working at this rate. 
The electricity supply has been cut too so the building’s absolutely freezing. 
How’re you doing?”
 “The usual”, replied Charles. “It’s been months but I finally got a job 
at the factory just down the road and I should be getting my first paycheck 
today.” Joe went back to eating and Charles looked down at his plate. It had 
a slice of toast and an egg. The portions were getting smaller. He began to 
scarf down the food and finally decided to break the silence, “I never thought 
food could taste so good. It’s been nearly three days since I last ate.” Joe didn’t 
respond and just continued to eat. “Are you alright?” asked Charles. 
 Still staring off into space he said, “I heard from some people at work 
that they’re never going to leave, even if we surrender. They’re going to bring 
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this city to the ground.” He looked around angrily, “Why can’t they just leave 
us alone? What have we done?” He paused and seemed to make up his own 
mind before saying grimly, “Well, it doesn’t look like there’s much hope for us 
anymore.” 
 Charles didn’t know what to do so he looked at his watch and said, 

“Well, I’d better be off to the factory or I’ll be late, take care.” He got up, 
grabbed his toast and walked out leaving Joe, who was still staring blankly at 
the ground, lost in thought. 
Charles left the tent and plummeted back into the freezing cold. It was 
much busier than when he had entered the tent and many people had lined 
the road with stands, trying to make a few sales. Some yelled at him, waving 
their trinkets around but he kept on walking. He began to put away his 
ration card and eat the rest of his toast when he noticed that many of the 
shopkeepers were staring at his food greedily. He began to vaguely remember 
a military official warning everyone never to leave the perimeter of the food 
tent while still carrying food. He looked around nervously. Some people were 
still shouting and seemed to be following him like a pack of animals. He 
swallowed the toast whole and began to run. 
 A few blocks away he stopped and looked back to find that he was 
alone. He continued to walk briskly; he could see the top of the factory 
nearby. Suddenly he heard static and looking up he saw that it was coming 
from a speaker mounted on a nearby telephone pole. The strong, calm voice 
of a man came on and began, “All citizens must report to their assigned 
locations on November 24 for basic military training. This is not an option.” 
Charles stopped to wait for more but instead he heard the usual sound of 
bombs raining down on the city somewhere nearby. He looked around calmly 
and began making his way to the nearest shelter. 
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Emma Hudson | Grade 10 |Ridley College

The Other Kid Room
 Everybody at my elementary school talks about it. That test you 
write at the end of Grade 6- the test that decides whether you’re ready for 
grade 7, for Junior High. They can’t help you much in Junior High, I heard. 
They just let you try and figure things out on your own. 
 I’ve never been much good at figuring things out. I’m so bad at it, 
once my Mommy and Daddy took me to see a man named Dr. Scott, who 
they said was going to put my brain to a test and see if I thought right. He 
said he would call them back. He also said he predicted some severe problems, 
but he said that real quiet and thought I couldn’t hear. 
 I may not think good, but I have awfully good hearing. 
 The test is today. I have four pencils, sharpened so much I pricked 
my finger on the way to school. Daddy brought me home a new case of 
pencils, all sharpened and with gummy pink erasers on the ends. I used to 
chew off the erasers, but I needed them lots and Andy stopped lending me 
his. 
 I am really scared for this test. I don’t want to stay Grade 6. I’ve 
already been at this elementary school for eight years, Becky and Caitlin 
are going to Grade 7, and my classroom smells awful.  But I’ll tell a secret, 
something I haven’t told nobody, not even Becky or Caitlin. 
 Last night, the phone rang, and I ran to answer it. Every time I 
answer the phone by saying, ‘Hello, this is Jane. May I ask who’s calling?’ my 
Mommy gives me a dime. I’ve been saving them up. I want to buy a new 
basketball to play with the net I got for Christmas. 
 It was Dr. Scott, who I like to call Dr. Duh, ‘cause he asked me some 
pretty stupid questions when I was in his office, like if I liked school. Of 
course not! Nobody likes school, except maybe teachers. As I explained this to 
him, he simply nodded along. I think I taught him lots that day. 
 Anyway, Dr. Duh wanted to speak to Daddy, please. So I handed the 
phone over and pressed my ear against the door.
 “Uh huh. Okay. Really? Thank you, Doctor.”
 And when Daddy called Mommy in, I knew something wasn’t right. 
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 I couldn’t catch a lot of the conversation. All I really remember were 
some words I hadn’t heard before. They said A-D-D a lot. That spells add. 
I don’t add too well, but I wish they wouldn’t talk about that. And I think 
they said learning disability. I knew they were talking about me. Learning 
disability? That sounds like a bad thing. I bet it means I get things slow.  
 Anyway, that’s my secret. Mommy came into my room late last night 
and told me I don’t have to take the test, if I don’t want. I can stay in Grade 
6 while her and Daddy figure some things out. I didn’t get it; what do they 
have to figure out? But she said I’m what counts, and they want me to be 
okay. But I said no, thank you, I think I want to go to Grade 7 with the other 
kids. Mommy looked worried, said she wanted to make sure I know that I 
have to do good on the test to move up. 
 Now, I may be ‘learning disabled’, but everybody knows that. 
 So early this morning I helped move the desks apart to get ready for 
the test. I was nervous, but Mommy said she didn’t care if I did well or not, 
her and Daddy would still love me. I told her I’m not stupid, of course I know 
that. 
 But just as I was about to take my desk, I felt a cold hand on my 
shoulder. 
 “Jane?” It was the principal, Ms. Anderson. “Come with me.”
 Had I done something wrong? Were they going to not let me write 
the test? “Please, can I write the test? I don’t like grade 6 anymore.” 
 Ms. Anderson laughed. “Of course you can, honey. You’re just going 
to write it someplace different.”
 All of the other children in my class were in the classroom. But Ms. 
Anderson was dragging me quickly in the direction of the teacher’s lounge. I 
dug my feet against the floor to stop. “I don’t want to. I want to write in the 
kids’ room.”
 She bent down. “You are still writing in a kids room. Just in the other 
kids’ room.” And she picked up my hand and we continued forward. Was I an 
Other Kid?
 We weren’t going to the teacher’s lounge. Instead we went into a 
small office, one I hadn’t been in before. There was an empty desk, and it was 
quiet. There was no clock ticking. No kids breathing. Nothing to look at. An 
empty room. 
 “This is the other kids’ room, honey.” Ms. Anderson smiled, like there 
was something funny. I wasn’t smiling. I was holding back tears. It was like 
jail. 
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 “What did I do?”
 Ms. Anderson looked at me, surprised. “What?”
 “Why am I here? What did I do?”
 “You didn’t do anything, Jane. Here you can take all the time you 
need, and there won’t be any distractions. You can concentrate.”
 I paused. We looked at one another, breathing almost silently. Then I 
said quietly, almost whispered, “Is this because I’m learning disabled?”
 Neither of us moved. Ms. Anderson looked lost for words. “Well… 
if you want to put it that way, I suppose, you could, if you wanted. I mean… 
Jane, you know, we don’t want you to feel pressure, we just…”
 I looked at the empty desk. I took two steps towards it. “How do I 
know when I’m done?” 
 “Whenever you finish. Take all the time you want.”
 I sat at the desk. I wanted to take the test. I was taking the test. But 
my brain felt like it was already taking a test. The kids in my class were 
probably whispering, and wondering why I was in the Other Kids’ Room. 
Did they all know about this room? I was going to sit beside Caitlin and 
Becky. I wanted things to stay the same. I didn’t know that just because 
stupid Dr. Duh said a couple of things to my dad I was going to have to be 
all… different. I wouldn’t have given him the phone if I knew.
 I looked at Ms. Anderson. This wasn’t her fault. It was my fault, really, 
for having a dumb brain. But even I knew my brain was just as dumb in a 
regular room. 
 “I don’t want to write the test.”
 “Jane!” Ms. Anderson looked startled. 
 I stopped her. “If I can’t write with my friends, I don’t want to write 
the test.”
 Ms. Anderson looked baffled. I didn’t know what she wanted to do 
with me. “I… I… Let’s go, then.” 
 And I grabbed my sharp pencils and went back to class. If my brain 
couldn’t write here, maybe that meant it should be in Grade 6 still. 
 But I’ll tell you another secret. I think I did… okay. Mommy didn’t 
ask me how it went, and I didn’t tell her. Mr. Cooper and Ms. Anderson 
thought I was silly, and I know they thought my dumb brain couldn’t write 
the test around so many smart brains. 
 But I think I did okay, and I’m what counts.
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Manon Rouanet | Grade 9-10 | The Bishop Strachan School

Junebugs
You had junebugs pinned down next to polaroids, 
and marked down like lacey little legs (Phyllophaga genus). 
And I can hear the coffee drying in your cup 
crackling like insects might between your fingers. 
I could watch you sweep your fingers over glass 
cases for hours, one for every month. 
June has always been your favourite, in fact 
when June comes, it tastes like you. Like 
caffeine and overheated flowers crawling 
with the bugs in your array.

I think I like September better.
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Anna Breun | Grade 10 | Ridley College

Summer and Winter
I love the fall. I love when the sun is shining through the orange and yellow 
leaves, and everyone is counting the days till Wolman Rink finally opens  
again. I love the fall in New York.

Although the sun wasn’t shining, I was sitting on my favorite bench, right 
between 62nd and 7th Avenue. Probably most people enjoy a fruit cup at Dean 
and Deluca’s or sip of a coffee at Starbucks during their lunch break. But for 
me, it’s just a  hot dog from Nate, and the perfect view on the bench opposite 
me.

1:44 pm, there they are. Every day. Same time. She was pushing his wheel 
chair, meter by meter. I was wondering what they were having for lunch today. 
Normally it was a bagel. Well, actually she had a bite or two and then she 
threw the rest away.

Now, she moved his wheel chair around, sat on the bench and just stared at 
the ground. Both of them. Every day. I can’t remember hearing them having a  
conversation. Or maybe he was too old and sick to talk. I guess he was about 
80 years old, quite 3 times my age. His wife was very in love with herself, 
much younger than him. 25 years, I guess. I never saw her smiling, not even 
last week when a little boy walked nearby the bench, screaming funny things 
and laughing at the pigeons sitting nearby in the grass. There was still that 
extremely hard, strong-willed expression on her face. Her husband had his 
eyes closed most of the time. 

They never seemed, as they enjoyed any of this. Neither of them.

And questions appeared in my head over and over: 

Why would a 25-year younger woman marry such an old man? Or had they 
been married for a long time? Did they marry because they had to? Why are 
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they never smiling at each other?

I don’t know why I watch them every single day; it’s kind of a game for me.

These simple people are fascinating me, because they are just so different in 
a way I simply can’t explain. I want to find out more about them; there are so 
many questions in my head, and they want to be answered. 

Thinking of them, I figured they were like summer and winter. She, her hair 
almost grey like dirty snow, her eyes blue and cold as ice.

He, like the summer. Although his hair was grey too, he had that expression 
in his face that seemed like warmth and goodness with the world around him. 
I just hoped the winter’s  frostiness wouldn’t mellow the summer, covering it 
with a cold blanket.

One day, I guess it was in late November, I knew something was wrong. 
There was something in the air of New York. I could feel it. I figured that 
maybe they weren’t coming in winter, when it was freezing. Or maybe just 
her—used to the cold.

But that day, it wasn’t really cold. 1:52 pm. No wheel chair. No summer and 
winter. 

No content and strained faces.

I got so used to that couple, it just seemed wrong that they didn’t come. 
Something in the cold, full New York afternoon was missing. And in that 
moment, I realized: I let the old man into my heart, although I had no idea 
what he was like.

I decided to say hello today. I never thought about that before. 

2:00pm. There she was. There the winter was. Alone.

What did she do with her husband? Where was he? She sat down on the 
bench as usual, staring at the ground. The expression on her face didn’t 
change. Like every day.  But today wasn’t every day. I waited a few minutes, 
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maybe longer, and then I walked to Nate’s Hot Dog stall. He wouldn’t be 
here next week; he was moving to Connecticut. Ever since I moved to New 
York two years ago, I bought my hot dog at his stall, and we always talked a 
little bit. Nothing special, he ranted about The New York Timesand I talked 
about the weather. Summer and winter. Slowly I walked over to Nate. Not 
many people wanted a hot dog today, except me.

‘’You look upset, Julliet. What’s wrong? Another hot dog? Or maybe a hot cat 
today?’’

Normally I used to laugh about his jokes. Not today. ‘’Have you heard 
anything about the old man in the wheel chair, the one with the younger 
wife?’’ I knew that people liked to talk while buying hot dogs. People talk a 
lot.

It seemed like a cold wind blew over me, just for a few seconds. Winter. 

‘’Do you mean the old Mr. Fisher? He died yesterday. Had been sick for 2 
years, I guess. Tragic. Sad story. His daughter looked after him till the last 
minute, every day. Always ate a bagel with him on the bench over there.  She 
really loved him.’’

Just as I love the fall in New York. But it seems like not even the fall loves the  
summer hardly enough to stop the winter covering everything. With a cold 
blanket.
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Zoe Knowles | Grade 11 | Lakefield College School

Down the Rabbit Hole
 Steps loud walking coming nearer. 
 Look up.
 Blue dress I like blue near me. Sitting down. Clipboard. White coat.
 No white coat I hate white
 “Hello Lucy,” blue dress says kind voice kind  tongue.
 Nod. 
 “My name is Ms. Jackson. I am here today to talk with you.”
 Girl in the corner stares at me. Tattered dress grey. Matted hair. Tiny 
face. Empty eyes. 
 Nod. 
 Can’t stop staring at empty eyes girl. Never can. 
 “Lucy? Can you look at me please?”
 “Can’t.”
 “Why is that?”
 “Girl won’t go away.”
 “What girl is this?”
 “Empty eyes. In the corner. Staring at me. Won’t stop.”
 Blue dress writes on her clipboard. Scribble. 
 “Have you seen this girl before?”
 Nod. 
 “Does she have a name?”
 Nod.
 “Can you tell me what it is?”
 “Bunny rabbit. That’s what she tells me. I call her empty eyes.” 
 Empty eyes moves closer, floating hovering over the ground like an 
angel. Angel of Death. Opens her mouth:
 From badness to sadness to madness. Isn’t it funny how a simple 
rearrangement of letters can change a word?
 “Lucy?”
 Bite my fingernails. Bad memories.
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 Too many pills too many pills I don’t like. 
 Too many people too many people I see I don’t like. 
 “Help me” I say help me help me help me

 From her.
 “We can help you, Lucy.” Blue dress says kind soothing.

 Memories fade, empty eyes says and soon it is no longer a memory 
but an allusion to what was. An illusion. A hopeless dream of the past from 
which there is only one escape. There is so much pain in memories. How nice 
it shall  be when you have no memories or pain? How peaceful?
 There are no memories in Death

 No.
 Shake my head. 
 No.
 “Help me. Save me from her.”
 Blue dress is droned out by empty eyes. I struggle. 
 Fear not the unknown. You are special, Lucy, you mustn’t fear what 
you know not of. Fear not me. 
 Fear not Death. 
 Fear not its inevitability, Lucy.  

 “Save me from going.”
 “Going where?”

 Down

               Down

                                                                                                         Down

the rabbit hole.
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Teraleigh Stevenson | Grade 11 | Lakefield College School

For God’s Sake
 Turnout has decreased to 28%. When first reading this number, you 
may be reminded of recent voter turnout on election days. In fact, it is a 
reference to church attendance by Catholics. In 1998, polls in The Christian 
Century showed that only twenty-eight percent of Catholics in the United 
States attended church regularly. The rates continued to drop. By 2006, the 
number of Catholic priests had dropped from 58,000 to 41,000, according 
to CatholiCity. Furthermore, almost half of those Catholic schools that were 
open in 1965 had since closed; the student population of Catholic schools 
had likewise been reduced by half. Between the increased scandals and a 
harsh stand on matters of public policy, it is clear that the time has come for 
the Church’s image to receive a face lift, if not a new nose, lips and face all 
together. The only question remaining is how. 
 Religion has been part of our development as a species since 
our inception. From the polytheist Greeks and Natives to modern day 
monotheists, much of our societal moral structure, as well as cultural practices, 
have stemmed from religion. The Christian Church received its well-known 
start from the teachings of a young Jew, purportedly around the year 1 A.D. 
As the popularity of those lessons grew, so did the number of Christian 
denominations with new ones springing up throughout the centuries. The 
Catholic Church, though, has existed in one form or another since the death 
of Christ. 
 Our modern age of technology is not the only challenging time the 
Church has faced. In particular, the 1500s introduced a great deal of conflict 
for the organization, including attacks from Martin Luther and the secession 
England under the leadership of Henry VIII. The period of enlightenment 
proceeded to introduce further strife, widening the gap between bourgeoisie 
and the Pope. Due to these conflicts, Catholic power fell as nations 
progressed towards freedom of religion for both Protestants and Catholics, 
eventually leading to the separation of Church and State. 
 We’ve now reached a time, however, when the Church’s foe appears 
not in the form of another religion, but in an increasingly disillusioned and 
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disinterested public. As 20% of people admitted in a 2007 Gallup poll, they 
simply don’t have time for religion anymore. In a scientific and technological 
world, it seems that church isn’t worth making time for. Scientists push the 
theory of determinism, claiming that everything we say, think, do, believe, is 
based on the laws of physics, nothing more. Feminists question the Church’s 
stance on women. Our Blackberries, Facebook profiles, blogs and every other 
form of social networking demand constant attention. With all this, it comes 
as no surprise that the beloved Lord’s Prayer has become “Our Father (or 
Mother) who may be in heaven, Hallowed be thy… oops, have to check this 
Facebook update, I’ll finish later”. 
 If growing disinterest weren’t enough, it seems the Church is 
determined to drive away even more parishioners. Not only is it becoming 
more and more clear that the Vatican has been hypocritically concealing illicit 
actions by homosexual priests, they insist on maintaining harsh ideals no 
longer compatible with overall public opinion. No recognition of gay, lesbian, 
bisexual or transsexual rights, even if there is increasing brain research 
showing it is not a choice but a reality. No birth control, even if thousands 
of children in developed and developing countries are starving in families 
unable to support them. No women ordained as priests, even if the number 
of active priests continues to slip and is predicted to drop to 31,000, with 
50% over the age of 70, by 2020. Chastity in all priests, even if it means sex 
scandals which cost the innocence of hundreds of children. By considering 
these harsh standards, we can easily see why the population does not flock to 
church; we do not require more tension in our lives. 
 It is time for a change, a dramatic makeover in the Catholic Church. 
Admittedly, there are still over a billion Catholics worldwide. At this rate 
of decrease, however, those numbers will not remain steady for long. People 
are simply not interested in teachings contradicted by our current world. 
In a 2007 Gallup poll, researchers found that 23% of churchgoers attend 
for spiritual growth and guidance, while another 20% claim it keeps them 
grounded. By contrast, only 15% assert that it has any relevance to the actual 
religion. These statistics indicate the solution. In this time of war, uncertainty, 
and conflict we need a body which brings us together rather than drives us 
apart. 
 Firstly, the Church needs to reduce their political commentary, 
particularly in regards to gay rights. The fact is that 1 of 10 people is gay, 
lesbian, transsexual or bisexual. The more the Church is accepts the more 
others will accept this fact. Secondly, there needs to be an open investigation 
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of sexual abuse by members of the clergy. Again, this is a step to regain the 
esteem of the world’s population. Once these two steps have been completed, 
the Church can move forward into its reforms. After the onset of scientific 
discovery, people generally do not turn to the Church for explanation; they 
turn to Google. For this reason, in order to survive in our new world order 
the Church must accept its new role, that of a spiritual and moral sanctuary. 
Along with the use of Christ’s moral lessons, churchgoers should be offered 
opportunities to explore not only other faiths but their own values. Churches 
should become a haven for those wishing to investigate their own personal 
connection with “God”, an oasis in our tattered world of peace, tranquility 
and spirituality. This is not to say that discussions of the Bible should be 
discouraged, but rather that teachings should be applied to all in a way that 
members of a technological world can connect to. By showing acceptance 
for all faiths, sexual orientations and genders, the Catholic Church can set an 
example for billions of Christians, and others around the world, to follow. By 
encouraging self-exploration, they will contribute to a healthier society. 
 The Church is a globally influential organization, one which 
possesses an unequalled ability to spread moral teachings in our Western 
world. Now, however, what we require most is unity, acceptance, and 
compassion. People need a place to turn to for peace and serenity. By 
recognizing its ability to affect our world and using that ability to give our 
world what we desperately need, the Church will not only gain the support it 
is so rapidly losing but play a leading role in improving our society. 
 These changes will not be implemented overnight; perhaps they 
never will be. It is time, however, for those of any faith to consider what they 
actually require from their church, synagogue, mosque, temple, or any other 
place of worship. It is time for the world’s largest Christian organization to 
remember that those it condemns are human beings and therefore “God’s” 
children too. It is time for each of us to increase our awareness of ourselves 
and the religions and beliefs of those around us. It is time to make our 
religions something healthy and beneficial for all; for God’s sake.
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Kat Worsfold | Grade 11 | Lakefield College School

Facing the End of the World?
 Let’s face it. Jumping on the bandwagon that December 21, 2012 is 
the big Armageddon, doomsday, or apocalypse can be tempting with all of 
the different theories looming. I’d like to hope there’s more to the date than 
a BANG and it’s all over. I have a different opinion that you need to consider. 
What if 2012 isn’t the end of the world at all? In fact, what if it is quite the 
contrary? So take a minute to focus on this… this awakening. If you deny it, 
so be it. Many people will and just shrug it off as being ‘just the unrealistic 
opinion of a child’. On the other hand, if you can allow yourself to open up 
a lost part of you, a spiritual self-connection, and become synchronized with 
the deeper meaning of life, this may very well be the Bible of your future.   
 Let’s go back in time and see from where all this mumbo jumbo 
actually originated. If we look at ancient religions and civilizations there is a 
clear pattern that emerges in accordance with 2012; an example of a few of 
them include the Mayans, Cherokee, Maoris, Zulus, Hindus, Incas, Pueblos, 
Tibetans, and Egyptians. The Mayans, Egyptians and Cherokee share a 
calendar ending date in 2012 AD, specifically December 21st.The Mayans 
call 2012 “the end of time as we know it” which can easily be misinterpreted 
as the end of the world. However, if we define the term time it is only “a 
part of the measuring system used to sequence events”(http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Time), and therefore the end of time is only the end of a sequence of 
events. Examples of the civilizations beliefs are: Maoris -“as the veils dissolve 
there will be a merging of the physical & spiritual worlds”, the Aztecs: it is 

“a time of transformation and creation of a new race.” The Zulu: “the whole 
world will be turned upside down”, which could be a direct reference to the 
pole shift of our planet and of the shift of ultimate power. The Hindus: “the 
end time of man and the coming of a critical mass of enlightened ones”, the 
Incas: “the age of meeting ourselves again”, the Pueblos: “the emergence into 
the Fifth World” and the Tibetans: “the coming of the Golden Age”.   
These translations are all closely related to a positive change within ourselves 
or within our “world”. Clearly these ancient tribes are trying to send us a 
message about the positive awakening of 2012 and we should not fear it.
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 When observing the Mayans there is plenty of evidence of their 
outstanding abilities. Some of their abilities included: mathematical skills 
beyond all in their day, being known as having the only fully developed 
written language of their time, extensive knowledge into art and astrology, 
and were also said to have mastered spiritual skills that are unthinkable 
such as levitating boulders, and making themselves vibrate at a different 
frequency to tune in with spirits. They used their advanced knowledge to 
create a calendar and thus far it has been able to predict events such as 9/11 
and hurricane Katrina. With such an impressive history, and being the most 
intelligent people to walk the Earth, you’d think the Mayans had an idea 
of what they were saying, and so we should turn once again to their great 
intellect and note that the main root of the 2012 date sprouts from the 
Mayan or Mesoamerican Long Count Calendar. 
 The calendar, which is said to last around 5,125 years, began on 
August 11, 3114 B.C.E. and ends on December 21, 2012. A date that specif ic 
can seem intimidating but we have to see it in a new light. The idea of any 
global event occurring in 2012 has been deeply rejected by the scientific 
community. We need to find it within ourselves to question this authority, as 
the bourgeoisie questioned the nobles of the last enlightenment in the French 
Revolution.
 Have you ever considered that the “scientific community” fears 
losing their power to a higher, spiritual movement and is trying to 
convince everyone that a global event is impossible? They WANT us to 
doubt ourselves and they WANT us to think we’re crazy for having such 
thoughts. But we need to listen to those thoughts because they are a calling. 
Allow yourself to go deeper than science and dip into the improbable, the 
impossible… the immaterial.  
 It has actually been said that our brains don’t consciously have 
enough capacity to grasp concepts deeper than our simple mathematical and 
scientific equations, and those who deny it are often among the most fearful 
of the true power within us. In fact, scientists themselves have determined 
in several cases that our human brain only uses 10% of its capacity; this is 
a blessing in disguise! An experiment done by British neuroscientist, John 
Lorber, demonstrates the 10% use of the brain. He had hydrocephalic 
patients take IQ tests during their progressive disease. Up until death, the 
patients still passed for what we consider “normal intelligence” and yet 90% 
of their brain tissue had been destroyed. A Russian neurosurgeon, Alexandre 
Luria, also concluded after his experiment that, “removal of part or all of the 
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frontal lobes causes no major change in brain function”. Aware of our brains 
potential capacity, an awakening can be directly connected to the ability to 
open up more use of the human brain to understand the fifth element of 
energy. A Yucatec Maya Elder, Hunbatz Men, believes too that this could 
be the case when he comments: “According to the prophecies, in the year 
2013 the first stage of higher understanding will begin. If we are willing to 
work with our subconscious, we will then be able to reclaim the information 
that has been impregnated in the deepest parts of our being. In this way, the 
ancient knowledge will rise again.” 
 A slow transition of a new view will be shown by our children of the 
world, the crystal children. Crystal children, named because of their crystal 
aura, have been born on Earth for decades and are now here to shine the light 
on the path to awareness. Many people are finding themselves, as the date 
grows closer, becoming transitioned into the ways of crystal children/adults. 
Many autistic children are believed to be crystal children as well, because of 
their unusual intelligence in areas we don’t recognize. For example, renowned 
scientist, Temple Grandin, who is autistic, couldn’t stand being touched. She 
invented a pressure machine to simulate hugs.
 If we, as a whole, on this planet do not come to accept the deeper 
meaning to our lives and abilities of our brains, an overload of information 
could potentially wipe our memories clean in order to start again in a new 
era. For those sceptics, there is also plenty of scientifically proven evidence 
that shows a pole shift will cause low intensity electromagnetic energy that 
creates permanent long term memory loss. There are already signs of the 
pole shift occurring and airports such as two in Florida have already had to 
change their runway numbering because of it. There are also obvious signs 
that more people are transitioning to believe in their spiritual abilities, which 
will help to protect them from this pole shift as it did when the poles last 
reversed 780,000 years ago. Their protection is put in place by the activation 
of Merkaba meaning “the rotation fields of light; spirit; soul”, in which “the 
individual is in place of complete protection, generated by the universe”. 
 Let’s face it, you can’t ignore this opinion much longer, and we 
should all be prepared to enter this time of change. Gerardo Barrios, who 
travelled for 20 years to different villages in Guatemala, Mexico, Belize, 
El Salvador and Honduras, eventually interviewing nearly 600 Maya 
Timekeepers puts it best when he said, “We are now in a transition period 
called the ‘Cycle of the merge of the dark and the light.’...The cycle of the 
light will come in full force on 12/21/2012...Mother Earth as a living entity 
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will transcend to another level or frequency of consciousness and a new and 
special era will begin...This era will be very positive. ‘Let all beings rise. Let 
not one or two stay behind.’...The times are here for total brotherhood...The 
spirit beings…”
 Our world is engulfed in materialistic nonsense that is just as shallow 
as the people consumed by it. Why do we waste our daily lives worrying 
about socialism and judgement? We are all one, and we need to let this flower 
of energy grow and blossom between the cracks of concrete. Unfortunately, 
the greater amount of knowledge you possess the more saddening reality 
becomes, much like from the text ‘Learning to read and write’, by Frederick 
Douglass, when he stated, “the more I read, the more I was led to abhor 
and detest my enslavers”. Yet in reality, you have to remember that if you 
are always worrying about the negatives and dwelling on the bad things in 
life, you will always receive the negatives and bad things in life. Focus on 
the positive and learn to accept what is now because a leopard can’t change 
his spots, but he can learn to accept them. For those of you who share these 
thoughts, your time is near, and for those of you who live for materialistic 
products, your time is running out. I challenge everyone to delve into the 
depth of their spirituality and find their personal connection with a deeper 
meaning to life. You get to choose the kind of reality you want to face on 
December 21, 2012. 
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Helen Song  | Grade 11 | Havergal College

To Go Organic, or Not To Go:  
That is the Question
 Wouldn’t you agree that organic food is a modern phenomenon, 
considering it is ubiquitous in many big companies and highly fashionable 
among consumers today? The term “organic” was first coined by Lord 
Northbourne, in his book, Look to the Land, written in 1939, based on 
his idea of “the farm as organism.” In this book, he introduced a holistic, 
ecologically-balanced approach to farming (World Wisdom). Yet, it was not 
until several decades later that the term “organic” was used as a marketing 
catchphrase and a new sensibility in response to the existing food industry, 
which caters to vast populations where quality is necessarily jeopardized for 
quantity. Many consumers, being more readily informed about the dangers 
of the food industry, are encouraged to buy organic food, which is deemed 
the healthier and safer option as opposed to its non-organic counterparts.  
 According to the cultural status quo, organic food is produced by 
government-certified farmers who prioritize the use of “renewable resources 
and the conservation of soil and water to enhance environmental quality for 
future generations.” (Iglesias) In this regard, organic food differs from non-
organic food in that it does not contain any GMO (genetically modified 
organisms), preservatives, pesticides, fertilizers with synthetic ingredients, 
antibiotics, growth hormones and the list goes on. In the course of this short 
article, I aim to challenge the notion behind organic food. Given the state of 
our current environment, it is highly questionable whether it is at all possible 
to produce food that is wholly organic. It does not take much critical ability 
to see that the word “organic” is primarily an astute marketing strategy. 
 Before industrial agriculture predominated in many countries, 
including all countries of North America and Europe, food had higher 
nutritional value. The current organic food industries are attempting to 
recreate the intrinsic quality that food once had. However, humanity has 
succeeded in causing considerable harm to the environment with rapid 
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technological advancement, and so this intent seems elusive. Most of our 
water, earth, and air are polluted, which results in phenomena such as acid 
rain. One of the major deleterious effects that acid deposition has on the 
production of organic food is that it poisons plants by dissolving toxic 
chemicals in the soil, which are then absorbed by the roots. Moreover, soil 
and water are already contaminated through years of manipulated farming, 
so where is the logic behind growing organic food on this soil? This produce 
would naturally become contaminated as well. Seeds of corn and soybean, for 
example, which are genetically engineered crops, are almost impossible to 
clear from the land and prevent from fertilizing neighbouring fields because 
they are easily carried by the wind (Gillam 2008). Essentially, the query lies 
in whether the supposedly organic and natural food products should be 
labeled “GMO-free” or “All Natural” because it is undeniable that we do not 
have the necessary circumstances to cultivate purely organic food. 
 Now if we put the question of the environment aside, should we 
blindly trust our certifiers and show no concern whatsoever for what is in the 
organic food we consume? Many organically-branded foods still include a 
wide range of production inputs and techniques that are a risk to our health. 
Although the Organic Certification Standards strictly forbids the use of 
synthetic pesticides, it allows the use of pesticides, derived from certain plants 
that contain questionable chemicals. Furthermore, even the manure some 
organic farmers employ poses a threat because they are from animals that 
are raised and fed in a non-organic fashion. This, in turn, results in a variety 
of chemicals and contaminants being introduced into the soil (Washington 
Square News 2010). Recently, my mother was telling me that some of 
her friends only eat organic food. I am curious to hear what they have to 
say about organic baby formula, which is allowed to contain and is often 
laced with synthetic fatty acids that are produced using hexane, a potential 
neurotoxin (Washington Square News 2010).
  Many people are readily fooled by this great marketing 
strategy. Such people include my ingenuous mother who brings home bags 
of organic fruits, vegetables, meat and chicken from the grocery and as well, 
Havergal students, many whom prefer to go for the organic chocolate milk 
over regular milk served in the cafeteria. Today, organic farming is dominated 
by big corporations that manipulate the term “organic” to make big financial 
gains.   
 Through advertising campaigns, they effectively mislead consumers 
into believing organic food, by its nature, promotes health and food safety 
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while non-organic food is somehow unhealthy and even dangerous. That 
notion creates the motivation for many consumers to pony up the extra 
dough to purchase food that is almost twice as expensive as conventional 
food and may not hold the superior benefits that it claims. Here is the secret 
to why organic food qualifies for a brilliant marketing strategy: companies 
can easily raise the prices of organic food and consumers will still be willing 
to pay that cost since organic food implicates a sense of ‘I feel healthier,’ 
which is especially important in a world that values health and longevity.  
 In closing, organic food today lacks the many aspects of Lord 
Northbourne’s conception of organic. It is  strongly tied to money and 
big corporations; it is an exemplary marketing scamp. This ideology will 
not change until there is a radical shift in our attitude towards our natural 
environment, until we wholeheartedly strive to achieve what producing 
organic food entails. 
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Baden Russell-Petigrow | Grade 12 | Ridley College

Orion’s Belt
 I get it. I finally get it. You can’t force the words. The three words 
that Hollywood tosses around like nothing, what mothers whisper to their 
sleeping infants. I figured out why I can’t say them. Theoretically I could say 
them, there’s nothing stopping me as I gaze into his eyes. I feel like an actress. 
‘You’re wonderful’ I whisper as genuinely as I can, as I snuggle in close. Of 
course he’s wonderful. Tim’s smart, and funny, though he comes with a lot of 
baggage. He used to make me laugh and smile in a way I couldn’t describe, 
but now every time I lift my hand to run my fingers through his hair it 
all feels so false. Like every minute of this was planned, and nothing just 
happened because. Maybe it was like that all along, and the hopeful flicker of 
certainty I once had was only just that, but the moment has passed. 
 ‘I love you’ he says, tears welling up. His lips are dry and the top is 
kind of sticking to the bottom as he quivers over the words. We’re walking 
down the street hand in hand, and he squeezes me tightly. 
 I’m pretty sure he thinks he means it. He doesn’t. I kick at the gravel 
and one stone tumbles a few feet in front of me. It’s kind of marble-y, mostly 
white with grey lines running down and around it. It resembles some kind of 
smoothed over bone. I know he doesn’t mean what he’s just said, because I’m 
here too and the moment isn’t real. This is two kids with nothing better to 
do than be with each other. More than fifty percent of this is some illusion, 
that’s not love. The autumn breeze rustles the leaves. I feel just as restless. I 
hold him for a long while, hoping to give the aura that I’m speechless, but my 
mind drifts.

----------

 ‘Do you see the Big Dipper?’ Tim asks me, leaning back on his 
elbows with his head slung back as he looks overhead. 
 ‘That’s the only one I ever really recognize. Do you know which one 
is Orion’s Belt?’ I ask. 
 It isn’t because I’m trying to make conversation or seem clever. I just 
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want to find Orion’s Belt. I’ve always been one for astrology, and avoiding 
the topic at hand, us, in a thoroughly romantic scenario seems like the safest 
thing to do. Don’t say too much. Don’t read too much into this. It’s the words 
on the tip of my tongue that have me anxiously shaking each day before I see 
him and have me melting in his arms with each goodnight kiss.
 Though I’m told it’s more of a winter constellation, everything 
seems possible tonight, so I point upwards and giggle ‘Maybe it’s that line of 
stars right there..’ I pause and move a little closer, feeling the warmth of his 
body as my protons and his electrons grasp one another’s in perfect sort of 
synergy. The unpredictable nature of my feelings engulfs me, and I feel sort 
of weightless. Boys aren’t supposed to be romantic when it isn’t a Hollywood 
film grabbing for your money, or some one of the few good books in the large 
pile I grudgingly agreed to read by September.
 The view of the stars in the South of France is beautiful, and across 
the bay we’re on we see the glittering lights of St.Raphael or Monacco. We 
don’t know which, but our imaginations run with adventure even more so 
because of our uncertainty. 
 ‘I don’t know, we could make an educated guess?’ he laughs. 
 We point up to the stars and try to figure out which constellation, 
or perceived constellation, is the one we’re searching for. The sound of the 
waves hitting the rocky shore a few feet from us engulfs me. There’s a light 
whooshing sound of the seaweed being licked against that blurred place 
where the sand meets the sea, uncertain of whether it will stay submerged 
or not. My floral skirt and tank top are sticking to my skin in the heat of 
the summer’s night, and I have to pull the tank top from my back so that it 
doesn’t get stuck in a pool of sweat. 
 I look over to him and catch him staring. He has wonderful features. 
My eyes selfishly take in his cheekbones, his lush pink lips, his full nose, his 
dark skin. Somehow, I have never felt so secure in my life yet I feel as if I’m 
balancing on a knife’s tip. Out of nowhere, I blurt out how I’ve never seen 
such a wonderful night and how this is probably the most romantic thing I’ve 
seen in my life. My stomach knots, and I’m self-conscious. Of course I’d been 
thinking it all along, but there I went and just ruined it all. I said the things 
I was supposed to think and then forget about, because people hardly mean 
what they say. When they do mean it, it’s not as if anybody they say it to 
would either. 
 Suddenly, before I can stop the moment with saying just too much 
or just the wrong thing he’s saying that he was waiting for me to say just that. 
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That the moonlight in my hair makes him think he’s never breathed before. 
And there we are, kissing on the rocky beach in between ‘Ouch!’s’ and ‘Ouf! 
Sorry that was a rock underneath me!’ and nothing else matters. Breathing as 
one, clumsily holding each other, unable to let go. My veins are on fire as he 
places on hand on my cheek and softly traces my lips with his fingers.
 ‘J’adore tu.’  I whisper.
 His eyes widen and he presses his nose against mine. I can see the 
faintest smile begin to curl on his lips as he goes in for another kiss, but pulls 
back to whisper in my ear.  ‘Je t’aime ma petite fleur. Forever.’ 

------

 I catch sight of that same stone in the gravel, and suddenly I want to 
kick it again. I break free of the hug and walk up to it. About to strike, I stop. 
It occurs to me that there isn’t much point. I shiver and I can feel my body 
tensing. My worn sneakers were a bad wardrobe decision today, and the cold 
is nipping at my toes. I should have worn boots.
 ‘Do you love me too?’ he calls from behind me. He jogs a few paces 
to be standing next to me. 
 I’m still looking at the pebble. ‘Do you know where Orion’s Belt is?’ I 
say.
 ‘I have no idea, probably on O’Ryan’s pants. Who’s O’Ryan?’ he 
snorts.
 The moment isn’t real, and I gaze longingly at the sky in search 
of the same thing I was months before. ‘Do you know which one is Orion’s 
Belt?’ Maybe I’m never going to find it. Its ‘belt buckle’ isn’t even visible to 
the naked eye, so maybe I’ll never even know when I’ve found it. I start to 
wonder if it’s right in front of me, concealed by the cloud cover and murky 
daylight of this afternoon. I highly doubt it. I turn back to him.  ‘No,’ I say 
quietly. ‘I don’t love you.’ 
 I kick the rock, and in my mind it hits the water that glitters in the 
moonlight of a summer’s night in the South of France.
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Jack Gross | Grade 12 | Royal St.George’s College

JohnBoy 
 Flurries blow. Cold and wet in her hair. Her short hair. It stands 
straight, dark, black. Hedgehog. “Come on, JohnBoy.” She leads her pet in 
the snow. Its leather wings slack against its body. Antennae bobbing. She 
takes him through the red door; warmth. Boots are shaken, coats off. “Here 
we go JohnBoy.” She walks her pet into the house. Its oval wheels make the 
antennae bob. “JohnBoy, JohnBoy, JohnBoy, here comes JohnBoy, daddy,” she 
says. Into the yellow kitchen. Puts JohnBoy on the stool. Climbs onto the 
next one. “I’ll sit right next to you JohnBoy.”
 “Heey Joey, it’s freezing outside eh?” says dad.
 “JohnBoy needs a nap. Good boy, JohnBoy.”
 “Your hair’s still wet, eh Joey?”
 “JohnBoy is such a good dog. Right, JohnBoy?”
 “Here.” He dries her hair with a tea towel. “Better Jo?”
 “I have to dry JohnBoy’s bushy tail, too!” 
 “Yeah, dry JohnBoy’s tail.” He laughs and pours oil into the pan. 
Then onions. Crackle of the bubbles. “Marth? Marth! What time are they 
coming?”
 From upstairs, “I’m getting dressed!”
 “Yeah, what time are they coming?”
 “Just a minute!”
 He pretend grins at himself. Garlic in the pan. 
 She plops down off the stool. Takes her pet with her. Leads him out 
of the room. Stops in the black hallway. “Oh, come on, JohnBoy!” She stares 
down at her pet. Concedes. “Oh, alright, JohnBoy. One more rest.” A whole 
body shrug. Imitation. 
 Her mother walks by. Hand through her daughter’s hair. “Has 
JohnBoy eaten supper?”
 “He’s not hungry yet mum.”
 “Oookay.”
 Back in the yellow room. A hug from behind. Kiss on the neck. 
Daughter in the doorway. 
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 “It smells funny in here. Let’s go, JohnBoy.”she says. 
 Doorbell. 
 “Shit, are they early?”  
 “Come on, JohnBoy. Quick, JohnBoy!”
 “Well, you were getting changed...”
 Mother huffs. 
 Open door, kiss, kiss. She kneels with her pet, on guard. Grrr.
 “Who are they, JohnBoy?”
 They laugh. Mother says, “Protecting the fort with her dog.”
 “Isn’t that a bee?”
 She pats him on the head. 
 “Good boy, JohnBoy.”
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Nick Medline | Grade 12 | Royal St. George’s College

Another Year
Growing old taught him to embrace routine. Unwind in a cold shower. Read 
and hastily discard newspapers.  Piss, if he was lucky.  Head outside, shiver 
at the onset of winter. Watch his neighbour absorb wrist-shots from a young 
boy in a Crosby jersey.  Cheer enthusiastically after every goal.

He stumbled through his front yard, boots hammering the stone path. The 
decaying mailbox was littered with envelopes; it was his seventy-ninth 
birthday.  The doctor said there was no chance at eighty. Lung cancer. The 
aggressive stage. An extended goodbye.  

I’m sorry. I hate having to say this.
Understandably.
There’s always the chance…
Spare me.

As expected, the messages were perfunctory. He understood. What hadn’t he 
already thought to himself out of denial and self-pity, fear or regret? No “Best 
Wishes, Dearest Cousin” changed his outlook, for better or for worse. 

His father never had closure: a drunken motorcyclist swerved into the left 
lane on Highway 401. And that was it.  He was fourteen when he heard, 
tangled in the throes of puberty. The news was crippling. 

From the bottom of the pile, he found a coarse envelope with “Grampa” 
almost illegibly scrawled onto the top left corner.  It was Lachlan. Three years 
old, brimming with innocence. 

What do you want to be when you grow up, young man? 
I wanna be a construction worker!

He missed the phrase “want to” more than his erections.  
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I was an architect. 
Were you?
I was f irst in my class at Trinity College. 
Oh, WERE you?
He struggled to open the envelope. It was in six pieces before he withdrew 
the letter: “Dear Grampa Fred, hapy berthday. Lov, Lachlan.” 

Lachlan would never remember much of him: perhaps just the outline of his 
face or a vague recollection of playing with figurines.

Look! I’ve brought a new book.
Oh. Huh.

…And a Rescue Hero!
Thanks Grampa Fred!

He wanted to change that.

Grampa Fred returned to the warmth of his living room, adjusted his thick, 
brown glasses, and composed a letter to his beloved grandson: something that 
would last another year.
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Daniel Davidson-Kalmar | Grade 12 | Royal St. George’s College

We Met on the Road
We met on the road. She was an on call taxidermist; I was a bounty hunter. 
She had gotten herself into a sticky situation; my target had jumped bail and 
holed up in a motel on highway 744. She had been called in to stuff his dog, 
which had died a month earlier.

We met on the road. He was a bounty hunter; I was an on call taxidermist. 
I was on a job, sewing and stuffing as usual, when the door fell out from 
the wall. It had been kicked, with considerable force, by a bearded man of 
considerable stature. “Jeremiah!?, you in here!?” the man yelled. I assumed he 
was talking to my client.

I looked around the room but my target was out. There was a woman in the 
back room. She was stitching up some kind of animal. I was immediately 
drawn to her. I walked forward.

The man approached me, my god he was ugly, I was immediately repulsed. 
“Hey pretty lady” he said. No one had ever called me pretty before, perhaps he 
was more charming than I thought…

“Have you seen a five foot six man with a large tattoo on his cheek?”, I asked. 
“Yes”, she replied, “I was just stuffing his dog, he’s out”. “Well then let’s go 
find him”, I said, “together”.

He reached out his giant hand and I gave him mine. He led me out to his 
car, and we drove away after Jeremiah. I did not yet know what he did for a 
living; I was rather reckless now that I think about it.

When I said we met on the road, I meant it. I introduced myself. “I’m 
Chester”, I said. “I’m Lerleen”, she replied.  “After we find Jerimiah, would 
you let me take you out for dinner?” 
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“So”, I said. “Stuffing animals eh?” “Yes”, she replied. There was an awkward 
silence. Perhaps I had chosen the wrong place for the date. I knew she 
liked animals, so I took her to the outdoor café at the zoo.  My mind had 
wandered off; a seagull was eating my hamburger.

He was so well-bearded. I wasn’t sure that I could handle this. I was better at 
stuffing the dead than talking to the living. We got up to look at the animals. 
He reminded me of the walrus…

We got up to look at the animals. She reminded me of the flamingo, elegant, 
beautiful. “What if we joined them?” I said. “What!?” she yelled, “are you out 
of your mind!?” I just wanted to make things exciting…

I began to doubt this man’s intelligence…. I grew tired of the zoo, and we 
began to leave. I offered him a deal if he wanted to see me again. “Shave the 
beard”, I said.

It was minutes before the date. I had to shave, but how would I do it? I had 
never removed my whiskers before. I was nervous, and put it off as long as 
possible. I picked up a pair of scissors. The hair wouldn’t cut. The scissors 
became tangled; I needed to think of something else. A regular shaver got 
stuck as well. I went into the kitchen and picked up a knife. The door rang. 

“Come in!”, I yelled “almost finished!”. I began to cut away at the hair, the 
knife slipped; I could feel the blade on my tongue. “Gahhhhh!” I yelled. She 
ran into the room. “Oh my god, hold on, I can fix this!” she said. She pulled 
some stitches out of her bag. “I’ve never done this on something alive before, 
hold still”. My god, I thought, we were perfect together.
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Madeleine Holt | Grade 12 | St. Clement’s School

“Aye”

The scene is a dock. A sunset wavers in the background, lancing off the 
water like a burn. A wrinkled old FISHERMAN is caught in the 
silhouette of a passing cloud. {Figure that one out, lighting director.} 
He is speaking to a young gentleman named STEPHEN, who is 
wearing a very smart pair of boots. 

FISHERMAN: 
(clearly continuing a story; picking his nose with one of the shriveled claws he 
calls f ingers) They say the house belongs to a madman. Only sits around, 
face to the wall, muttering words that start with ‘e’. Aye, no one knows-

STEPHEN: 
(interrupting) Wait. ‘E’ and ‘i’, or just ‘e’?

FISHERMAN: 
Aye, ‘e’. 

STEPHEN: 
But I – 

FISHERMAN: 
Aye. 

STEPHEN: 
(giving up at this point) Indeed. Now where in this village might I find 
some decent lodging? 

FISHERMAN: 
Oh, ye’d be wanting to visit the Fish and Pipe. They’ve got rooms that 
could serve yer purpose well, and a hot bed and soft meal to boot.
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STEPHEN: 
I already have boots. (sticks out his leg to demonstrate)

FISHERMAN: (staring out to the sea) Aye…

STEPHEN:   
(a little hurt that his handsomely-attired leg is being ignored) Er...what’s out 
there?  

FISHERMAN: 
(mumbling to himself ) There be a storm brewin’. (proceeds to hack for rather 
a long time into a  splotchy, once-white handkerchief.)

STEPHEN:  
(glances absently at the sea before looking back rather wistfully at his leg.) 
I’d rather prefer some coffee to be brewing. 

FISHERMAN: 
Coffee rots yer lungs, young lady. 

STEPHEN: 
Pardon? 

FISHERMAN: 
I said coffee’ll give you the plague. 

STEPHEN: 
Excuse me?

FISHERMAN: 
Aye, boy, I live offa cabbage and oranges, and that’s been good enough fer 
me all these years. A few pipes ain’t never hurt, neither. (falls pretty to a 
second round of hacking) 

STEPHEN: 
‘Young lady’?
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FISHERMAN: 
(f inished coughing, gazes out to sea once more) Aye, she were, m’lad.

STEPHEN: 
(attempts once more to follow his companion’s view, but f inds nothing of note) 
Yes indeed, that’s quite a storm brewing. 

FISHERMAN: 
She were. 

STEPHEN: 
(trying to regain conversation) Storms tend to make things quite wet, if 
I’m not mistaken. 

FISHERMAN: 
Nay. 

STEPHEN: 
Neigh?

FISHERMAN: 
Nay. 

STEPHEN:
‘Nay’ I am not mistaken, or ‘nay’ storms don’t make things wet?

FISHERMAN: 
Aye. 

STEPHEN: 
Eh?

FISHERMAN: 
Nay, ‘aye.’ 

STEPHEN: 
Not I?
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FISHERMAN: 
Nay, ‘eh.’

STEPHEN: 
Oh good Lord. 

FISHERMAN is silently looking at the sky. STEPHEN fidgets. 

STEPHEN:
I’ll just head off to that Duck and Pip you were telling me about. (begins 
to walk away, but then) – I say, you’ve not yet told me where it– (turns 
around)

The FISHERMAN is busy jumping off the edge of the dock. 
STEPHEN watches him do this, rubbing his nose absently, before it 
f inally occurs to him that maybe his assistance would be required. 
By this time, though, the f isherman is through the water and it’s too 
late for Stephen to help while both parties were still dry. 
STEPHEN reluctantly ambles over to the edge of the dock and looks 
into the sea. 

STEPHEN: 
How rude. No sign of him anywhere. (stands there a moment) Perhaps I 
should deliver a eulogy. (he takes a few paces back and forth across the dock, 
thinking) Very well… (stares very hard at a seagull that has perched itself at 
a dock post) I suppose you shall listen to it, sir. (clears his throat and begins) 
I did not know this fellow for very long, but the few minutes I spent 
speaking to him were among the dullest of my life - …
No, I don’t suppose that’s any good. What about this one? 
I did not know this fellow for very long, but the few minutes I spent 
speaking to him culminated in his death. (glances at water) Presumably. 
And presumably, he now rests under these white-capped waves, entangled 
in some sort of biology, perhaps already consumed by a serpent. You, sir! 
Wake up. (watches as the seagull flies away) Well, I suppose that will have 
to serve. 

Twilight has already begun to gather around the edges of the day, 
crinkling up the wears and affairs of the sun; putting them to rest in 
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the hills. STEPHEN squints in the direction of the village. 

STEPHEN: 
My, I wish I were already at the Goose and Stone – or whatever that 
place is called – with my hot bed and soft meal to boot… (sudden gasp) 
This air mustn’t be doing any good for my poor boots. Oh, delicate 
leather so violated by this frigid, saline perdition! 

(glares at water) Now if you’ll excuse me, sir, I’ve had a long day and 
I’m prepared to be done with it already. You’ve not been helping me 
accomplish my goal. I still have no idea where your Chicken and Boulder 
is, and I would very much appreciate it if I never had to deliver a eulogy 
again. Yours was most agonizing. 

There is the sound of bubbles. 

I’m sure. (peers into the water) Ah, a dead fish. Lovely pelt. (glances 
between the dead f ish’s scales and his own boots, back and forth a few times) 

Lovely pelt… (sneezes)

Bless me, I’m perishing in this weather. I had better get to that Granite 
Crane before my poor nostrils and boots turn to petrol. (sneezes again) 

Bless me. 

A seagull cries from overhead. 

STEPHEN: 
Oh, shut up. You’ve no idea. 

Seagull swoops down and makes off with the f ish. 

(calling after it) Lovely pelt! (he looks once more into the water, but seeing 
nothing significant, begins to make his way down the dock opposite the water) 
Very rude indeed. (more in a murmur to himself ) I suppose this path shall 
spit me into the village eventually. The Oyster and Pip oughtn’t to take a 
very long to locate. 
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STEPHEN’s esteemed boots f ire echoes above the slow roar and slap 
of the ocean. The seagull has fallen silent, doubtless shying from the 
moody sea. But Stephen does not notice the lack of sound, and neither 
does the FISHERMAN. The f isherman is dead, after all, and this 
tends to make hearing diff icult. 
And Stephen… well… he is Stephen. 

STEPHEN: 
(sneezes for a third time) Bless me. (reaches down and pats one of his boots) 
You too. 
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Ramya Kancherla | Grade 11 | Hillfield Strathallan College

Porcelain Doll
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Ramya Kancherla | Grade 11 | Hillfield Strathallan College

Keepsakes?
A book with your favourite quote 
A poem that your lover wrote 
Your little cousin’s old toy boat 
They’re all disposable. 
 
A picture of a long lost friend 
A letter you forgot to send 
The broken heart you couldn’t mend 
They’re all disposable. 
 
A notebook from your high school years 
With notes from friends you once held dear 
A closet monster you used to fear 
They’re all disposable. 
 
The lies I’m burning to confess 
The love I’m yearning to caress 
The tears I constantly repress 
Am I disposable? 
 
The hollow hopes that didn’t last 
The shining dreams that died so fast 
The constant fear of things long past 
Am I disposable? 
 
A cry rings through the black of night 
A single magpie takes its flight 
A cloud impedes the pure moonlight 
A bloody pool of hopes and dreams 
Overcast eyes and strangled screams 
A life that burst out at the seams 
We’re all disposable.
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Amy Latimer | Grade 11 | Hillf ield Strathallan College

Love is Just Anger: A Villanelle 
Love is just anger on a good day,
Trying to seem like it’s polite,
Until it recedes and fades away.

In an abyss of smoke and grey,
It writhes inside waiting for flight,
Love is just anger on a good day.

It has no orders to obey
A passion-fire, burning at night,
Until it recedes and fades away

Like the morning cannot stay,
Like the darkness of dawn, turning bright,
Love is just anger on a good day

A false image, it can portray
As some can see the sanguine sight,
Until it recedes and fades away,

It repeats, it repeats, almost turning cliché
Like words in a prayer, some chose to recite

“Love is just anger on a good day,
until it recedes and fades away”
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David Howard | Grade 12 | St. Michael ’s College School

The Escape 
 It was seven-thirty in the morning before anyone realized that Alice 
was missing. The first snow of the year has just fallen and the whole world 
was covered in a dusting of white when Sr. Angelina walked into Alice’s 
room. Her bed was neatly made and there wasn’t an article of clothing in 
sight. Sr. Angelina put her hand to her thin chest, pushed her red hair from 
her pale face and had to sit down on a chair before she could muster up the 
resolve to go tell the Mother Superior.
 The first person to notice something wrong with Sr. Alice was after 
she had finished teaching her third period geometry class. Sr. Bernadette 
passed her in the hallway.
 “Sr. Alice,” she said. “Are you quite alright?” Alice’s forehead was 
sweaty and she was shaking slightly.
 “I’m fine,” said Alice.
 “You look feverish,” Sr. Bernadette said. “Should you go and see a 
doctor?” 
 “No,” said Alice, shaking her head. “I’m really fine.”
 Sr. Bernadette was not at all convinced and exempted Sr. Alice from 
evening prayers to go and see a doctor. She had went to the local clinic, in full 
habit and all, to get it looked at. The doctor had taken Alice’s temperature, 
pressed her hand against Alice’s forehead and told her that she had quite a 
fever.
 “Nothing serious,” the doctor said, writing her prescription for Alice 
as Alice washed her hands. “You should just lay down and take it easy until 
the whole bug wears itself out.”
 So Sr. Bernadette called in a supply and Sr. Alice was confined to her 
bed.
 At first Alice enjoyed the rest. The nuns would bring her up breakfast, 
then lunch, then dinner. She would eat in her bed, enjoying the solitude as 
the leaves dropped from the trees. 
 By the time the third day rolled around, Alice was dreadfully bored. 
Worse still, her fever had only grown; her body felt like it was on fire.
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“Sr. Alice,” said old, careful Sr. Francis on that fresh November morning, 
laying the breakfast at the foot of her bed. “If this doesn’t clear up in the next 
few days, I’m sending you to the hospital.”
 Alice spent the rest of the morning praying that her fever would 
break. At noon, she got up and walked over to the desk sitting in the corner 
of the room. She opened up the drawer and pulled out a sheet of crisp 
manilla paper and an antiquated mechanical pencil with a lead nib. Using the 
back of her meal tray as a tablet, she returned to the bed and began to draw.
 “These are quite good,” said Sr. Mary when she came in with Alice’s 
dinner. “Where did you learn to draw like this?
 Alice nodded her head, still drawing. She had drawn a haunting 
picture of Christ on the cross, shaded and pencilled in. How amazingly 
accurate, thought Sr. Mary, holding the picture up to the window. His limbs 
flexed in pain, beads of sweat dripping down his side, but his face was calm 
and peaceful. Tasteful and elegant, thought Sr. Mary.
 “What are you drawing now?” She asked.
 Alice did not lift her dead. “A picture of Mary grieving at the foot 
of Christ.” It was nearly complete; Mary’s face was firm and resolute, hand 
pressed to her forehead in sorrow. Absolutely stunning, thought Sr. Mary.
The next morning, Sr. Mary went down to the kitchen to bring up Sr. 
Alice’s breakfast. She carried herself up three flights of yellow-walled stairs, 
balancing a tray of scrambled eggs and orange juice on her two fleshy hands. 
When she got to the door, she stopped, knocked and walked in.
 “Sr. Alice!” She said. “Have you slept at all?”
 Alice was sitting cross-legged at the head of her bed, her hair pulled 
back, drawing another picture. “Yes,” she said. “I just woke up.”
 Sr. Mary looked at the dark circles under Alice’s eyes and was 
extremely doubtful. She put down the tray on the small night table by Alice’s 
bed. “Now what are you drawing?”
 “A grouse,” said Alice. Sure enough, a picture of a short, stout bird lay 
at her feet. It was exquisitely drawn; the bird stared at the viewer with quiet, 
alert eyes.
 Sr. Mary was not sure that she liked such a transition from the sacred 
to the mundane. She made a pointed hint that she would like to take Alice’s 
picture of Christ to hang in her room. “It’s so lovely,” she said, putting the 
thermometer in Alice’s ear.
 99.8 degrees, the thermometer read as Sr. Mary withdrew it. Still a 
bit of a fever. “Make sure you get your sleep, dear.”
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 The next morning, Alice was drawing a birch tree. She had already 
finished a milkweed and a long, silver pike from the day before. The morning 
after, she was drawing a small wooden shack.
 “What’s that Sr. Alice?” asked Sr. Mary. Alice didn’t answer. She kept 
on drawing. Sr. Mary noticed that her skin was covered in a glossy layer of 
sweat. She put the back of her hand on Alice’s forehead. “You’re burning up!” 
But it was only when the thermometer read 103.4 degrees when Sr. Mary 
went downstairs to get someone to take Alice to the hospital.
 She spent two days in the hospital before the fever broke. On the 
second morning, Sr. Agnes went into her room with a mask, a pair of latex 
gloves and a green garbage bag. It smelled stale and crusty; Sr. Agnes opened 
the window and let the cool air in. She then proceeded to strip the bed, 
stuffing the sheets into the bag. It was while doing this that Sr. Agnes found 
the pictures.
 She quite liked the one of Christ by the cross. Sr. Agnes had never 
noticed the quiet Sr. Alice before. I’ll have to make an effort to get to know 
her when she gets back, Agnes thought as she looked at the next picture, the 
picture of Mary. Then she turned to the grouse, saw the milkweed and the 
pike. Then she saw the picture of the shack. She was so disgruntled that 
she crumpled up all of the pictures and stuffed them in the garbage bag. 
They’re probably just riddled with bacteria, she thought. Still, she found 
herself lying in bed later that night, thinking of the sad little grouse with its 
mournful, beady eyes; the sparseness of the blooming milkweed and the cold, 
mechanical efficiency of the pike. But mostly she thought of that picture of 
the shack by the clearing. She didn’t actually put words to the thought, but it 
unnerved her. Something about it seemed sinister and foreboding.
 So when Sr. Alice was reported missing a few mornings after, Sr. 
Agnes was not at all surprised. The girl was unstable, she told the Mother 
Superior confidentially. Those drawings had been the work of a seriously 
deranged mind. And Sr. Alice gradually disappeared from the thoughts of 
the nuns over the next few years; except for Sr. Mary, who would still quite 
like to find that picture of Christ and hang it on her wall.
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Joon Seok Huh | Grade 11 | Rothesay Netherwood School

Scribbles
	 Feelings are never well expressed by words, they can be only 
compared with a common similar feeling or only with words that define a 
feeling itself. Just from knowing a language, a new born adult, if there was 
one, wouldn’t be able to read any book without any clue.
 Percentage is a mathematical. In fact, I don’t believe in percentages 
other than hundred percent and fifty percent. Hundred percent is made by 
one being involved and fifty percent is made by two being involved. If there is 
only hundred and fifty percent available in the world, would the concept even 
be needed? If anyone could understand, they wouldn’t believe in percentages 
anymore, as they are forbidden in this world I live in. For the wasters of my 
life, I explain: If there were four blue pills and one red pill in the bag, if you 
were to take out a pill from the bag, what are the chances to grab a red pill 
from the bag? Twenty percent? Nope, it is fifty percent. There is only two 
scenarios; getting the red pill and not getting the red pill. What are the 
chances you will win in a lottery; some micro percent? Nope, fifty-fifty. What 
I’m trying to say? Nothing is impossible, what I’m also trying to say, nothing 
is evident. Don’t think about it, you’ll get scared, although I doubt you’re 
capabilities to think about it. Hey, but don’t get this wrong, I’m not the kind 
who thinks “everyone else is stupid except me”.
 Eccentric? Eccentric? Is that what you want? I don’t understand 
exactly what you’re asking for? What does eccentric really mean? Doesn’t 
it mean different? To dare to be different? Different from what? What is 
everyone, a clone? Is everyone just so same that some people are blessed to 
be different? Non-sense! This irritating topic growls my rage like a bubbling 
magma. I will state, everybody, every single person on earth is different. I 
repeat, everyone in this world is different. Yes, some people act in a identical 
manner, some people act differently from those universal manners, but aren’t 
those people counted as human? The fact that there is different person from 
the universal manner, the manner cannot be universal anymore. So what does 
it exactly mean by an eccentric writing? Why would it be much better just 
to say write about anything. Wouldn’t it actually just mean, write anything? 
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Well if I thought in the minds of people who are set normally to ignore all 
the imperfections of the world, I still have something to complain about. I 
don’t know what extent of eccentricity you are looking for. To be so eccentric 
would be to write nothing. It would be so different from everybody else.
 Luberot, is my name. Like all those other long names that are 
shortened, such as Benjamin into Ben, my name is Lub. Since I was young 
nothing was impossible for me. So I liked to play a game where, my friends 
would dare me to do something and I would do it no matter what. Rubiks 
Cube, was my first of first task. I’ve always thought nothing was impossible, if 
I had thought to do it, I can do it. I sat down for seven days straight to finally 
solved the Rubiks Cube, although it took me another month to figure out 
the pattern. I wanted to catch that bird, flew so fast around the sky. I spent so 
much time to make the weapon to catch the bird, sling shot wasn’t enough. I 
had to set up a bird trap, made of strings, got the idea from the fish traps I 
caught those birds finally. Now, there is something I really want to do. What 
I learnt in science class today. The time fairy, travels at the speed of light. 
What I desired for my life. This is called deputy contentment, I fail. The time 
is up. There goes the time fairy.
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Alex Kil | Grade 11 | Rothesay Netherwood School

In a room with a window in the  
corner, I found truth.
 Ian Curtis’s voice pressing heavily on the panting melody, falling, 
running fast.
 I am ready to punch anyone in the face that tells me not to be afraid 
of being different. That is the biggest nonsense of all time. The word unique 
has overdosed this generation. Not just being different to be different, like 
a bunch of hypocrites I see everyday everywhere, but really being different. 
In the world where off-keys are crashed so brutally and easily, telling on to 
be brave in taking a path that will get the ‘look’ from others, is like telling 
a soldier in the front to stare straight at the flying bullet. Too drastic and 
pessimistic for a 17 year old girl? I am also ready to punch anyone in the face 
that calls me pessimistic, for that I am the most positive person I know, at 
least that I know in person..
 Would there be who that is not suffocated by the society? No matter 
if we follow the norm or not, society holds control on us in some way. A 
person who questions the idle routines, eccentric rules in the society, what 
does it mean to ask the question? – The question initiated by a fully awaken 
conscious, a quiet, an invisible one, yet it is still there, and it is hard to ignore. 
That the one has declared war to the society? Am I in the war too? Or am I 
lying in hospital, shot? 
 The salesman died a tragic death, the society that he desired to fit in 
so hard, made him surrender… He kills himself. He was subordinated to the 
society, rotten. Whereas Val is killed… is Val’s death rather honorable? Val 
lived up to his virtues, what he had believed to be right. Once the symptoms 
of a ‘stranger’, that the person is different from the rest, the society is longing 
to suffocate and drown him.  Either one is a subordinate or a rebel to the 
society, one meets a tragic ending. Most of people choose to close the heart 
and the eyes… and live like one’s dead, living a life that is only an extension 
of suicide. 
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In the shadow play, acting out your own death…

 Did Meursault’s conscious wake up by his mother’s death? He didn’t 
cry at his mother’s funeral, unlike anyone at a funeral would. He is killed like 
Val. Hopelessness is symbolized by Willy’s death. What was Meursault and 
Val’s hope, their reason to continue? 
 Well, towards the end, towards death, life restarted, hopes revived, 
and happiness penetrated.

 ‘It was like giving four sharp knocks at the door of unhappiness’
 I pull trigger, four shots. This is a fate that will not start if I don’t 
start it. Am I afraid? I’m shivering. What will my end be?

 Cheers for more agony. This is my ready to ……………….. 
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Daniel Jelani | Grade 12 | St. Michael ’s College 

Do You Remember?
 Bright lights shone in my face as I looked into the crowd. I had 
done this thousands of times before, so why was I nervous? I tried to remind 
myself that this situation was absolutely no different. My thoughts were 
interrupted by the music that had just started playing. My cue came and 
went with me standing mid stage staring into the crowd. There were many 
anticipating faces looking back at me, but one stood out. It took me what felt 
like a minute to realize exactly who it was. This explains everything, I was 
nervous because I felt his presence. I hadn’t seen him since I had turned 5, 
and his was a face you’d never forget. The sight of him brought a smile to my 
face. I remembered when I was younger that we were inseparable, and then, 
he was just gone. I needed to talk to him, this may be my last chance and 
there are too many things left unanswered. 
 Without really thinking I jumped from the stage directly into the 
crowd, There was a mad scramble some fans were too stunned by what I had 
just don’t to even react. The majority of fans met me with screams and hugs, 
tugging at me from all angles. I ran at an urgent pace pushing past adoring 
fans, until I came to where he had been standing. I looked in time to see him 
casually slipping out of the back door. I don’t think he realized that I had 
seen him though as he wasn’t careful enough to look and see if I had followed 
him. I slipped out of the door right behind him. When I exited I was met by 
a brisk summer night breeze. A small shiver slowly passed throughout my 
entire body. The railing of the wooden stairs was cold against my fingertips as 
I descended.
 I turned the corner of the building into a dark alley- way and 
practically ran into him. We were now face to face barely able to see each 
other. We were so close that our chests bumped as he made a startled 
movement. We stood there awkwardly looking at each other, neither of us 
saying anything. I had so much to say but the only thing I could manage was 
 “Pops?”
 “Y—you remember?”
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 He stumbled on his words; I guess it had something to do with that 
surprised look plastered on his phone. 
 “Of course I remember how I ever forget you dad?”
 His face immediately turned as red as a strawberry as he began to sob 
softly. I looked at him deeply and saw myself in 25 years. I couldn’t believe 
how much I looked like this man that I hadn’t seen in so long. The way our 
eyebrows thinned near the end, the way my nostrils flared out just the way 
his did, our build was almost the same and if I do say so he really only looked 
like older brother. He saw me starring at him and sheepishly turned around 
in order to gather both his thoughts and himself. After a few brief moments 
he spun around to face me once again. 
 “I’ve been there; I really have, at every single one of your shoes.” He 
spoke fast but clearly.
 Both shocked and overjoyed, I was only able to push out a mumbled,
 “What?”
 “Yeah, usually I’m way at the top where you’d never see me.”
 This brought me down from that previous joy I was feeling.
 “Son, I never truly left you. I’ve been around but just without you 
knowing it.”
 “I was there when you rode your bike without your training wheels 
for the first time, I was there when you played your first basketball game and 
I was there when you had your first concert.”
 He gave me a smile as if he was proud of himself.
 “How come you never said nun to me then, if you was around all 
them times?” I snapped angrily. 
 “You have to understand! I was scared, I didn’t know if you’d want me 
to see me or not, I wasn’t even sure you’d remember me. All of the times that 
I was there I was so proud of you. I wished that I could hug you and let you 
know exactly how proud I was of you and how much I loved you but, —” 
 He paused
 “… I was in no place”
 “What do you mean by that?!”
 “Uhh, well I saw that your mother was doing a good job with you, 
and I didn’t want to come and complicate everything for you.”
 A bit of my anger gently melted away.
 “I used to wish every day that you would come home and pick me up 
so we could play like we used to, but you never came!” 
 My head hung low so my eyes looked only at the concrete I stood on. 
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“I really wish I could have.”
 There was another moment of awkward silence where we both 
briefly looked off into space. I finally broke the silence.
 “So, where do we go from here?”
 “That’s up to you, I would really like to have a relationship with my 
one and only son, but I’ll leave the choice to you.”
 “I have some serious thinking to do but as for now I think we have 
missed out on enough of each other.”
 He gave me a small grin, a grin that looked just like mine. Not 
knowing what to do, I uncomfortably fidgeted with the insides of my pockets 
and looked up at the starry sky. All of a sudden I felt these giant arms wrap 
around me. They completely consumed me. As we separated I had an idea. 
 “Dad?”
 “Yes my son”
 “I have an idea”
 “What is it?”
 “I’ll show you, just follow me.”
 I grabbed him and led him back up those sold wooden steps and 
back into the building. It wasn’t until I got inside that I realized how cold I 
really was. The building was in chaos, I had totally forgotten that I had run 
out of my show with no explanation. 
 I looked back at my father who was following closely behind me 
and met a face of confusion and nervousness. I gave him a look I hoped 
would let him know not to worry. I wondered if he was just alarmed by the 
level of noise and energy within the crowd. All of a sudden a screaming fan 
busted past security and jumped on me. Caught off guard I almost lost my 
balance. Her arms were roughly draped around my torso. It felt like there was 
a weight pressing firmly against my diaphragm, so much so that I couldn’t 
breathe. 
 Security tried to pull her off of me be but there efforts came to no 
avail, she refused to let go. As soon as security had left their posts numerous 
people in the crowd took this as there chance to get close with me also. 
The girls grip was only getting tighter as time went by. Coupled with the 
numerous fans unknowingly trampling me I was now fading in and out of 
consciousness. I blacked out for a few minutes, or so I thought. I awoke to 
the smell of the fresh leather in the back of my Mercedes SUV. I struggled 
to bring my hand towards my throbbing head. When I managed to bring 
it back down I saw the blood. I wondered what had happened within those 
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few minutes that I had passed out. I looked around the car and everything 
was spinning. I saw my dad fidgeting in his seat uncomfortably looking more 
worried than I have every seen anyone. I was spread across the back seat 
unable to feel or move any part of my body from the waist down. My mind 
raced with the possibilities of why I was in this state and I slowly began to 
panic. I screamed loudly in fear of what was happening to me. The high 
pitched screamed startled my driver and he swerved into oncoming traffic. 
The last thing that I remember is those bright lights. 
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Brigitte McIntyre | Grade 12 | St. John’s-Kilmarnock School

Aching Patience
Mouths stretch agape around me, 
smoke seeping from my lips,
breathless
with the intensity of words 
flowing through my body, 
raining from the dark clouds above.
Urgency. 

The sky paints the silhouette of a woman
stretched along the horizon,
the sun setting across her face,
wrists gently placed 
atop the flowering trees.  

Innocence bleeds with darkness 
as the day falls,
and all that’s left is the 
quickening beat of a woman’s 
heart as she stumbles
already fallen.

To wait, is to watch 
the ripples of a splash plunge into
the mouth of a falling child,
wait—
To wait, is to watch as your
eyes close,
and the world becomes 
what you imagined 
it to be.
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Brigitte McIntyre | Grade 12    St. John’s-Kilmarnock School

The Beauty of Eternity
The bark of the tree has worn,  
tunnelled through by insects  
on their long journeys from branch to branch, 
world to world.  

I sit here, perched on the aged arm of the tree
Angry wind, heavy drops, and sad skies  
have been burdens to this tree.  
I feel as if I am holding it down,
restraining its leaves from exploding in color, 
hanging on so tightly, my tears staining its skin 
as it supports me. 

When I was young, my father  
had always seemed old, broken. 
I cried when he I saw him
for he didn’t even know I was there.

He stood, staring into the yellowing field,
rubbing his hands on the sides of his worn slacks, 
the ones mama had sewn back together for him all those times. 
The ones with the small heart stitched in the pocket. 

With his every move, 
A part of herself moved, sewn into him.  
A piece gone from her forever. 

Her heart with an empty void,
now in the keeping of his worked hands,
the palms he now had faced towards the sky.
He cried for someone to make his decision. 
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I’d always been told to believe in someone, 
not God, but someone who was waiting, 
watching for me, waiting for me to leave, 
or else I might be left alone, 
with no one to catch me when I fell.  

It was expected I believe, 
that everyone must fall.

My father fell that day, 
which is why the tears slid from my crushed face, 
towards the heart my father was supposed to hold.  
He stood there begging, 
pleading for the sky to grow, 
consume him where he was right then.  
He had been trapped for too long.  

Controlled by the people, the places,
the things he felt would strengthen his passion for life,
had left him so empty and hollow.
He could no longer stand the idea of lasting one more breath.  

So he returned his hand to his pocket, 
and one by one, 
picked out the small, 
circular pills 
that would soon bring him to his darkness. 
The beauty of eternity now forgotten.

I live my life like a wisp of dust 
floating against a breeze; 
helpless and invisible. 
Held precariously.    
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The darkness of my closed lids as I fall,
fall to the depth of my existence, 
feeling the comfort in myself.
I will always have myself.  
I will forever have someone.  

Maybe everyone needs saving, 
and there is no hope for anyone being saved.  
It’s luck, a gamble everyone makes at some point, 
determines if you will fall with happiness, 
or destroy yourself slowly 
until you sink 
to the level 
where you know you belong.  

But it wasn’t right.  
I realized he would be my exception,  
the moment we met.  
The one who would matter.  
The one who would carry the stars  
I felt had been falling from my universe for so long.  

I pulled back, 
He said my eyes seemed dull,
the reflection of his own the only answer he could see.
The question he was asking I didn’t know.  

We sat where my father had once stood and felt the air.
Breathed in so deep.
My body burned with the knowing
that it could relieve itself from that pain at any point.  
So I did.
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I lay back and felt the sharp grass point
its searing fingers into my back.  
They blamed the one who had witnessed a fall,
and tore down everything around me.  

The tree shivered in the wind,
and one decrepit leaf fluttered to my side.  
I lifted it, feeling the rough outside, 
knowing once it had not been alone.  
But all the same, it knew that change 
would come.
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Gregory Rogers | Grade 12 | St. John’s-Kilmarnock School

And Before That
 Before David came home to find his daughter’s limp body hanging 
across the doorframe of her room, he was wiping the shit off his shoe from 
the neighbour’s little Jack Russell.

 And before that, he was sifting through the glove compartment 
of his car. David knew the intersection had long red lights so he took his 
chances and dipped below the windshield rifling through the assortment 
of gas receipts and city maps, looking for the business card of a one Allen 
Johnson whom he had met at an industry trade show early last year. 

 And before that, he struggled to get the engine to turn over in his 
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee. David knew the thing needed to be fixed months 
ago, but couldn’t be bothered to bring it in. The problem had quickly become 
a short undercurrent in his life. It blended in with his bodily rhythms so 
perfectly that he knew the exact timing to get it going for each instance that 
he put the keys in the ignition. But today, Dolly had held him up at the front 
doors to the office so long that the whole performance was thrown off.

 And before that, David found himself staring blankly at the vending 
machine in the break room at work. The soft drink he picked up each 
afternoon had lodged itself between the track it had been sitting on and the 
clear glass at the front of the machine. It sat there, tipped on the slightest of 
angles, mocking David. David shoved the machine several times, but it was 
no use. He reached into the pocket of his tan khakis looking for a few more 
quarters to buy another one. He didn’t find any.  

 And before that, David was in a meeting about workplace diversity. 
It wasn’t that David had any problems with Blacks or Muslims or Jews, but 
he couldn’t help rolling his eyes at the demonstration video which featured 
the most ethnically diverse cast acting on a set that was far too clean to even 
remotely resemble his workplace. 
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 And before that, David was in a coffee shop where he gets his large 
double double every morning. Except this morning; it wasn’t a large double 
double, but rather a small chai tea with nothing in it, but hot water and 
a circular tea bag steeping at the bottom of the cup. David took it to the 
waitress who insisted that he had ordered such a drink. David was never one 
to argue so he dealt with it, tossing it into the garbage on his way out.

 And before that, David was standing in his room, dealing with an 
assortment of first world problems such as what tie to wear or what cereal to 
eat. His daughter walked in and started talking. David wasn’t listening. She 
thought he was. David told her to leave him alone as he was tired from a late 
night and was already in a hurry to leave.

 And before that. Well, that was yesterday.
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Evelyn Barber | Grade 12 | St. John’s-Kilmarnock School

Asphalt Meadows
A solitary beast lingers on the tarmac 
the sunlight smokes 
glancing off its brilliant mane 
 
Footsteps leave a metallic echoing, 
steel hooves hit asphalt 
like an interminable cascade, 
hard metal coins bouncing up and down, 
a silver deluge 
 
Its steady cantor never falters 
strong grey limbs surge, contort, 
rippling muscles scream with power, 
agony 
 
bright eyes steal the sunlight 
flash 
dazzle 
ebony fog encroaches 
fingers extend to touch what eyes can’t see 
evanescent contact 
cold metal burns 
its long nose pulls back 
 
breathing sharply, 
a gleaming shell moves through me 
 
smoke fills my eyes 
shallow breaths draw fire into my core 
inhale toxins 
exhale hope 
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I sprint, beam fireworks, 
pursue the thundering equus. 
 
sparks fly from my chassis 
in artful contention 
 
We gallop as one 
together, 
trampling cities 
soaring by skyscrapers, 
we ride into the moon, 
close the clouds’ curtain 
 
only then, we begin 
to exist
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Evelyn Barber | Grade 12 | St. John’s-Kilmarnock School

you cracked my spine
you cracked my spine 
when you read into me

gentle inquisitions flowed from you;
an endless and voracious
devoration
silently,

soft hands stroke my shiny cover,
tracing my name onto your arms
with long embraces

I opened up to you,
intrigued by softness dancing in your eyes,
a waltz I recognized,
though sullen heart and brain
stifled all suspicions,
so your meanings remained hidden.

Why, when you bent close
and breathed me in,
did you not heed
my ‘new book’ scent?
It seems you simply reveled in
the olfactory innocence
that you had long forgotten.

What made me such a page-turner
that you stayed into the night
to underline and highlight,
write love notes in my margins?
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How could you steal me off the rack
and read me through?
This advanced reader’s copy
was not for you -
and yet,

those sorcerer’s eyes snuck up to me,
your trumpeting collapsed my conscious walls
and took my daydream by sweet storm,
bleaching buildings to a bright shade of desire

a pain that I despised and loved,
but hedgehogs are hard to hug,

So now, my hand sweats and twitches,
aching to fit into yours,
tongue moistens nervous lips awaiting your kiss;

I can’t play this game,
this awkward game
I want to edit my mood to anger
and scream WHY

Why did you pick my off the shelf
when you knew you could never hold me?

These creases in my binding cannot be ironed out
and even as I try to shake out your bookmark
I realize for the first time
my paperback will never be new again.

Naive, I blinked and missed the signs.
When you loved me,
you cracked my spine.
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Sarah Hand | Grade 11 | Rothesay Netherwood School

Glass Shatters
Glass Shatters.
All it takes is the penetration of one weak spot.
Like one powerful wisp of air,
That lifts a delicate, fragile feather,  
In a fluttering frenzy of unknown direction,
Further from the ground, from fate.
One invisible fracture forms another,
Without support, the whole crystal sphere shatters,
Tiny pieces collapsing,
Breaking.
The pieces fall where they may,
Until all the unsoiled floor is concealed, contaminated.
The patterns they form,
Seems like a creation, 
Too perfect, 
Inimitable, lovely.
Is it pre-determined?
These exquisite pieces are so much like our world.
Once a whole piece, but now separate
Slowly becoming distant,
Unknown to each other.
Like shattered glass,
Details so exceptional, so sharp, so indescribable,
That the finest artist could not master.
So distinct and unique yet equally alike.
Made of the same matter, same purpose.
But never to fit together.
Like a unsolvable puzzle,
Where the solver is unable to form the pieces, 
Incapable to see the complete, desired picture.
Unable to view the whole.
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Always there will be missing pieces,
Until a reversible, intangible force comes along.
Sweeping up the glass in a delightful, uncontrollable twirl,
Of elegance and shimmer.
Master of the puzzle.
Fitting each separately cut pieces together.
Creating the meaningless impossible.
Where there are pieces too destroyed,
Pieces turned to dust,
It is filled.
A whole can be a whole again.
But like shattered glass,
Is there an intangible force for us?
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Lydia Lim | Grade 12 | Havergal College

Inspired by John Cage’s composition, 
4’33” (Four, thirty-three)
 I stand up and walk purposefully to center stage. “It’s him! It’s him!” I 
hear them whisper. Four thousand pairs of avid eyes breathlessly focus upon 
me in the spotlight. “Thud.” I abruptly slam the piano lid shut. The seconds 
start slipping away.

 They do not understand. 

 They recoil at the unexpected noise – thud – because they do not see 
what they want to see and do not hear what they came to hear. I hear them 
shift uncomfortably in their cushioned seats, as, with cocked eyebrows and 
pursed mouths, they stare at each other to speak soundless words and ask 
noiseless questions. I close my eyes.

 They do not understand because they do not listen.

 Thirty seconds. I abruptly open the piano, and the audience reacts. 
Their eyes snap back in my direction. The composition then begins. The 
pitter-patter patter-pitter of raindrops; the feeble, distant beep-beep from a 
lone car that took a wrong turn; the impatient grandpas going tap-tap-tap 
with their fingers; the hee-hee-tee-hee-hee of the giggling, gossiping ladies. 
A spontaneous orchestration.

 The first triumphant ring of a cell phone echoes through the hall; 
and lo, the owner, brave soul, picks it right up and starts chatting. The 
whispering becomes buzzing becomes roaring.

 They no longer wish to understand.
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 A particularly exasperated middle-aged man nervously munches the 
crunchy, crackling chips – munch-munch-munch, crunch-crunch-crunch. A 
granny in the back row, hard of hearing, hollers, “Can’t hear a damn thing!” 
The furious babbling bunch starts making its way out the back door, and after 
two and a half or so minutes of shuffling and prattling, they are all gone.

 They did not understand. 

 Save for one.

 “I liked your music, mister!” A petite girl pipes up as her parents tug 
her out of the room. I look up, and the child greets my eyes with a sheepish 
grin, and then a small chortle.

 I glance down at my watch: four minutes, thirty-three seconds.

4’33” is a composition by American experimental composer John Cage (1912–1992). 
The score instructs the performer not to play the instrument during the entire 
duration of the piece. The piece consists of the sounds of the environment that the 
listeners hear while it is performed.
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Jessica MacDonald | Grade 12 | Branksome Hall

Unf inished
There’s only so much that one person can withstand
Dead men in red casks in dead earth on dead land
They wobble and totter, surprisingly spry
Reaching up unsteadily to tug at the sky
In delicate turrets, fingers outstretched
Things unfathomable equally farfetched

For the moments they cling steadfastly to 
The shadowed doorways I’m afraid to walk through 
And the lamp-lit paths in the smoky night
The curtains on the windows staring with blind eyes 
The cameras in schoolyards acting as spies

The poles upon poles of telephone wires
To which each precarious structure aspires
Reaching up and higher, out and finally down
I can’t wait to watch as they hit the ground
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Ben McMullin | Grade 11 | Rothesay Netherwood School

The New Beehive
In the middle of the woods, on a very tall tree, there hung a beehive. In this 
beehive, there lived a bee called Billy. Billy was young, but he was full of life 
and energy. As a small bee, he used to watch the older bees collect nectar for 
honey, and there was always a question in his head asking why this was. Now 
it came his turn to carry some of the colony’s work, and he too had to collect 
nectar from day to day. They went out in parties of ten to collect the nectar, 
so Billy went out with his friends. Billy hated doing this, for he thought it 
a total waste of time. Most of the honey went to the queen bee, and what 
scraps were left were given to the upper class bee families. Unfortunately, 
Billy belonged to one of the poorer families in the colony. 
 There was no reason for this though, Billy thought, for if every bee 
got his own food then everyone would be well off. There was no need to be 
the slaves of the queen bee. She was hated by the poor classes and loved by 
the rich. Billy never voiced his opinions, for he feared what would happen if 
the queen ever found out his thoughts? 
 But as Billy was collecting nectar on a fine summer morning, he 
saw another beehive. He had never seen any beehive but his own, and he felt 
scared and curious at the same time. He dropped down into the grass so as 
to not be noticed but so that he could still see the beehive. Bees were pouring 
out of the hive and chatting merrily, which came as quite a shock to Billy. 
Back at his hive, the bees were miserable. It was such a burden to have to go 
gather nectar, and why these new bees were so happy about it puzzled Billy. 
 Billy hustled away from his party of bees and went towards this new 
group of bees. All of the fear seemed to have leapt from Billy’s body as he 
saw the merriment and joy of the new bees. Billy approached one of them 
and said hello. The other bee told him that his name was Dylan. Billy asked 
what Dylan was doing, for he was alone collecting nectar, and he had no 
party members beside him. 
 Dylan explained to Billy that he was collecting nectar to make an 
evening’s supper of honey. Billy could not believe his ears. He feared for 
the life of his new friend Dylan, who would be executed if the queen of his 
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colony were to find out. 
 Billy was cautious in bringing up this fear which he had, and he said 
to Dylan, “So your queen will get the first batch though, right?” 
 Dylan looked puzzled, so Billy said “You must be an upper class bee, 
and so you will get some honey, right? But most will go to the queen?” 
 Dylan was shocked. “I don’t even know what you mean!” he 
exclaimed. “What is a queen?” 
 Billy laughed. Dylan must be joking, he thought. “What do you 
mean ‘What is a queen?’ She runs the whole colony, and we are supposed to 
bring her honey, right?” 
 Billy’s colony was ever so different from Dylan’s, but Billy did not 
know. Billy thought that the way of his beehive was the way of all beehives.  
 “In our colony (I have no idea about yours) we each have a little 
section of the beehive in which we live and raise our offspring. We collect 
nectar only when we need to. The males go out and get the nectar and the 
women turn it into honey so that we can all eat. We each play a part in the 
feeding of our family’s, but I certainly would not collect nectar for some 
queen!” said Dylan. 
 Billy was amazed. The lifestyle which he had always dreamed about 
was actually a reality in some places. How could Billy now return to his own 
beehive when life was so good somewhere else? But he had to get his family! 
He couldn’t leave them back at his home. 
 Billy asked Dylan, “Is there any room in your beehive for me and my 
family?” to which Dylan replied “Yes, of course, we welcome everybody!” .  
 Billy flew back as fast as he could to where his party was. They had 
not even noticed his departure. One of them looked over as he flew by and 
said, Billy, where are you going. The queen will not be please with you if you 
come back with no nectar. Billy mumbled something indistinctly about not 
caring what the queen thought, but continued his flight back to the beehive. 
He went in and almost threw up knowing that his life once centered on this 
one beehive, and he saw the queen sitting on her throne made of wax, eating 
as much honey as could feed the whole colony. Billy tried to push this image 
out of his mind and focus on his goal of getting to his family. His family 
was buzzing around the beehive, working full tilt to prepare the nectar into 
honey when Billy found them. He said that they must follow him, and that 
he had found a beautiful place where they could have a whole new life as 
independent bees. They listened with joy and then followed him as he flew 
from the hive. He led them the way he had gone that morning to get nectar, 
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and when they came to the new beehive, they were astounded. The smell of 
freedom lingered in their nostrils as they entered the beehive and saw the 
many bees buzzing happily and discussing their own personal lives. 
 Billy spotted Dylan and flew over to him as fast as his little wings 
could carry him, and when he arrived he said “Dylan, this is my family! We 
would love to move into this beehive and let go of our old lives. We used to 
gather nectar for a queen who would eat most of it, but we want to live a life 
in which we can keep what we work hard to get. We don’t want to collect 
nectar for our queen!”. 
 Dylan laughed merrily and said “come on in to our beehive, there is a 
vacancy right beside my little hut.  I’m sure you would be very happy there”.  
 And so Billy and his family moved in and became best friends with 
Dylan and his family, and they truly did live a happy, free life. 
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Tom Lute | Grade 12 | Greenwood College School

Hero Blues
 “You should put your boots back on.”
 The poet heard the voice, but reacted like a stone. Maybe they’d 
think he was asleep. He had his sunglasses on. The grass under his feet was 
prickly, and so was Albert.
 The man on the stage was approaching the end of his song. It was 
about freedom or some such thing. Where would this man be if the poet 
hadn’t made singing about “changes that gotta come” popular? 
The poet looked in the mirror, but the compounded darkness obscured him. 
Funny how he couldn’t see himself but everyone else could. He wondered if 
he should take his sunglasses off. “I don’t want them to think I’m lying,” he 
thought. He’d just be one more person lying. That’s what he hated, what he 
sang about. People telling lies. 
 Albert paced, getting more restless as the moment approached. 
Albert’s first principle was money. Money and how to make more of it. The 
poet watched him from behind his glasses, smiling. The poet knew that 
Albert would lose money by allowing him to tell the truth, and knew that 
Albert was aware that he knew. Unfortunately, Albert’s second principle was 
allowing his clients freedom to do as they pleased. Musically, at least. 

“Would you put your boots on, you’re making me nervous.”
The poet hated to see Albert like this, but loved to watch him sweat. 
 The poet loved outdoor concerts. He wished he could see the stars. It 
made him wonder if a musician could ever have as many people listening as 
there were stars in the sky. 
 But Albert could not, and would not, let him leave the tent now, not 
this close. 
 “Dammit, why are you doing this?” Albert was looking at him, 
demanding an answer. “This isn’t about you,” said Albert. “Music’s not about 
you. It’s about them. Do you know what they’ll do to you if you don’t sing 
what they want you to sing?”
 Albert waited, but the poet just took off his sunglasses and looked at 
him, saying nothing. 
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 “Of course you do. That’s why you’re doing it.”
 The poet snorted a laugh.
 “Well, why, then? What can you be getting from this?”
 “Me. Getting me back. Been gone a while.”
 “There you go again. I don’t get you. I really don’t. And if I don’t get 
you, what makes you think they will?”
 “They get it, I’ll know.”
 “Know what? What exactly will you know?”
 “I failed.”
 Albert shook his head. The musician stepped into his boots, pulled 
on his guitar and lowered his harmonica rack as if it were a crown on the 
head of a king. The boy beside the stage stairs with the splinter in his finger 
offered him his old guitar, not quite understanding why he had this new one 
hanging off him like a rifle, ready to shoot from the hip.
 “No, thanks. I quit.”
 He cleared the steps in just one leap and tossed his cigarette into the 
audience.
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Christina Campbell | Grade 12 | Greenwood College School

Visiting Daddy
 “Hey Daddy!” I shriek, throwing my arms around him in a tight 
squeeze. My arms are too small and don’t fit all the way around but I think it 
still counts as a hug. 
 “Guess how many big I am today,” I yell. I hold five little fingers right 
up to Daddy.  My fingers are cold and red and kind of cracky when I hold 
them up because I forgot my orange Bob the Builder mittens on the kitchen 
counter when I ran from the house.  I forgot other things too, like a sweater 
and a scarf, which was a bad idea because I think that maybe it’s below 
freezing, which is what it’s called when the temperature goes below the 0 
on the thermometer on the porch in our backyard. Mommy taught me that 
yesterday, so I tell Daddy about it, even though I’m sure he already knows. 
Daddy is very smart.  I must take after him and his smart brains because 
today my teacher told me “Matthew, you are a very smart boy!”
 A big lady with curly brown hair walks past me and Daddy on the 
gravel path. “I wonder if she’s going to visit her Daddy too,” I whisper to him. 
She slows down and stares right at me. I’m nervous so I look away. 
 “Excuse me!” she calls, striding towards me and daddy. Her boots go 
crunch, crunch, crunch over the frosty leaves on the ground. “Are you lost little 
boy?” I get very angry that she calls me little boy since I am already five and 
not little at all, but I don’t tell her this. 
 Instead I say, in my most grown up voice “No, I am not lost, thank 
you very much.” I crouch into a ball and press up against daddy, turning my 
back to the lady.  She touches my shoulder softly and I jump.
 “Maybe I should take you home to your mother” she whispers. 
 “No! I don’t want you to, I’m with Daddy!” I’m yelling now and I 
know I shouldn’t but I can’t help it.  My eyes are stinging and hot tears roll 
down my face until both my cheeks are all wet.  
 “Matthew!” I see Mommy running towards me, and even though I 
can’t see her face, I can tell she’s mad.  Within seconds she’s reached me, and 
she scoops my up in her arms with one big, whoosh.
  “Hi there” she mutters to the big lady, “we live just up the street, but 
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you know how five year olds are.  Take your eye off them for a second and 
there’s no telling where they’ll end up”.  
 The big lady forces a smile and walks off. I scream and cry and cling 
on to Daddy until Mommy pulls so hard that my fingers slip right off his 
cold granite surface.  I cry and cry and kick my legs as Mommy carries me 
away from him, down the gravel path, and past all the other daddies in rows 
like mine.   
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Ryan Kang | Grade 11  | Rothesay Netherwood School 

In the Beginning
 Charles was a Christian priest, and John was a Darwinian. 
 Charles: According to your theory, is everything that exists in the 
world emerged just by accident? All of this beautiful world, including yourself, 
how can all these were emerged by chance. It doesn’t make sense. There must 
be someone who designed all these. 
 John: Sorry, but the theory that I believe was proved by scientists, 
anthologists and astronomers. There are other theories about the creation 
of the world and humans but they agree that there was no God. Please don’t 
deny the science, the only way to see the truth.
  Charles: Hey young man, you are too young to understand my 
words, and Science is too young to understand the esoteric world. Alright, 
I’ll tell you the joke about the creationist and evolutionist. ‘Here is a Ford 
automobile. How did it come to its existence? Evolutionists say “iron 
powders were gathered up by chance and they evolved to Ford as the time 
passed”. Creationists would say “Henry Ford made it.” Now, which side 
makes sense? 
 John:  Interesting, Rev. I’ve heard of them before many times and I 
have different version of it. ‘Here is vehicle Ford, how did it emerge to its 
existence? Creationists say “This car was given as a present to earth by the 
invisible man above the sky. The car was alone so it can’t refuel itself, the 
invisible man felt pity and took out one of the parts from the car and made 
a gas pump with it.” Evolutionists would say “This car was once a wooden 
wagon. But it was easily broken so it is then made with metals. The metals 
were too heavy so it needed power of momentum. So, it now had engine and 
became an automobile. It also became a train and became a sports car for F-1 
racing in different situations.”’ How do you think about this?
  Charles: You think insulting God is funny? Blasphemy! We have the 
ultimate evidence of the existence of God. The Bible! Are you going to deny 
millions of witnesses of God? 
 John: Think with logic! The Bible was written few thousand years 
ago. Ancient people believed that God exists because they had fear caused by 
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their ignorance. But today, it is the era of science, reason and logic. Darwin 
devoted his life to prove the evolutionism. Now you should give up those 
ridiculous stories that God created the earth, made light, sky and sea, dry 
land and plants, the sun, moon and stars, birds and fish, animals and humans. 
It was complete coincidence that the world begun. Give it up, or go lick your 
God’s foot!
  He went too far. Charles was a pacifist for decades, but the hot 
temper of his was squirming deep down in him. Now was time for the hot 
temper to appear. Charles pulled out a gun. It was a gun that was given by 
master sergeant when he was in military. He loaded the gun before John 
could do anything. He fired the gun, praying to God. The bullet left the 
revolver, it headed directly to John. ‘Oh God please forgive me, be with me!’  
God heard his prayer. At that very moment the bullet was almost hitting 
John’s head, the God saved the bullet and Charles from the sin by stopping 
the time. God was sad, not because his priest tried to murder, nor because 
John insulted him, but because they didn’t listen to each other. He was sad 
because they tried to understand him only with their own measures. God 
knew they were all telling truth or at least some parts of truth. Despite tons 
of time has passed after the creation of world, the truth managed to survive. 
Suddenly, time started to trace back to remote beginning of world. It was by 
God’s order, and it was so!
 In the beginning, God created the space, time and chance. They 
were all parts of God. God made the universe from the tiny one with a big 
bang. He could see big stones wandering around the universe. He wanted 
something pretty. Hence God made the stars and one of them was called the 

“Sun”. He loved the Sun. But he also wanted to see a living thing. He planned 
it and designed the future earth with his imagination.  Then he finally 
created a planet “Earth”. God made dry land and plants on it. But the living 
thing that he wanted to create was ‘active’ creatures. He realized it is hard to 
make full-sized living creatures at once even for him. So he decided to get 
some help from time. Only thing he could do was creating billions of one-
celled creatures. But he gave each one of them “possibility of evolution”. With 
the help of the time, those one-celled creatures evolved. Those who adapted 
its environment well, survived, but the others who weren’t able to adapt or 
compete with those “fittest” were fallen behind or vanished. The fittest of 
the fittest that time were those huge dinosaurs.  They were so huge that 
God couldn’t sleep due to the sound of their footsteps. He realized what he 
actually wanted wasn’t these huge giants but small and pretty creatures. God 
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felt regret for the first time. He vanished all of the huge and ugly creatures, 
and decided to begin his creation again with more elaborate and detailed 
plan and design this time. Time passed. This time, the fittest of the fittest 
were those four-legged animals with hairy skins. Everything was perfect 
except one thing. God had always wanted to create a creature that can create 
something, just like him. He looked for the most intelligent animals among 
all, the monkeys. God picked the smartest two of the monkeys, one male, the 
other female and named them Adam and Eve. He decided to give them the 
second chance of evolution so that they can be the creature what he wanted, 
the humans. Very long time passed, God found most of descendants of Adam 
and Eve weren’t exactly what he expected them to be. They were less-evolved 
or wrongly evolved. Some of them were too violent, and stupid. But, there 
was one monkey-man who met his expectation. His name was Noah, and 
he was the first “homo-sapiens-sapiens”. God now eliminated all of those 

“less-evolved” monkeys with flood. The descendants of Noah flourished 
and spread out all over the world. They ruled all animals and plants as God 
wished. Then, the time passed. People of that time only remembered that 
God created them. They forgot their monkey ancestors. They only saw 
God with the eye called “Bible”. Time passed and it was the time of science. 
People of that time only understood half of the truth. Darwin figured out 
the truth of evolution, but forgot the God. There were many argues between 
believer of God and non-believers. They never knew both of them were 
right, thinking that one must be wrong. It made God sad. The fight seemed 
interminable. The time passed back quickly to the very moment Charles’ 
bullet was almost hitting John’s head. But the time refused to pass anymore. 
The stupidity of people made the time stop forever.
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Sarah Rich | Grade 10 | Appleby College  

Untitled
 I walk.  Slowly, at first, but gradually increasing to a sort of sprint-
walk as I became more and more anxious to reach the door.  The hallway 
seems longer than usual.  My shoes make the same clicky sound on the 
floor as they always do, but this time it seems more pronounced.  More 
significant.  Like each step is a period, making up a looming ellipsis of doom.  
My tendency to be dramatic is increased ten-fold by the slightest prospect 
of excitement.  And today, I am sure, is going to be exciting.  I have been 
summoned to The Bureau, ostensibly for regular secretarial duties.  But 
I know better, of course.  Never, in my ten years at the firm, have I been 
summoned to this room.  So, I reason, this must be something important.  
Something new.  I am now directly in front of the door.  It is a large door, 
and rather ornately carved.  I reach for the door knob and then stop, thinking 
it would be more polite to knock.  So I reach up and knock.   Three times.  
And I wait.  I start to wonder whether perhaps I was not loud enough, when 
the door swings open, revealing a small, smarmy man in a rather unattractive 
red suit.  The man gestures for me to sit down in one of the pleather-covered 
chairs in the waiting area.  I scuff the toes of my shoes into the expensive 
bamboo flooring.  Eco-friendly bamboo flooring, I note.  David Suzuki 
would be proud.  I ponder for a while on how the Greenies reconcile the 
bamboo flooring craze with the panda-saving craze…
 I am snapped out of my reverie by the return of the Smarmy Man.  
He directs me into an important-looking office with a mahogany desk at its 
center.  The green leather spinny chair is set facing away from me, towards 
a wall covered with grubby-looking beige wallpaper.  I imagine that there is 
someone sitting in the chair, just waiting to whip around and greet me, while 
puffing heavily on a Cuban cigar.  I assume that anyone who works in such 
a fancy office ought to smoke fancy cigars.  Or a pipe.  Yes.  Perhaps a pipe 
would be even more impressive; classy, but in an archaic way, hearkening 
back to the---- My thoughts are interrupted by the appearance of a tall, thin 
woman chewing minty-smelling gum.  She strides up to the desk, whirls 
the chair around and sits down, looking rather sententious.  I feel a little 
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disappointed by the anti-climactic entrance, but quickly forget about it in my 
excitement to hear the reason for my being summoned.
 “Heh-hem.” She clears her throat in that pretentious manner people 
have when they know that everyone’s waiting for them to get on with it.  “I 
suppose you know why you’re here.”
 I shake my head no.  She looks displeased.  
 “Nf.  Well.  I told Karl to take care of that.  No matter.  You have 
been brought here because you have been selected to perform a task.  Simple 
as that.  I have seen your job performance reviews and everything checks 
out.  Hard worker, loyal, no criminal record, good upper body strength, blah, 
blah, blah.  Anyhoo…”  God, I hate it when people say ‘anyhoo.’ “You will no 
longer be working for Mr. Smith and will, instead, report to me.  There are 
some…erm…  matters that must be taken care of.”  The dangling preposition 
almost kills me.  I rearrange the sentence to appease my inner grammar Nazi.
 “Might I ask what sort of Matters these would be?”
 “You might.”  I wait for a real answer, and then realize that she is 
being either rude or facetious.  I hope it’s facetious.  
 “Fabulous.  What sort of Matters would these be?”
 “I didn’t say that I would answer.”  This was said in the same tone 
that simpering, know-it-all eight-year-olds have been using since the 
beginning of time.  I decide to go with another tactic.
 “Do I start now?”
 “I suppose so.”
 “Great. What would you like me to do,--?“  I realize that I don’t 
know her name, and that there is no name card on the table.  I wonder if it 
would look too bizarre if I got up and checked the outside of the door for a 
nameplate.  I figure it would.   She ignores my awkward pause and goes right 
on with the conversation, if it could really be called a conversation at all.  My 
interest is waning rapidly.
 “We, here at The Media, have been having some trouble lately.”  This 
sounds promising.  I listen more intently. “Trouble with certain…  People…  
People who question our right to govern.  People who reject our clearly well 
thought-out values. People who feel they should fight back.  People who refer 
to us as.—“  She pauses in disdain.  “The Man.  People who feel they should, 
and I quote, ‘stick it’ to us.  We do not have any need for these naysayers and 
have thereby opted to…  erm…  Remove them from our presence.”  
 Starting to sense some unethical actions in my future, I politely 
inquire as to how, exactly, this removal will work.  She is surprisingly concise 
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with her answer this time.
 “Defenestration.”
 “What?”
 “Comes from the Latin ‘fenestra,’ meaning –“  
 “I know damn well what it means.  I was merely expressing my 
disgust and ridicule at your childish attitude.”
 “Oh, good.  So you’ll do it?”
 I don’t want to risk losing my job. I hesitate for a moment.
 “Sure.”  She smiles in a saccharine way and I really want to slap her.
 “This way.”  She leads me down a hall to a large, empty room where 
seven or eight bored-looking young people sit on foldable chairs.  They wear 
skinny jeans and t-shirts with obscure band references in neat Helvetica.  
And Ray-Bans.  All of them.   There is a massive window on the one wall.  
Wide open.  Before I can ask what I’m supposed to do, the woman turns and 
leaves.  
 I don’t have time to think about anything; I just go up to the nearest 
one, drag him to the window and, with a gentle push, am 1/8th of the way 
finished my duty.  As he tumbles forth silently, his body limp and weightless, 
my stomach flips.  What have I done?  I don’t bother answering my question, 
but instead go back and do it again.  And again.  And again.  And a--  you 
get the idea.  Eventually, I am alone in the room.  I look around to see if the 
woman has returned.  She hasn’t.  
 I figure that my day is over, so I walk down the hallway, grab my coat 
from the coatrack, and head out the door.  
 It certainly is nice working on the ground floor.  
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Rebecca Pearce | Grade 12 | Appleby College

Dear Sky,

The man had never before run out of Turkish figs. For as long as he could 
remember, the jar of the oddly shaped dried fruit had always had a supply; 
he’d never once worried about them running out. What a wondrously strange 
day this was, when his jar of endless figs was suddenly empty! The figs had 
always been a comfort to him over the course of his life; although he may 
not have had much of a family, he could always rely on his seemingly endless 
supply of figs. What a delight those Turkish figs had been, with their variety 
of textures and colours and shapes and flavours, some days bitter and harsh, 
other days sweet and soft. He smiled and said goodbye as he dropped the 
empty fig jar into the garbage. 

The soft, warm breeze caressed the acorn’s sides as it glided through the air. 
The acorn could hear the soft whisper of the trees as the breeze beckoned 
the leaves to join it in its progression across the country; however the leaves 
were restrained… bound to the tree until it was their time to fall. The 
breeze whisked the acorn off of its direct course to the ground, which had 
a curiously appealing look of softness that was created by the bed of grasses 
surrounding the tree’s roots. The acorn could feel the warmth of the sun as it 
fell, twisting and turning as it approached the ground. The acorn reminisced 
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for his life in the crown of a tree, and embodied the last few moments of its 
life during the terminal fall. 

The moon could see the faint glow rising over the side of the Earth as the 
sun rose to meet the moon’s departure.  Despite the eternal repetition of 
this cycle, the power of the sun still amazed the moon each revolution it 
undertook. The glimpse of light that was given to the moon each revolution 
was precious. Helpless to gravity, the moon progressed around its given circle, 
always towards the darkest side of the small planet

The grey feather would no longer be found on the wing of the goose. It was 
within a pillow, which was always warm and constantly dark. The feather was 
surrounded by many other feathers, who reminisced about the sense of flight 
they had been robbed of...the cold air that passed through their fine hairs, 
the small fibres that collectively gave their great bird flight.  The grey feather 
missed the sense of freedom, which had been inexplicably traded to the 
confines of the inside of a pillow. However, the grey feather was not sad; it 
found comfort in its dreams of being carried over vast expanses; the pulse of 
the bird’s wings a constant reminder of its purpose. The feather reasoned that 
some things were inexplicable, and to fight it was to lose the value of life. 
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The snow was cold. Why was it so cold always? It made the child’s hand go 
pink and wet and cold when he gripped a fistful of the fluffy snow. But the 
snow always escaped him. It had always disappeared by the time he uncurled 
his small fingers, and he wondered where the snow went. He wanted to keep 
it forever, for he could spend hours staring at the variety of shapes that the 
snowflakes took. So he tried to keep it in his hand; however, the tighter he 
held the snowflakes, the faster they escaped him, and he was forever evaded 
of possessing their beauty. 
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Sage Franch | Grade 11/12 | The Bishop Strachan School 

Locked Away
 Pound, pound. Don’t look back. Boom, boom. Just a few more steps, 
keep going. Get away from me, shadows! Bang, bang. God, why is the door 
so far? This hallway is so long! Run, run, as fast as I can, he can’t catch me…
right? 
 I run down the empty, red-carpeted hallway of my 189 Hack Avenue 
building. Past the bolted doors of my neighbours, fourteen G, fourteen E, 
fourteen H, I, J, K, this hallway never ends! Finally I get to the end of the 
road and barrel through my open door. My open door? Someone has been 
here. I never leave it unlocked. And yet, somehow, in this moment, I don’t 
even care. Sometimes it seems as though the world doesn’t care. God doesn’t 
care, I don’t care, Jeff doesn’t care. 
 Jeff. He doesn’t care.
 Jeff doesn’t care that he scares me half to death. He doesn’t care that 
the reason I always lock my door is so he can’t get in. He doesn’t care that...
sixteen. Sixteen years, sixteen losses, sixteen locks on my apartment door. Jeff 
doesn’t care about locks. It’s a happy accident that the locks don’t care about 
him either; they only care about me. Sixteen precious locks to keep me safe, 
safe from the world around me.
 But today, it seems my locks have let me down. They’ve let someone 
else through the gates into my little kingdom. No one, not even Jeff, gets 
in my kingdom. Not anymore. Whatever, I’ve locked them behind me now. 
Click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, click, 
click, click, click. Sixteen. Now it’s just me and my castle of cards, my shelf of 
secrets, my locked locks and me on the other side. Lovely locks. 
 Now that I’m inside, I can forget those shadowy beasts in the hall. 
They can’t reach me here. I wander through the parapets and turrets of my 
beautiful empire. Jeff thinks they’re benign things like bookshelves and 
tablelamps, but I know better. I see them for what they really are: thick brick 
walls rising high into the sky and silver gates shimmering in the bright, low 
sun. It’s so romantic here, in the cozy warmth of my kingdom. I can feel the 
absent king smiling at me from wherever he may be. Beauty, he used to call 
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me. I was beautiful once. I was the queen and he was the king. I was beautiful, 
he was beautiful, we were beautiful. But that all changed when- 
 “Hey.”
 It echoes through the atmosphere, crushing the beautiful silence into 
little balls of ugliness that fall heavily to the ground. Where is my king when 
I need him? Come to me, darling, and save me from this intruder! 
 “It’s good to see you, baby!”
 I feel an odd tugging at the tiny tendrils of memory that remain. I 
know this voice, don’t I? I swear I do. So soothingly familiar and yet painfully 
sharp – oh God, no, not now, not him! He can’t be here! His false, lying voice 
is not welcome in my life anymore! 
 “Come, why don’t you sit? Are you feeling better today?”
 Memories of ugly things – hospitals and gardeners and floodlights 
and police officers, they’re all coming back! This is why I can’t see him 
anymore!
 “No!” I scream, “You can’t be here! You can’t do this to me!”
 But he doesn’t leave. Instead, he reaches into his jacket pocket and 
takes out a small metal loop. On his loop lie sixteen precious keys. My heart 
squeezes as he reaches towards me and swings my babies back and forth 
before my eyes. Those are my keys, mine! How could they let him take them 
away? I yell at them.
 “Betrayers! Mimes! Ghosts! Shadows!” I hear them laugh at me, 
those devilish keys. They’re giggling like newborns, but Jeff isn’t. He sees the 
look on my face and tries to comfort me, but I won’t have any of it. He knows 
that I don’t want him here anymore, he knows that he isn’t welcome, and yet 
he always pops up in front of me. I swear he follows me everywhere I go! It’s 
like he’s constantly trailing me, trying to make my life a living hell. Once he 
was the only person I had. Then he was gone and all I had was my empty 
kingdom. Now even that has been taken away from me.
 “Shh, hush, everything’s going to be okay,” the intruder says to me, 
but I know in my heart of hearts that it is not – no matter what lies he tells 
me – going to be okay. Never again will I look into those eyes and feel safe. 
Never again can he call me his own. His baby. His love. Lies, all of them. 
Tragedy. Despair. That’s more like it; those are the words I associate with him 
now. His touch burns my skin with pain, not pleasure as it once did. His eyes 
bore holes into my skull and make me remember things that I don’t want to 
think about. I shrink into the couch as he advances towards me, still shaking 
those little devils in my face. I hate him. I hate them. I hate those stupid, 
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stupid keys for being so disloyal! 
 Locks make good friends. Keys do not. 

..............................................................

 It hurts me to see her this way. My baby, my love, lost in her own 
mind. To see the pain in her eyes – the hatred – and know that I am the 
one who causes it; there’s no worse feeling in the world. And yet, there’s 
absolutely nothing I can do about it. No matter what I say, nothing will 
change her mind. Because her mind is not hers to change. “Early onset 
dementia,” is what the doctors call it. Bloody unfair, I say. We had our whole 
lives ahead of us. A baby on the way; a little boy that neither of us will ever 
meet. I know that she’ll never love me again, but I can’t just leave her like 
this! What kind of a man would I be if I left her now, when she needs me 
most? I’ll never lose hope, not until she’s completely gone. That’s why I keep 
coming back. Every day when I get up I think, today will be the day when I’ll 
break down those barriers. Today is the day that she’ll remember the good 
things about me. Today is the day that she will recognize me and let me hold 
her in my arms again.
 But she never does.
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Kristian Kraemer | Grade 11 | Toronto French School

Sheaves and Scraps
The old sheaves
Of yellowed paper
Newer scraps
Strewn among them

One in my coat pocket
Forgotten
Fit only for a mouse’s nest;
The words long faded

Some loose ideas
Loosely organized
And more loosely written
Scratches of a rusted
Quill, the ink half dried.

And what few poems
Rhymes and nothings
That make the cut
Are silly things;

The fickle muse
Is found on yellowed
Sheaves and scraps.
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Kristian Kraemer | Grade 11 | Toronto French School 

Evergreen
The pine is out back,
Its prickly greenness
Ever standing watch
Over the rhubarb and blackberries
In the corner of the yard.

A breeze ruffles its knowing limbs
A bit of its downy blanket
Sifts through its needled boughs
Drifting in the whistling wind
And it shivers in the prickly air.

The grey sky intends
Its wintry beard brushing imperiously
Against the tree
But it disobeys the old man
Ever spring green. 
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Jordan Fabbri | Grade 12 | MacLachlan College

Bobbie Smith, Jazz Oboe Musician
 The velvet curtains begin to open brushing along the floor of the 
stage.  Bobbie peers into the crowd through the ever-widening gap and sees 
the many shadowy figures before him.  The large, bright stage lights make it 
impossible to see beyond the verge of the stage from where he stands.  As the 
curtain continues to open his field of view grows and colour and definition 
slowly begin to wash over the audience.
 Well-dressed people of all ages sit in neat rows -- young adults, 
people in their mid-50s.  The younger members are hip and modern; the 
older ones, mostly businessmen, are out for some modern culture.  The 
cameras pan away from the band and turn to face their host, Johnny Carson.
 “Let’s welcome Bobbie and the Bar Brothers, part of this week’s 
small band series.”  As Carson introduces the band the lights become 
increasingly hot, Bobbie is used to the cool dim lights of small New Orleans 
bars.  Sweat begins to drip down his forehead and down the bridge of his 
nose as he further examines the crowd.
 “Today being all about jazz, my producer found Bobbie and the Bar 
Brothers during his weekend trip down Bourbon Street.”
 Bobbie notices one young woman in the audience trying to capture 
the look of First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy -- pillbox hat with an A-line dress 
and a pearl necklace, pearl earrings and a cigarette holder dangling from her 
left hand.  In a word, pink. The older men sitting in the back chatter with 
one another and puff on cigars from which they tear the bands.  Must be 
Cubans. Five hundred dollar suits and illegal Cuban cigars. A night on the 
town.
 Engrossed in the crowd, the likes of which Bobbie has never been 
exposed to before, he misses his queue when Carson tells the band to take 
it away.  “Eeeh Bobbie” Carson says expecting a response.  His band mate 
nudges him.
 “Heh, sorry folks.  I was just admiring the fine threads y’all have on.”  
The audience mumbles a bit as if to recognize the compliment.  Bobbie has 
with him a trumpet. It’s edging out the saxophone as the new standard jazz 
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instrument. You ever hear of Miles Davis? 
 Right before placing the instrument to his lips to start their first 
number, he motions to the crowd with his index finger. Hold on a moment.  
Now reaching for his water, or so it appears, he throws back the cloth over a 
box next to him and out comes an oboe.
 The crowd looks on. The sax man in the band rolls his eyes. The 
older men in the back lean in next to one another and exchange disparaging 
remarks. The woman with the cigarette holder and the pillbox hat focuses her 
attention completely on what is to come.
 “Now I know y’all must be a little surprised by this but I can assure 
you this will be a top notch performance and more than a little interesting,” 
explains Bobbie shuffling slightly and peering down at the floor.  Raising the 
instrument to his lips while peering over his shoulder, he winks at his band 
mates to go along with it.  They cut into the air like fine butchers.
 Suddenly Bobbie bursts out in a flurry of fast-paced notes fluctuating 
the speed and pace of the notes rapidly; the pitches in tone go up and down 
in a fluid maelstrom.  Just as the notes form a pattern, he quickly switches to 
another groove of notes. He continues this for the entire song.  Coming to a 
close, Bobbie finishes with a freestyle constellation of notes like a starry night 
fading into quiet. Oboe. Jazz Oboe. 
 The crowd is baffled. No one knows what to do.  The cameras pan 
away from the band to face Carson as he begins to speak.
 “Well then…I’m not entirely sure how to respond to this,” Carson 
mugs at his producer; his producer simply shrugs.  “I guess I’ll let the 
audience decide then.
 With that said the crowd erupts into a barrage of applause, whistling 
and clapping.  With no foreseeable end to the applause, the crowd stands on 
their feet and continues clapping.  The older gentlemen in the back make 
remarks of approval and nod like they knew it all along.  Bobbie thanks the 
audience “Thanks everybody…thanks a lot.”
 Carson steps onto the forefront of the stage and tries to settle the 
crowd.  “Alright now everybody”, raising his hands in a stopping motion, 

“Lets give Bobbie a chance to talk with us.”  The crowd continues their 
applause for a few moments finally stopping when Bobbie takes his seat next 
to Carson’s table.
 “Wow,” begins Carson now sitting behind his table, “I don’t think 
anybody was expecting that…I don’t really know what to say here. What is 
that, an oboe?”
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 “Yeh, Johnny it’s an oboe,” Bobbie begins. “I suppose it’s always been 
kinda’ something I’ve been lookin’ at doing.  Ya know my band mates didn’t 
even expect me to do this”.  He glances at them and they nod in agreement 
making a collective “mhm” noise.
 “And you played it undoubtedly perfect, although I kept looking for 
the snake to appear. You know it has that snake charmer feel to it.”
 “Well, it’s an unusual instrument for jazz, but that, that is what 
makes me admire it.  It isn’t a smooth kind of instrument. It’s a bit jaunty, I 
think”.
 “Well, I think I speak for everyone here when I say we’d all enjoy to 
hear more of it.”  The crowd begins voicing their approval through shouts 
and applause.
 Bobbie and the band play another piece. 
 After the show, Bobbie and his band mates take their seats in the 
crew room and discuss the show.
 “Man, what was you thinkin’ out there, pulling out an oboe surprisin’ 
everyone like that,” the sax man says.
 “It worked out didn’t it?” Bobbie replies with sass and laughs.
 “Well yeah, I suppose you right …”, someone is knocking at the door.  
Bobbie gets up to open it and standing there is the woman in the pillbox hat.
 “I liked what you did with the oboe out there, ya got guts and 
innovation,” says the mysterious woman.
 “Uuuh thanks. How can I help you?” questions Bobbie.  
 “I represent MCA records and we’re looking for something new to 
add to the jazz mix. I think you’re just the right sound.”
 Bobbie turns around, making a face at his band mate who had made 
the earlier comment.  “Well then, I think we’ll have some things to talk 
about.”  Bobbie motions to move out of the room and struts down the hall to 
discuss business with the woman in pink.
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Matt Nesvadba | Grade 12 | Crescent School

The Warden
The glistening blade punched,
The thin material broke
And the bones spoke.
 
Jupiter lay at his toes
As those others fled in throws.
Tom Towers fled too, into the embrace of sweet Olympus.
 
But even that could not stop Harding;
The door of the office was kicked open, very startling.
The polished sheen of his shotgun reflected off the blade clutched in his 
mandible,
He was about to give retribution tenfold.
 
The gun kicked and the Jupiter howled,
The offices of the dreaded paper were fouled.
Last, but not least, he came upon Towers.
No longer safe in Olympus’ serene flowers, Towers cowered.
 
Harding raised the blade and said: “Didn’t you hear the news today? It’s 
dangerous to read newspapers any-day.”
 
The blade came down
And Harding no longer frowned.
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Chris Pitf ield | Grade 11 | Crescent School

The Daily Post
Sores on the floors of buses,
Pigeons and rats of our own creation
Systematically cinematic, a sign of solitude,
Unwanted, unwilling to be read,
Propaganda and fecal matter,
The blanket of a homeless man, illiterate and safe
Fancy titles tickling the tongue,
An image of civility masking an insecure mind,
Beauty takes the back seat, hiding her face,
Intelligence is closed in the trunk,
Retching, twisting, but The Daily Post,
Is stuck in its esophagus
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Evan Webster | Grade 12 | Crescent School

Yesterday’s Old News
Yesterday’s old news, the new today
It seems like everybody’s got something to say.
A report on the world, over coffee or tea
It really just doesn’t seem right to me.

How can you claim you know, or think you care?
Without ever actually being there?
Westerners read, they say oh, that shit sucks,
As The Globe and Mail CEO rakes in the bucks.

I was there, I saw it, with my own eyes
Shots went off, men went down, I learned to despise
Women I raped, towns that I burned
They call us heroes? If only they learned.

Us, we are praised, them, they are scorned.
It’s how all the false and fake opinions are formed.
You have to be careful when reading the news
Hear my story, and I might change your views.
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Nick McLeod | Grade 12 | Crescent School

Note
If you found a note—folded—on the table,
Would you believe I was leaving, see that I was able?

If you found the note—folded—in your hands,
Would you see that I was gone, gone to far’way lands?
Understand why I’ve left, and why you have this note:
It’s because I get this ugly feeling—every time—up in my throat,
This feeling like I’m going to cry and die all inside.

That’s why I’ve left this folded note, to show you that I’ve tried.
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Laura Russell | Grade 12 |  Holy Trinity School

Perfect Marriage

One instant. It happened that fast. The ring on my finger seemed invisible 
and the past 31 years were gone. The truth came out, off her lips and ran 
through my heart like a sharp dagger. She looked happy with herself but 
regret was flickering in her eyes. She knew that I would never forget what 
happened but she didn’t want to fight anymore and neither did I. I tried to 
forget and keep living in this so-called perfect marriage. But the cat was out 
of the bag and the truth was, she never loved me.
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Lauren Bucys | Grade 12 |  Holy Trinity School

The March
 I struggle to recall the name of the book title that has eluded me for 
so many days. I remember the imagery it contained is easy to retain: wreaths 
of smoke beneath a silent blue sky. Pictures of impossibly tall chimneys rising 
from buildings of unimaginable horrors fill my brain. It was a slim volume 
that changed my outlook on so many events. I can even picture the front 
cover. It is all there, except for the title. Almost as if it has been blurred out of 
existence, I continue to fight a hopeless battle. 
 We are being forced to forget. The rhythmic stomp of bare feet 
has etched a beat forever in my mind. It is a beat so intoxicating and 
overpowering that it shoves aside our entire pasts, until all that is left of us 
is the march. Most surrender immediately. It is easier to give into the mind 
numbing conformity; it makes each act more bearable, less atrocious. I have 
not yet surrendered, one of the few. Each day as I throw on my “uniform” and 
adorn the ironic beret, I travel somewhere else. Physically, I am just like the 
rest: broad shouldered, dark from endless days in the sun. A hyper-extended 
stomach protrudes beneath from a skeletal ribcage. The march has striped 
me of all past weaknesses. My baby fat has disappeared, emotional ties to 
others severed and old vices like compassion and mercy have been crushed 
and left on the side of this beaten path we walk. Well, almost all of my old 
vices. I have one left, it refuses to be banished. Like the stray mutts that 
wander the countryside, my humanity trails behind me, dogging my steps 
and keeping pace with the march. And I am glad of it. 
 I refuse to relinquish my hold on this vice. I cling onto every shred 
of identity I have left. My fingers and mind ache as I grapple with the idea of 
letting go. It is a battle not to. We walk all day. Each time my foot strikes the 
earth; it feels as if I am crushing my own fingers instead of the rich red dirt 
underneath. The devil is trying to pry my fingers loose, breaking the hold I 
keep on myself one finger digit at a time. My fingers bend back, the joints are 
not made to bend this far, but still, I hang on. The physical pain is crippling, 
but manageable. I bear it and grow used to it like the 20 pound pack on my 
shoulders. It is the mental torture, battery and anguish that is impossible to 
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ignore. So, to cope, I do not ignore it. I accept it, relish in it even. Because it is 
yet another reminder that I have not quite succumbed to what they are asking 
for. Each and every day, I fight to remember the past and will myself to forget 
the march. 
 My mind is a brawl. I exchange blow after blow with my opponent. 
However, punches are not exchanged. It is mental pictures that come one 
after another like a firestorm from hell. My family’s sofa – brown, worn, 
covered in countless scratches from various canine companions. Our kitchen 

– piled high with dirty dishes. A bookshelf. Dining room table. Birthday cards. 
Ceramic plates. The coffee pot even. Anything to stop other realities from 
creeping in. It is always inanimate objects, never people. 
 People are much too difficult. Because when I look to my left and 
right in The March, ones who I was thinking of are in my immediate vicinity. 
Close enough to touch. It would take nothing to reach out and grab a hold of 
their hand. But whatever I touched would not be what I crave. It would just 
be a shell: empty and devoid of life. Everything that made them an individual 
is gone. They chose to give in; I cannot. Because of my choices, I am alone in 
The March. 
 Left, right, left, right. Thump, thwack, thump, thwack.
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Jacqueline Baker  | Grade 12 | Holy Trinity School

Two Wolves & A Man
The wolf is howling to the man
(and there are two)
on the fall     with their necks curved towards a dark blanket
it is clear over the horizon      and so is the wood
except for the conifers     they are the only things making it difficult to see

But just over the horizon     
it is clear     
and the mountains are visible     but only the tips of each peak     
and then the rest is covered by green
the Grey, the Dark Blue, and the Black
the colours approach at the top     and then there is a light
which shines on everything
it is strong     much like everything that shines

And the man     
he is watching
(watching the man in the other man)
who is watching the long and endless howl
despite his opinion, it is difficult to decide, yet     
he knows what he wants
isn’t that always the case?

But the wolf is still lost     they both are
however, the echo should guide their way
and the light     it will make a path
long enough to surround the world
it will disappear     but it always stays

So the wolf can only wait
every thirty days or so it will wait
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sometimes shorter     or longer
and when the waiting is done the howling commences
the howl will disappear over time
but it always stays
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Charlotte Watson | Grade 12 | Trinity College School

47 Chestnut Trail 
 I skip up the familiar walkway, use all my might to pull open the 
worn pine door and inhale the sweet scent of lemon poppy seed muffins 
intertwined with my Aunt Nina’s Chanel No. 5. I’m nine and have been 
waiting for this moment all week. 47 Chestnut Trail is a small grey stone 
home in a working class subdivision nestled into the outskirts of Ajax. 
Nothing unusual to most but at that moment as my nine year old self, I’m 
flooded with relief, I’m in my haven. The scent triggers so much it’s an effort 
to exhale and I scrunch the soft pink carpet between my toes watching my 
Aunt gracefully trot down the stairs, removing a paint splattered smock. She 
embraces me in her soft cashmere cardigan. Three weeks earlier the cancer 
had returned to my Aunt’s body and began to spread. In my naïve mind I was 
thankful they cured her again however deep down I knew these days in my 
favourite place were numbered. 47 Chestnut Trail was the most ideal place in 
my mind and remains treasured, although my visits are growing less and less 
frequent. I continue to dwell on the memories formed there.  
 The yard behind the house was surrounded by a white picket 
fence, I assume to contain the beauty the garden was full of. Recalling now, 
the talents of my Aunt seem endless. Gardening was something  we both 
enjoyed and would spend hours in that yard yanking on stubborn weeds 
sometimes taking our combined effort to pry them out of the ground. After 
our laborious day we would conclude our afternoon with a tea party, taking 
time to admire our work. My Uncle brought us tea, cookies, and sour patch 
kids which I was once quite obsessed with. As the sun began to fall we would 
often retire to the study, home to the most beautiful chestnut piano and a 
chandelier which cascaded shimmery light around the beige room. 
 There was always something majestic about that house. As a child I 
would sit on the mahogany floor and admire the wall length cabinet of china 
and stature my Aunt’s mother and grandmother had collected and passed 
down the generations. I admired every shimmer reflected by the crystal 
figurines and had tea parties with the silver dishes. My Aunt would watch 
silently from a corner as I did this, delight spread across her face. Years earlier 
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she had been a wiry little girl with blonde curls and a raucous laugh matched 
perfectly to mine. She had fondled each antique with the same wonder which 
now filled my eyes. Now she grew proud of the daughter her cancer had 
prevented her from having. 
 I completed my first do it yourself project at the aid of my Aunt’s 
hand. We travelled to White Rose and bought a wooden miniature outhouse 
built to hold toilet paper rolls. We painted it navy blue at my command 
and spent hours with her in a big t-shirt and me completely naked outside 
painting on the deck. Once we finished an extensive base coat, I was taught 
how to stencil. We covered the outhouse in stencils of angels, puppy dogs, 
and dolls and put gold stars on the top. She encouraged me to do most of the 
stencilling and her final touch was a single silver star amongst the gold ones. 
I asked why she did that and she replied “this star is me, always looking out 
for you.”  The painted outhouse belongs in my bathroom now and whenever I 
look at that single, silver star I whisper “I love you.” 
 My visits tended to be overnight, I slept in my Aunt’s bed and we 
would make a dramatised show of kicking my Uncle out when my eyelids 
grew droopy and each movement was an effort for my worn body. As I eased 
into a gentle slumber I anticipated the magic I would encounter the next day. 
 I don’t recall the precise date 47 Chestnut Trail was tarnished with a 
poppy red For Sale sign carelessly pounded sideways in the soft ground. I’m 
sure it was soon after cancer claimed my Aunt. That house danced with her 
charm and the hole of emptiness that left with her felt more like an abyss. 
My memories there remain clear and it feels like yesterday I was drinking 
chai tea in the magnificent garden enjoying the warm sun soaking into my 
pink denim overalls. I keep a tethered black and white Polaroid in a box 
under my bed. It captures a young girl with an untamed mane of blonde curls 
cascading over an older woman’s shoulder. The woman has a bald head yet 
both of their smiles stretch to their ears and their eyes swim with glee. They 
are happy. This was the last day I spent with my Aunt. She knew she had 
less than a week and was completely at peace with the girl, knowing her love 
would last beyond the rest of her numbered days.   The magic I was blessed 
with remains in that house, I feel it whenever we drive by. The warmth it 
exudes makes it impossible to stifle a smile and I can still hear my Aunt’s 
carefree laugh floating on the wind every time I stop and tilt my head to 
listen. 
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Samantha Clark | Grade 12 | Trinity College School

Burnt Hands 
 Curiosity and imagination ran rampant through my six year old 
mind. Questions about nature seemed to always be dancing around my head, 
from the reason leaves are green to what an ant was really thinking about as it 
tickled across knee. My dad and I used to love to lay with the soft grass under 
our backs on cool fall nights, under warm and cozy blankets, to find patterns 
in the stars. I was usually imagining all the while, that the grass and earth 
dissolved bellow me leaving nothing but the sky and stars by my side.  My 
backyard was never simply trees, a lawn and a pond; it was a jungle, a massive 
gaudy theatre or from time to time a fairy haven. I craved new information. 
Learning things about the world around me by experiencing them made me 
content and happy.
 My little feet padded over the green tiles of my kitchen on this 
afternoon, racing toward the counter to climb the cabinets and find my 
perfect sitting place by the window. The family was all over for dinner and 
my mom was working away on the stove prepping desert. For an only child 
this made every part of me excited. The sun was still up as I watched my 
mom put the white filter into our space ship of a coffee machine. We always 
teased that it was blasting off when the timer started, and the beans would 
begin to grind. “Here goes the rocket” we would say. I could feel the coffee 
literally buzzing underneath me as the counter jiggled from the shake of the 
high tech machine. My eyes wandering around the kitchen watching my 
mom work on the stove and listening to the jazz that dad was playing over 
the speakers. Through our little kitchen opened up the sun room, virtually 
wall to wall with windows from which I could see my family laughing in the 
backyard, putting a smile on my face. The light was coming in over the tall 
trees in our yard and onto the patio as the sun started contemplating going to 
sleep, as I’m sure I was too.  
 The rattling of the machine had stopped while I wasn’t paying 
attention. I jumped down off the counter while watching mom take the pot 
off of the element. I remember vividly the thought that raced through my 
mind. What does really hot, feel like? I was truly curious and so as was in my 
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nature I opened my palm and spread my fingers to make as big a hand as I 
could, feeling the stretch between each digit. Mom had her back turned as 
she had spilt some coffee or was pouring it into cups for family in the yard; 
so I took the opportunity to answer my own question. I pressed my hand on 
the hot element straight on and held it there against the glassy surface.  At 
first all that I understood was that the surface was smooth, then, as if I could 
feel the information travelling up the nerves in my arm to my mind, I started 
to feel the fiery heat. After a matter of seconds that seemed like minutes 
passed I screamed at the realisation that really hot is really not where a six 
year olds hand should be. Of course my mom yelled as well and picked me up, 
flying the tap on cold and running water over my beat red hand.
 Dad and my Grandmother (Nanny) raced into the kitchen asking 
what had happened while I sat there feet in the sink my hand now tingling 
under the cold water, tears rolling uncontrollably down my cheeks. The team 
got a plan together and as if they yelled “break” split in opposite directions. 
Mom staying with me rubbing my back and calming me down. Before 
long my hand was taken care of and a bowl full of water and ice became an 
extension of my arm. 
 As I calmed down and the pain subsided a little, I went to sit outside 
in my Grandpa, (Poppa)’s lap with my Nanny, and the rest of my close family.  
The sun was coming down in the sky and the cricket’s music was just starting 
in the grass. I teased myself every once and a while to see that my hand was 
still in pain by raising fingers out of the chilly water just enough to feel the 
lightness of air. The pain would make my shoulders clench and my face 
squeeze up in attempt to make it go away. 
 Everyone left earlier than they usually did that night in consideration 
to the stress I had caused my parents from my curiosity. I was exhausted and 
uncomfortable and had lost any sense of enlightenment over what pure heat 
felt like. With my hand in a bowl I couldn’t do anything but lay and even 
then I couldn’t find a comfy position. Mom slept in my room that night with 
a towel under my bowl of ice and ointment at her side. We tossed and turned 
until we were both even more exhausted. The moon shone through my bed 
room curtains leaving a pool of light at the foot of the bed. The idea taunting 
me that, it must enjoy being bright at this time of night when I so desperately 
wanted to sleep. 
 The night went on in frustration until it was very late. Trains passed 
the drone of the horn soothing but terrifying as it announced the late 
hour. When the pain became bright and consuming and not even the now 
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lukewarm water helped, I made a fist with my other hand and hoped it would 
pass. Dad came in to check on us in the night. Mom had just dosed off and 
I was still restless and frustrated. He sat down in the pool of light and asked 
if I was ok. I nodded, but he stayed anyways and sang me to sleep. My eyelids 
drooped listening to his soft deep soothing voice and I forgot about my 
tingling fingers. All I could think about were the stars that would fly passed 
as I boarded this train and sped into the night. 
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Celyn Brown | Grade 12 | St. Clement’s School 

When You Left
A hasty breeze
Glazes my skin
And I refuse to meet
Your copper eyes. 

Unpleasant warmth
Weeps from my neck
As you pelt me
With words of stone.

Bitter cocoa
Lingers on my tongue
And granite 
Sinks into my lungs.

A blizzard of darts
Meets a monsoon of shards,
So I fasten my armour
And await a drought. 
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Celyn Brown | Grade 12 | St. Clement’s School 

Intertwine
 He squared on the edge of a rock, eyes closed. A yawn caused his 
drenched shirt to stretch and reveal jagged ribs. The sea surged around 
the crumbling base of the rock, trying to snatch him. The breeze caused 
his shoulders to quiver, weightless as the palm leaves. The last of the day’s 
tourists were clearing up their towels and umbrellas just a few paces from 
him. They avoided glancing at him. They had already memorized each corner 
of his tiny body when they’d arrived that morning.
 A small boy and his sister ran along the shore, crushing abandoned 
sand castles. The sun melted, and the boy remained on his perch on the rock. 
He hummed softly, and old song about a woman lost at sea. The sound was 
fragmented by the wind and waves, but still attracted a small girl.
 “What are you humming?”
 He glared at her. The humming ceased.
 “Sing it again.”
 He gazed back out to sea as she clambered up the rock. Her legs 
dangled just above the water. He hummed again. She closed her tiny 
grey eyes and tilted her head. After a few minutes, she began to him with 
him, repeating the melodies. He opened his mouth to sing the words. She 
hummed the harmony.
 “Do you wanna learn a song about someone I lost?”
 The boy nodded. The girl began to sing. In the distance, a woman 
shrieked. 
 “Amelia!”
 Amelia continued to sing, sandy wisps of hair scraping her forehead. 
The boy stood as the woman drew near.
 “Don’t worry it’s just my mom. She always wants to know where I 
am.”
 “Amelia, get over here!”
 Amelia continued to sing, silencing her mother. The sound triggered 
tears that trembled on the woman’s face. The boy crouched down and 
hummed his song over the girl’s. The melodies meshed like shards of a 
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shattered artifact; notes blending into major thirds and perfect octaves. The 
vines of sound intertwined and tangled themselves around the fingers of the 
children. There they remained, until the tide tickled the top of the rock and 
swept away their song. 
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Zoe Rikhtegar | Grade 11  | Ashbury College

The Forgotten Never Forget
 Last night, both Sheila and I had our final exams of high school. My 
girlfriend and I had been dating for almost a year. Sheila was everything 
a guy could want in a girl. She was smart, loving and her features were 
wondrous. She looked like the typical dream girl; yet she had a flaw. She was 
anything but a people person. She hated everyone. Over time, this became a 
huge problem for me. That afternoon, while we were walking in the park, I 
told her that it wasn’t going to work out for us, and that I was sorry if I hurt 
her. She stopped walking and just stared into open space. Her eyes began to 
tear up; I felt so bad.  I told her that I wished it didn’t have to be this way. 
The final words that I ever heard her say were, “you’ll never be able love 
again!”
 As the years went by, I began to forget about Sheila and date a little 
more frequently; something I didn’t get to fully experience in high school. 
My college days however were short lived after I was half way through my 
second year of university; that was when Katy and I reconnected. We used to 
be friends in high school; little did I know that we would end up housing on 
the same street. 
 I woke up Sunday morning, feeling like I never had before: the 
happiest man alive. I began to see Katy’s face clearer. She was beautiful even 
with the tired bags under her sparkly, brilliant blue eyes. She was my life 
and I knew that I was going to spend the rest of my life with her. The next 
morning as we got to class and sat in our regular seats, I noticed that there 
was a paper sticking out from under my desk. As I pulled it out I saw what 
it was of; my heart began to race, blood excessively pumping to my head 
causing my face to turn a bright cherry red. The picture was of my high 
school prom. I was still able to recognize everyone; Katy was there, looking 
as lovely as ever, with her old boy friend Mitch. There I am right in the 
middle, with my arm around Sheila. Then, I notice a big circle around my 
head with an “x” right through my entire face. As I look through the picture, 
there is only one person who I could think of who would have done this; 
Sheila, but we haven’t spoken in years. I had to get this out of my head, I 
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thought to myself. That evening, I took Katy to one of the nicest restaurants 
in New York, “Citron”, which was also one of her favourite restaurants, so she 
knew how expensive dinner was. After dinner, we took a romantic moonlit 
walk in Central Park. As we got close to the end of the path, we sat on a 
bench and began to talk; we talked for hours. It was close to midnight before 
I realized the time. Now, it was my turn to talk, I got down on one knee 
and proposed to her. True, we were young, but we both knew that we were 
destined to be with each other as long as the earth continued to spin, and the 
stars shone. She began to cry; then finally, through her tears she said yes. I 
never knew how much one word could affect me. I reached into my pocket, 
but instead of pulling out a diamond ring, I pulled out a silver egg with the 
wording “life” written across the middle. It was not traditional, but I was 
not even a graduate student yet, and still living on student loans. Her facial 
expression will never leave my mind. As she took the egg from my hand, her 
tears continued to pour down her blushed cheeks. We sat under the moon in 
silence; we both knew thoughts were similar  
 The next night, our friends; Justin, Anna and Julia, decided to take us 
out to celebrate. As we arrived to the front of our eatery, we couldn’t believe 
it. They brought us to the “Hammer Shack”. This bar was where we had our 
first date; it was the best. All of those unforgettable memorises from our first 
date came swarming back. I could remember what she was wearing, and what 
colour her hair was. My most vivid memory was her smell; strawberry vanilla. 
As we sat down and ordered our drinks, I felt something like a piece of balled 
up paper under my mat. I lifted it up and there was a note with my name 
written across the top. It read;

“Max, I’m so sad when were not together. I realize that you had to make a choice, 
but that doesn’t make it hurt any less. When can I see you? I need to hear from 
you Max! It’s driving me crazy not seeing your unforgettable face, smelling your 
memorable smell. Always, Me xoxo.”

 The letter was dated to be December 11th, 2003; the one month 
anniversary of Katy and I. I tried to remember if this date had any more 
significance, it seemed so haunting. This was also the one year anniversary 
that Sheila and I had broken up. The thought had transpired in my mind, 
wondering if it was Sheila that had written this letter. So many questions 
were overfilling my mind that I lost sight of what was going on at our table. 
Everyone at my table was now starring at me, asking if I was okay. Every 
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woman in this room now reminded me of Sheila, whether it was their voice, 
or their stature. When I looked at the waitress for her to take my order, I 
couldn’t help but look at her confused, and frustrated. I was so paranoid for 
the rest of the evening; it was hard to enjoy it. 
 As I looked around a few hours later, the bar had emptied. Only one 
waitress was left. As we got up to leave, Julia and Justin went over to get their 
jackets. We waited, but they never came back. Finally Katy had decided to 
go and see what was taking the both of them so long. Minutes after Katy 
had left, an ear piercing scream echoed through the building. Anna and I 
ran towards the back as fast as we could. When we got there, we saw Katy 
standing there, in tears, shaking.  Second later, Anna pointed to me what was 
wrong. Both Julia and Justin were on the floor, dead. Soulless they looked as 
if someone had just taken the life right out of them without warning. Once 
I had lost my sense of shock, I knew that we had to get out; whoever had 
done this was most still in close quarters. I stayed back to try and help Katy 
out of the coat room while Anna went to the front. As Katy and I got back, 
we noticed that Anna had gone. As Katy got out of her shocked state, tears 
still dripping down her face, we began to look for Anna. There was nothing; 
not a smell, or voice to follow. All we could see were bloody footprints from 
her shoes. At this point, I had no idea what to feel; three of my best friends 
were now dead. What was supposed to be an exciting night, soon turned into 
a nightmare of horror. We ran towards the double doors; they were locked. 
There was no way out; we were stuck. There was nothing else to try, nowhere 
else to go. My heart sank. We sat at a table and waited hopefully for someone 
to come. As time passed, nothing had happened. 
 I turned my back for a second, maybe, not even. That moment, Katy 
squeezed my shoulder; I could tell she was in excruciating pain. When I 
turned around, someone had stabbed her with a cue stick straight through 
her left rib cage. At the back end of the cue stick was another letter, from the 
same person; “You’ll never be able to love again.” I looked down and then up. 
I didn’t freak out because I didn’t want to scare her even more. Katy’s face 
began to get paler as the seconds passed. I knew she was losing too much 
blood. I ripped off my shirt and wrapped it around her waist. It didn’t help. 
My shirt was too thin and her blood flow was just too fast. I knew she was 
going to die; I didn’t want to believe it, but I knew it. I held her hand; endless 
time passed then abruptly but as slowly as possible, I finally felt her pulse 
stop beating on my hand. She was gone. I closed her eyes and held her for 
what seemed like a lifetime. I couldn’t have cared what would happen after 
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that. Now that all three of my best friends were gone and now Katy, my life 
just wasn’t worth living. I just sat there. After a while, I saw a figure come out 
of the shadows. I walked towards it and felt utter horror, total disbelief. 
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Zhao | St. Andrew’s College

Writing Right
Writing Right
Don’t mean writin’
Everything just right

Writing Right 
Don’t mean going right across the page.
I’m gonna write right

  About my deteriorated guitar
  No longer producing music but turbulence
  That sends shivers down my spine.

  About my home St. Andrew’s College
  Once entering the Golden Gates of Brass
  But someday will be leaving it.

  (I shall never forget my brothers
  With whom I have been through the good and bad 
  To leave memories that will be forever cherished).

  About the winters of despair 
  That accelerate nightfall 
  Bringing a period of darkness and hopelessness.

  About my dream of travelling the world 
  To see the many baffling faces of nature –
  Experiencing the diverse cultures of the world.
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Writing Right 
Means I got a right
To spin my dreams and memories
On paper.
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Sam C. Finan | St. Andrew’s College 

Immortal
 Drip. The machine quietly hummed amidst the incessant chatter of 
voices from the adjacent corridor – “forty-seven, male, stage-three lymphoma, 
prepped” – as doctors and nurses made order of chaos. Drip. It was hard to 
imagine that those little plastic bags, filled with clear liquids of food and 
medicine, were keeping that boy, my best friend, alive. Of course, back then, it 
was hard to imagine any of this.
 I never predicted the future. There was so much time, so much to 
do. Why would I? I was young and invincible. I was immortal, and death 
wouldn’t catch me – if it ever did, I would be old and ripe, with a life to look 
back on. Death was for old people, or so I thought. Those pictures of little 
children in hospitals; young, hairless children with handkerchiefs adorning 
their bare scalps, they weren’t real. They didn’t exist. Life wouldn’t ever be so 
cruel to someone who hadn’t yet lived, hadn’t yet grown or worked or married 
with a wife and children.
 I had faith that there was justice in the world; right and wrong, truth, 
integrity in the system. But faith doesn’t exist beyond the realm of human 
excuse. It is a feeble explanation to a simple yet unanswerable question: why? 
Why do I hold on? Why now? It’s the word we cling to when we dislike what 
we hear. It is sanctuary. We put our faith in everything we believe in – in God, 
in life after death – in each other, but never in ourselves. And then, there are 
things that faith and conviction will never heal, things that aren’t meant to be 
cured, but accepted – with or without belief.
 I remember sitting on the same white couch with flower patterns 
stitched into the armrests. I’d spent more time in that seat than I could 
remember, laughing, joking. At the time, it was funny, because I couldn’t 
spell the word ‘leukemia’, or understand exactly what its definition entailed. I 
remember slowly sinking into the fabric when his mother spoke. No. I tried 
to deny it, deny someone the satisfaction of hearing me cry. I wouldn’t give 
them that.
 Doctors are nice people, but it’s better not to know them. Keeping 
my head low, I walked through the doors to the cancer ward at Sick Kids.  
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“He’s asleep,” a staffer mentioned as I turned right into the corridor, my eyes 
following the emergency markings where the stone held back drywall. I 
nodded and continued to the fifth room on the left. As my fingers curled 
around the cold metal of the door handle (it felt colder than it really was), I 
asked myself to stay strong and took a breath for countenance.
 It’s hard to watch, especially knowing that whatever you do still 
means nothing. I watched his chest slowly rise, then fall, in rhythm with the 
beeping monitor to his right. I looked at the numbers – one hundred twenty-
three over eighty one – and sighed. Everything was perfectly normal, but he 
wasn’t. I patted him on the shoulder and left. Goodbye.
 I marched at the head of a parade with five other men, three on 
each side, each bearing a share of the burden; that’s what it was. It was the 
responsibility of appearing strong with little strength to support that. I didn’t 
speak, I didn’t cry. I just marched. 
 Ashes to ashes; dust to dust.
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Andrew Nelson | St. Andrew’s College

A Son’s Loss
 I was a typical sixteen year old high school student living in Hol-
mdel, New Jersey. Like many teens, I didn’t have too many problems and I 
was taken care of by my parents. At the time, I never realized how fortunate 
I was to be born into such a generous and loving family. Like most kids, I 
took things for granted, but now things have changed and I try to savor and 
embrace all the important things in life. On the evening of February 2, 2009 
my mother told me that my father had suffered a stroke while on a business 
trip in Chicago. I was unfamiliar with the term “stroke,” and I wasn’t too clear 
on how it would impact my father. How bad was it? Would he live? Would 
he be impaired? Why did it have to happen to such a great dad? These were 
the questions floating around my mind, wondering if my father was going to 
be capable of doing everything he would usually do.
 The doctor informed my family that my father had suffered a clot 
stroke, which affected the right side of his body. My father had a significant 
stroke which affected 25 percent of his brain. While the doctors could ramble 
on about statistics and scientific explanations, I had a difficult time interpret-
ing what all of it meant. I could only hope and pray that there would be no 
significant damage and he would be on the road to recovery soon. My mother 
was very careful about the information she disclosed about my father when 
she went to see him in Chicago. I truly had no idea how bad his condition 
was. When my father was on his way to recovery, my mother told me he had 
a craniotomy, spent two weeks in ICU, and almost died of pneumonia in the 
hospital. The news of what he had been going through was distressing and 
painful. However, in my heart I knew my Dad was a survivor, and he would 
pull through this and whatever challenges came his way on the road to recov-
ery.
 When my Dad was well enough to leave the hospital, he went to one 
of the nation’s best rehabilitation facilities in Chicago. Although we knew 
this was a major step in his recovery, there was a lot of work ahead. He was 
paralyzed on his right side, and he had other limitations, and had to learn 
many new things again for the first time. Occupational therapy taught him 
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how to take care of himself (i.e. grooming, feeding, and dressing himself ). 
Cognitive therapy helped improve his speech and brain functions. Physical 
therapy helped with his mobility.
 Even though my father was slowly recovering in Chicago, my par-
ents decided it would be best if the rest of the family saw him when he was 
more like himself. As soon as my father was medically stable to travel, it was 
decided that he would go to a rehabilitation center that specialized in young 
people who were affected by strokes or spinal cord injuries. Although the 
facility was in Omaha, Nebraska, the opposite direction of where we lived, we 
knew it would be for a finite time.
 While he was in Omaha, I could tell he was progressing. His speech 
was clearer and we could speak on the phone practically every day. My Mom 
was optimistic about his progress because he worked tirelessly during his 
rehabilitation sessions. I suppose if I were honest with myself, I really didn’t 
know what to expect because I hadn’t seen him for three months. I had a 
mixed bag of emotions. I felt anxious, frustrated, helplessness, and even angry. 
I wanted him to be the same dad as when I last saw him, and I was trying 
to fool myself that he would be. In my mind, my dad was the ultimate super 
hero and nothing could ever happen to him.
 I went through my days in New Jersey in the usual fashion, but my 
thoughts were never far from my dad. I would speak to him periodically, but 
to be completely honest I felt awkward talking to him. Did he understand 
me? Why doesn’t he sound the same? Why was it so hard for me to con-
nect with him over the phone? I think it came down to one word: denial. If I 
didn’t talk to him everything would be the same and he would walk through 
the door in a few days and this nightmare would be over. However, little did I 
know then that the nightmare was just beginning.
 May 10, 2009 was Mother’s Day. It is a universally celebrated day 
to appreciate and acknowledge what mothers do for us every day of the year. 
For quite some time, I had not given credit to my mother for all that she had 
been through, especially during the time when she needed me most. When 
families are supposed to come together during a crisis, our family seemed 
broken beyond repair. Everyone was living their own life and trying to deal 
and cope with the absence of my father the best way they could. I wanted 
relationships within our family to be better, but I didn’t know how to do it. I 
was frustrated, and it was easier to tune out than try to be a part of our family 
unit.
 In the late afternoon on Mother’s Day I came home from a friend’s 
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house with a bouquet of flowers for my mother. She appreciated the gesture, 
as I had not been around the house lately. We decided to go out for an early 
dinner to celebrate Mom’s big day. During dinner my Mom asked if I had 
called my Dad that day. I was hesitant and said, “No.” I always wanted to put 
off those phone calls because they made me feel uncomfortable. My mom 
asked if I would call him after dinner, which I did. He sounded like himself, 
but preoccupied by something going on in his room. He said he was fine and 
asked if we could talk a little later. Once again, I was a bit relieved to end the 
call. However, he did call me half an hour later and we had a short conversa-
tion. He said we would talk again soon. That was the last time I ever spoke 
to my father. A few hours later, my mother was notified that my father had 
suffered a massive heart attack and died. I could not believe what she had 
told me. It was totally incomprehensible to me. My life as I had known it was 
changed forever.
 My father was gone and nothing would ever be the same again. My 
world was suddenly turned upside down. Within a few months our house 
in New Jersey was sold, my family relocated to a new state 1,500 miles 
away, and I was sent to a Canadian boarding school away from my friends 
and family. I am still deeply affected by what has transpired over the last 18 
months. To tell you the truth, it all still seems surreal. I am still dealing with 
my grief and loss on a daily basis. I have good days and bad ones, but there is 
never a day that goes by that I don’t think of the loss of my best friend and 
father.
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Jennifer Wen | Grade 11 | Trinity College School

I had a dream
I had a dream of my favourite hot chocolate milk
Doled out to me from my dearest mother
On a Saturday morning

I had a dream of the bitter winds of winter
Splashing on my just-out-of-bed face
As I paddle pass the snow-covered memorial cross
On my way to breakfast sign in 

I had a dream of my Uncle Alex who always
always brings me my favourite books
Whenever I return to Hong Kong 
For the summers

I had a dream of
“We are now getting old, we cannot help you much anymore
But we will do anything, as long as you try too”

I had a dream of the grey scarf with purple dots
From my best friend Sarah
Delivered to me between the yellow line saying
 “No non-passengers beyond here”
As a gift for our farewell three years ago

I had a dream of a common room
With my parents sitting on the couch
Watching their seven o’clock news
And me playing “Canon in D” by Pachelbel, on my 12-year-old piano
As if it was a live performance underneath the Eiffel Tower 
on a chilly but warm-hearting night
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I had a dream of always forgetting
To bring my laundry down to the ladies
And wishing I did
Discovering an empty sock drawer the next morning

I had a dream of me and my brother in a box
With Garfield taller than a three-year-old me
Smiling, snatching, laughing
Careless and unaware that the box cracked
As we fell out, giggling

I had a dream of returning to the memories
And remaining forever young
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Jedidah Nabwangu | Grade 10 | Ashbury College

Reason
Falling down on someone else’s pavement, 
is it on purpose, or just another accident?
They say that things happen for a reason…
How can this be true if the reason hurts so bad?
Don’t let it catch you or you’ll regret it forever
Treasure this only moment; so sweet and tender.
Nothing to lose, but will I gain?

Searching through the old, misty corridor for final answers
time keeps ticking in the world that I never knew.
My plans keep happening right on cue.
Cool drops of water slide down from my hair to my lips,
I’m cold, I’m scared, I wish I never had the times that hurt so bad.
The bricks that they wished upon me are here to stay,
standing alone every bloody day.
No support whatsoever,
Don’t let it catch you or you’ll regret it forever.

Take one last breath of fresh air,
this is the only way because no one else cares.
The trees begin to whisper as they fall down onto my soul.
The road that I was once was on is finally ending,
no more signs that tell me to keep going.
The swollen, empty space in my heart will be let free, 
the one that was eaten by the ones who are leeches.
Violins that once soothed me in my sleep
 begin to screech as loud as death.
The sky begins to pour heavy drops of blood,
the autumn leaves then turn into mud.
It creeps up behind me; crawls up my spine just like a feather, 
Don’t let it catch you or you’ll regret it forever.




